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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY -- PRIME ACCESS RULE (DOCKET 19622)

1. May 1970: FCC adopts PTAR-1, effective October 1, 1971.

Provisions of PTAR-1 for network owned or affiliated

stations in top 50 markets:

A. Limited to 3 hours of network programs in prime time

evening hours.

B. Time cleared cannot be filled with off-network or

feature films shown by that station within previous

2 years.

C. Spot news and political broadcasting are exempted.

0.
(1) If stations carry a full hour of local news leading

up to prime time, 1/2 hour of network news at 7 P.M.

won't count toward 3-hour limitbaA;k_ft.44-t. viten -tpteirk0V)

(2) Network sports runovers.

(3) One-time,
ft $ t4A tot. u4116:004WS

(4) 0 -ne wor programs fne Wi ingdom, National 

special, network news or public affairs.

Geographic, etc.

2. May 1971: U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals upholds

FCC rule.

3. October 26, 1972: Flooded with complaints and 3 petitions

for repeal, FCC revisits rule, issues Notice of Inquiry and

Proposed Rulemaking. Fifty-nine parties file; two days of

oral arguments held in July 1973.
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4. January 23, 1974: FCC issues FTAR-2, effective

September 1974.

Provisions:

A. All restrictions removed from Sundays.

G-iv eft/
B. First half-hour of PT 1444e. back to networks.

C. Remaining six 7:30-8:00 P.M. half-hours could be used

for network or off-network material (i.e., children's

TV, public affairs, documentaries).

D. Feature films banned entirely from station's access

time.

5. June 18, 1974: National Association of Independent TV

producers and distributors (proponent of PTAR-1) appeals
•••••

PTAR-2 to U.S. Second Circuit Appeals Court. NAITPD

first sought stay of PTAR-2 until September 1975. Stay

denied. But court ruled that FCC acted too precipitously

in making changes effective that fall. Court enjoined FCC

from putting changes into effect before September 1975

and remanded issue bact to FCC.
C INJAt 40,ftuft•Ziow". F cc ovvi4-4..tAhrt

A. yNoviews of public, consumer and minority groups.

B. Effects on TV advertising in prime time.

C. Impact on minority programming.

011S
D. Playrights and act i** views on e-f-f-e-e-t--erf- rule set ettrecrs

their professions.
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E. How rule works to increase rather than eliminate

network dominance.

F. Effect on competition (Justice comments).

G. Economic impact on Hollywood and program production

industry.

6. July 9, 1974: FCC issues further Notice of Inquiry.

7. September 20, 1974: OTP comments to FCC that rule should

be appealed.° Tr
44.

dbjections to 

A. By artifically constricting amount of network prime

time, the rule nas actually strengthened network's

position and weakened production industry.

Waiver requests have drawn FCC into the judgment of

program content.

B.

ovAci
8. January 16, 1975: FCC Report A Order on PTAR-3, effective

September 8, 1975: Robinson dissents, compares FCC struggle

against network dominance to adventures of Don QuIlete.

Provisions of PTAR-3:

A. Generally same as PTAR-1.

B. Networks limited to 3 hours each evening in top 50 markets.

C. Time cleared cannot be filled with off-network or

feature films which have appeared on a network.



D. Waivers include:

(1) Network or off-network programs for children,

public affairs or documentaries.

(2) Spot news or political broadcasting.

(3) Half-hour of network news is permitted when it is

adjacent to one hour of locally-produced news.

(4) Sports runovers.

(5) Whole evening of international sporting events

olympics, college bowl games, etc.

9. February 1975: CBS and major producers appealeule on

First Amendment grounds to U.S. Appeals Court in New York,

claim law seeks to regulate program content. Reply briefs

due March 3, oral argument March 7.
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

• Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of

Waivers of the prime
time access rule,
§73.658(k) of the
Commission's Rules,
for the 1974-75
broadcast year.

FCC 74-974
24085

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

Adopted:September 11,1974 Released: September 13, 1974

By the Commission: Commissioners Lee and Reid concurring.

1. The Commission, on July 18, 1974 issued a Public Notice
(FCC 74-785), inviting interested parties to comment on the policy to
be followed with respect to certain kinds of waivers of the prime-time
access rule, §73.658(k) of the Commission Rules,for the 1974-75 broad-
cast year. Consideration of this matter was prompted by the decision
of the U.S. Court of Appeals (C.A. 2) on June 18, 1974, staying until
September 1975 the effectiveness of changes in the rule we had adopted
effective this September. 1/ Some of these changes were designed in
part to eliminate the need for consideration of various kinds of waiver;
since these may not now be put into effect, it is appropriate to con-
sider what policy to follow, for this coming year, with respect to them.

2. The July 18 Public Notice invited comment on two types
of waivers of the rule, and listed the requests which were then pending
in each category. The two types are: (1) continuation of the "one-time"
waiver to permit carriage of network news and public affairs programs,
not part of a regular series, without counting toward the permissible
three hours of network or off-network programs each evening; and
(2) waiver of the "off-network" restriction, §73.658(k)(3), to permit
carriage of certain "off-network" programs, similarly without counting
toward the permissible three hours. The pending requests listed were
by CBS Inc. for continuation of the "one-time" network news and public
affairs waiver; by three stations for continuation of the "off-network"

1/ National Association of Independent Television Producers and Distributors 

111, 
et al V. FCC (C.A. 2, June 18, 1974), reversing in part our Report and Order
In Docket .?622 adopted January 23, 1974 (FCC 74-80, 44 FCC 2d 1081). For
more of the background of this matter, see the "Further Notice Inviting
Comments" in Docket 19622 (FCC 74-756), inviting comments on various
Matters mentioned in the Court's Opinion.
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waiver previously granted them with respect to the National Geographic 

program (KATU, Portland, Ore:, KOMO-TV, Seattle, Wash., and WCPO-TV,

Cincinnati, Ohio); and by the producers or distributors of three other

off-network or partly off-network groups of programs: the Wild Kingdom 

and Animal World  series (both of which are partly off-network and have

previously received waiver) and a 26-episode Mr. Magoo animated series,

and two individual Mr. Magoo programs, all formerly on NBC. We also

note three other "off-network" waiver requests received by the end of

July: from Four Star International (July 19) with respect to four

children's "special" programs formerly on CBS (Pinocchio', The Emperor's 

New Clothes, Aladdin and Jack and the Beanstalk) from Time-Life Films

for the 13-week America series formerly on NBC; and another station

request concerning National Geographic (WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio, which

has not previously received a waiver.) 2/

3. Comments in response to the Public Notice were fildd

July 24, 1974 by the National Association of Independent Television

Producers and Distributors (NAITPD), which also commented upon the matter
of waivers in a letter to the Chairman dated July 3, and Westinghouse

Broadcasting Company, Inc., American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC)

CBS Inc. (CBS), National Broadcasting Company,Inc. (NBC), Bill Burrud

Productions, Inc. (Burrud, producer of Animal World) and Fisher's Blend

Station, Inc. (KATU and KOMO-TV). Reply comments were filed July 30 or

31, by NAITPD, National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB), CBS,

NBC, Burrud, Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co. (Mutual, distributor of

Wild Kingdom), and UPA Produetions of America (UPA) distributor of the

Mr. Magoo programs mentioned. Generally, NAITPD, Westinghouse and NCCB

oppose all waiver requests of the two types involved here. The networks

support the "one time" news-public affairs waiver for the networks;

ABC generally express some opposition to off-network waivers, beyond

truly exceptional cases of need. Burrud, Mutual, UPA and Fisher's

Blend argue in support of their respective requests. We also consider

herein, of course, the material in the requests mentioned.

2/ In listing the requests, it was stated in the Public Notice that as
to the "one-time" network news and public affairs waiver, and the National 

Geogr. ?hie waiver, consideration would not be limited to those networks

or stations who had made the requests; but otherwise consideration would

be confined to those programs specifically listed plus others mentioned

in initial comments in response to the Public Notice. It was stated that:

"The Commission is definitely of the view that no "off-network" waivers

shoulcl. be considered (where a substantial amount of programming is involved)

which are not before us by late July."

Another waiver requested listed was that by the licensee of Station WBRE-

TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. This, which was based largely on asserted circumstances

unique to the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton, Pa. market, has since been denied in

anoth,,r action (WBRE-TV,Inc., FCC 74-857, released August 5, 1974).
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4. The following discussion deals with the two types of waiver

and specific requests mentioned. Briefly, near the end hereof, we deal

with other kinds of waivers mentioned in the comments.

Arguments of the Parties 

5. Significance of the Court's June 18 decision. NAITPD urges

that the above-mentioned decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals (C.A. 2),

NAITPD v. FCC, requires denial of the kinds of waivers involved here, as

well as others which we have already considered in recent weeks and denied

partly on this basis (WERE-TV, Inc., supra; Avco Broadcasting Corporation

et al, FCC 74-800). The argument is that a substanti4 part of the changes

which we adopted last January, but whose effectiveness the Court has stayed,

were designed to achieve the same kind of results as the past waiver policies

though by another approach; and therefore, since we may not put the rule

changes themselves into effect at this time, we may not grant waivers having

the same result either -- " ... the Court has enjoined alteration of the

Access Rule, an alteration no less real when achieved by waiver than through

effectuation of the Evening Programming Requirements Rule." The parties

favoring waivers disagree; their position is essentially that the Court

was simply ordering maintenance of the status quo, which includes -- or

at least does not exclude -- grant of waivers at least in the same areas

where they have been granted previously. NBC claims that NAITPD is

essentially urging that the Commission cannot either go back to its public-

interest conclusions under the old rule or forward to its public-interest

conclusions under the new rule, and that this argument should be rejected.

6. In our view, NAITPD's arguments are without merit. As

noted above, the Court has directed us to retain the prime time access

rule, as adopted in 1970, in effect for another year. In the recent

decisions mentioned above, we have recognized the inappropriateness of

taking actions, by way of waiver in new areas, which might have the ap-

pearance of circumventing that mandate and thus, pro tanto, putting the

new changes into effect this fall (in those cases, permitting "stripped"

off-network programming from 7 to 7:30 p.m. E.T.). But, in our judgment,

the requirement imposed by the Court in this respect goes no further.

The Court's opinion did not mention waivers at all, and we cannot con-

clude that there was intended any judicial disapproval of the policies

which have been followed so far under the 1970 rule. As an administra-

tive agency we must retain some flexibility in the administration of

our rules. If we conclude that the public interest would be served by

waiver, within the general confines of previous actions and policies --

which, for reasons discussed below, for the most part we do -- we consider

ourselves free to act accordingly.
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7. Arguments supporting waiver. As to waiver policy generally,

it is urged by some of the 
networks and other parties seeking

 waiver, as

mentioned above, that the pre
vious waiver policies should be cont

inued,

because the conclusions which j
ustified them.before are still va

lid, and,

by adding flexibility to an 
otherwise rather rigid rule whose 

literal

application leads to impractical 
results in some cases, these kin

ds of

waivers serve the public interest
 and the interest of the viewing 

public

which the Court held to be of h
igh importance. It is also asserted that

these policies are familiar to t
he industry and the Commission, a

nd no

new ones to achieve the same pub
lic-interest results could be devis

ed at

this late date for 1974-75. CBS claims that there has been r
eliance on

these policies (as such or as embodi
ed in the rule changes), for ex

ample

in its scheduling of pro football t
elecasts, and hardship would resu

lt

if they are not continued.

8. In urgihg continuation of the "on
e-time" network news and

public affairs waiver which has appli
ed since the rule went into effec

t

in 1971, 3/ the networks urge that
 the justification advanced earlie

r

applies now as well, and that the
 Commission has recognized the m

erit of

this concept not only by the earl
ier grants of waiver but by puttin

g the

principle into the rule changes wh
ich were adopted but have been s

tayed.

It is claimed that the waiver c
learly serves the public interest 

by facil-

itating the presentation of mater
ial increasing public knowledge 

and

information about matters of public
 interest and concern, and provid

es

needed flexibility for the untram
meled exercise by the networks o

f this

important journalistic function. 
The networks assert that they us

e

"their own time" -- network prime
 time, or late evening time -- 

to a

large extent for such presentatio
ns; but there is still a "real 

and

considerable need" for the waiver,
 since network evening schedul

es are

not easily rearranged, particula
rly where longer programs are 

involved

and on the short notice often inv
olved with material of this k

ind.

It is said that the absence of wai
ver -- excluding such material

 from

the access period or requiring a
 later "give-back" of access 

time the

same evening on short notice -- wou
ld "inhibit artifically" the 

pre-

sentaLion of such material and woul
d curtail it, and would "re

duce the

flexibility needed for the full and
 vigorous exercise of First

 Amendment-

favored exploration of news and ide
as." It is also claimed that th

ere

has been no network abuse of thi
s waiver; CBS assertedly has 

used it

only Lhree times since January 1
972 and not at all in 1974, a

nd in

practice none of the networks ha
s approached the 25 occasions

 a year

mentioned as a possible maximum wh
en the waiver was first soug

ht. It

Is asserted that with the few 
instances of use of the waiver

, and those

occurring pretty much at random,
 there is no significant impa

ct on the

demand for first-run syndicated 
material which the rule is des

igned to

promote. Moreover, it is asserted, there i
s little or no material of

this sort available from non-
network sources, so there is no

 inhibition

on the sale or development o
f a particular type of program

ming; rather,

3/ See 32 FCC 2d 55(1971); 37 FCC 
2d 570(1972);40 FCC 2d 355(1973);

 and

42 FCC 2d 615 (1973).
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withdrawal of the waiver would simply reduce the supply of such material

to stations. 4/

9. With respect to the Public Notice's suggestion that there

might be a numerical limit on such activities, e.g., once a month or

three times a quarter, the networks oppose this as limiting flexibility

unduly and unnecessary in the absence of any abuse. CBS claims that this

would be a basic change in the character of the waiver, from a recognition

that journalistic judgments should be made without artificial government-

imposed restraints, to one of governmental intrusion into an area which

the Commission should eschew.

10. With respect to the requested "off-network" waivers, most

of the petitioners urge the particular merit and other circumstances of

their programs, either set forth in the petition or,by reference to an

earlier showing, claimed still to apply. The points asserted include

popularity (ratings), educational or social value as shown by letters

from educators and environmental groups, awards and testimonials, etc. 5/

and the desirability of the program for early evening children's or "family"

viewing (and of presenting the program at this 'hour of large audience).

The Wild Kingdom  and Animal World proponents urge, again, the "independent"

character of their programs when on the network, and they also assert that

the cost and complexity of "outdoor" program production efforts precludes

more than a relatively small number of new episodes each year. It is

claimed that waiver is thus still necessary, even though fewer off-network

episodes will be needed in future years. These producers also urge the

need for waiver to avoid disruption of their activities as a result of

the Court's decision, which eliminated their potential, under the changed

rule, for selling the programs for use in the first half-hour of prime

time or as "documentary" programs in one 7:30 half hour each week. In

a letter replying to NAITPD's comments, UPA asserts that the object of

the rule is to further meritorious programming, clearly including the

Mr. Magoo material.

4/ CBS also mentions another point: absence of waiver would raise a series

of difficult questions as to the scope of the "on the spot coverage" or

coverage of "fast breaking events" exemptions contained in the rule, with

respect to coverage planned in advance, use of previously filmed material, et(

5/ UPA attaches 7 documents in support of its request for the Adventures 

of Mr. Magoo series -- a USIA document describing it as of educational

character, a letter from a New York City educator seeking it for school use,

a McGraw-Hill release describing the series as important in bringing history

and literary classics to life for students, letters of praise from a church

group and NAFBRAT, a letter to area English teachers from WAVY-TV, Norfolk

about the series, which it ran at 7 p.m. in 1971, and a letter of praise

and inquiry from a Connecticut librarian. It should be noted that some of

these documents concern classroom or other film, rather than broadcast, use.

Some 16 similar documents were submitted concerning the two individual

Mr.  Magoo programs.
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network" waivers. The three parties opposing waivers -- NAITPD,

Westinghouse and NCCB -- advance a variety of, arguments against them,

both generally and as to the two particular areas involved here. 6/

These are in summary as follows:

(a) With the Commission's January decision looking toward

an end of waivers, and the Court's subsequent stay, this is not a m
atter

of maintaining the status quo, and there is not and should not be a

"vested interest" in obtaining a waiver simply because one was granted

before. NAITPD, in fact, claims that as to the "off-network" waiver

policy we are bound by the conclusion in that decision that this process

has been "undesirable" (see 44 FCC 2d 1081, 1134-35). It is asserted

that therefore we should take this opportunity to make a "fresh start",

abandoning past precedents and policies which have led to such undesir-

able results and which, particularly in the "off-network" area, have

been criticized by most parties commenting.

(b) The waiver policies, as they have evolved in practice

under the rule, constitute a de facto modification of it without appro-

priate rule-making proceedings rather than the "limited safety valve" which

waivers are designed to afford. This is urged particularly as to the

"one-time" network news and public affairs waiver, which originally was

adopted on the basis of special temporary circumstances (the transitional

character of the first year under the rule, and need for pre-election

coverage in a Presidential election year) but which has since become

apparently a permanent modification by the various extensioas. It is

also claimed that the Commission's practice improperly shifts the burden

of proof from one seeking waiver to opponents (for example as to a sho
wing

of specific inhibition).

(c) The types of waivers involved here are unnecessary,

since the rule does not preclude the presentation of any material at

any time. As to the "one-time" network waiver, it is claimed that the

networks can, and should be required to, use their own prime time to

fulfill their journalistic obligations, rather than use "the other

fellow's time" while keeping their own schedules intact. As to the

off-network programs, these may be presented at any time, including

early-evening or later prime time if the station is willing to pree
mpt

network programs. NAITPD argues that if the Commission is so concerned

about early-evening exposure for a program such as America, it shou
ld

either make the network carry it at such an hour, or inquire of lic
ensees

as to why they did not carry it without a waiver (preemptin
g a later

network program).

6/ ABC and CBS also commented briefly as to off
-network waivers, al-

though not directly involved. ABC suggests that the time may be at han
d

when the off-network waiver situation should be cle
aned up, noting the slow

progress of Wild Kinfdom toward all new material. CBS, on the other hand,

althcugh noting that it has previously opposed such waivers beca
use they

involve the Commission in "program quality" judgments, stat
es that it does

not oppose their continuation during the present
 period of uncertainty as

to what the rule will be in the future.
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(d) Any waiver, even for a small amount of time such as
the 13-week America series, creates great uncertainty and instability,
by depriving independent producers of the knowledge of how many markets
they will have to aim at, depending on what waivers the Commission may
or may not grant. Westinghouse claims that' this has been the biggest
single obstacle to the development of the rule's potential. Given the
double advantage which off-network material has -- previous exposure
and thus a "track record", and possible sale in syndication cheaply
because all or most of the costs have been recovered in the network
run -- it is claimed that this possible competition is ruinous, par-
ticularly precluding the development of any new material.of the same
type as that for which waiver has been granted, for example material
such as America) and restoring to certain programs the very competitive
advantage of which the rule was designed to deprive them. This is said
also to be true of the "one-time" network waiver -- inhibiting the
development of such material from independent sources in the vital area
of public information.

(e) It is said that the off-network waiver process
violates the First Amendment, both through a Governmental judgment based
on the "merit" or "quality" of a program, and through the inhibiting
effect on the development of other programs under a rule specifically
designed to increase diversity and promote the public's First Amendment
rights. NAITPD claims that the policy is thus "unreasonable, unconsti-
tutional and self-defeating".

(f) NCCB urges chat these waivers adversely affect the
presentation of locally oriented and minority-group programming, sub-
stituting a national decision that certain programs should be shown
instead and interfering with licensees' freedom to program their stations
to meet local needs (and with citizen group efforts to get them to).
NCCB also refers to two syndicated programs of significance to minority
groups (La Raza and Black Ominbus) and claims that the latter, which
has gone out of production because of lack of advertiser.support, will
not be replaced "without a strictly enforced and stable prime time
access rule". In sum, waivers serve only to impede the basic purpose
of the rule -- "to insure a diversity of programming sources, which
enable a station to respond to the needs and interests of its community".

(g) These parties also attack the arguments of the Wild 
Kingdom and Animal World proponents as to their particular circumstances.
It is claimed that there is no showing that a further "subsidy" is needed
to permit them to continue their activities, that the progress of Wild
Kingdom toward non-reliance on former network material is extremely slow
in three years of waiver, and that the fact of their former "independent"
nature is of no consequence; the same has been true for some years of nearly
all network programming (under the "syndication" and "financial interest"
rules ad.pted in 1970) and off-network .programming has the same inhibiting
effect oil new independent material regardless of the nature of its past
or present ownership.
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Discussion and Conclusions 

12. After careful consideration of t
lie matters raised herein,

we conclude that waivers
 of these two types'should'be gran

ted to an extent

which will preserve the st
atus quo 7- continuation of the waive

r for "one

time" network news and pub
lic affairs prograM6, and for the 

Wild Kingdom,

Animal World  and National Geographic program
 series -- and in one other

case: the six children's spe
cial programs mentioned in paragra

ph 2, above.

The latter waiver is grante
d because of the high importance 

of permitting

children's"specials" to be prese
nted at a reasonably early evenin

g hour,

as well as because of the ve
ry small amount of access time inv

olved (a

total of 12 hours per year per m
arket even if all programs were sh

own

twice). The request for the 26-e
pisode Famous Adventures of Mr. 

Magoo 

series is denied. We do not pass at this time on the 
America request,

since that was filed only July 30
 and thus was not the subject of comment

s,

and since decision now is not nece
ssary because the program will not be

available to commercial televisio
n until March 1975.

13. The prc -nt moment is one of uncer
tainty as to what the

future form of the rule will be,
 which will be decided in the next 

several

weeks by further decision in Dock
et 19622. Thus, this is not the time or

the place to make sweeping changes in the practice wh
ich has grown up

under the rule, in an effort to 
make it work better as a permanent

 matter.

Moreover, the Court's decision c
ame fairly late in the game with 

respect

to industry planning for the 
1974-75 broadcast year. It appears that

there has been reliance by sta
tions, networks, and producers on 

the avail-

ability of access time for such
 material under the changed rules 

(during

the first half-hour of prime 
time, or as "documentary" or "pub

lic affairs"

material during one "cleared" ha
lf-hour per week). These changes have

of course been stayed, but we
 do not conceive it to be in the 

public

interest to disrupt these plans 
by acting to reduce the availa

bility of

access time for these activitie
s,to a point below either what h

as been

available so far under the earl
ier rule or what would have been 

available

under the changed rule, in the 
absence of stronger countervail

ing con-

siderations than those which appear
 here.

14. It must also be borne in mind that 
our decisions here

are short-run in nature. The waivers and indicated grants 
adopted here

are only for 1974-75, and, even 
if a new rule should be put in

to effect

only at a later date and the sam
e policies should be continued

 in the

interim (matters which we do not
 here decide), the present de

cisions

will 'pply only for a relative
ly short period. This means that some

aspects of the matter which may
 be important in a long-term or

 permanent

decision are of less consequen
ce here -- for example, the i

nhibiting

effect of waiver on the devel
opment of new, independent p

rogramming of

the same general sort. The supply of new non-network 
programming for

1974-75 is doubtless by now 
pretty well set; for the longe

r term, whatever

effects there are will flow 
not from our action here but 

from whatever

decision is reached later 
this fall in Docket 19622.
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15. As to .continuatiOn of thet"one-time" network news and
public affairs waiver, we conclude that this would be in the public

interest because of the high importance of facilitating the presentation

of this type of "informed electorate" material, the present relative
absence of material of this sort from other sources, the concomitant

lack of significant impact (in the short run) of the development of
similar material, and the fact that (with uses of the waiver being few
in number and pretty much on a random basis) this would not be expected
to have substantial impact on the development of new access-period
programming generally. 7/ It does not appear that there has been any
abuse of this waiver, and the networks do, to a large extent, use
"their own time" for this purpose. We conclude that, for the period
involved here, they should retain the flexibility which the waiver
gives them in exercising their journalistic function. 'While the same
conditions which led to the original waiver do not necessarily obtain,
we reach the same conclusion on the basis of present conditions.

16. We have decided not to adopt a numerical limit on net-
work use of this waiver, indicated in the Public Notice as a possibility,
since it might impair desirable flexibility and past performance does not
indicate a need for it. However, we expect the networks not to abuse this
waiver, especially by using access time extensively rather than their own
time to carry out their journalistic function. If the entire burden should

not have to fall exclusively in network prime time, neither should it have

to fall entirely or largely in access time.

17. The considerations mentioned in pars. 13-14 above like-

wise indicate that waiver should be granted for the three "outdoor"

program series mentioned. In our judgment, the cause of diversity of

programming -- increasing the amount and variety of fare available to

the public -- would be served by waiver and disserved by denial, for the

short-run period involved here, and thus with little or no impact on

the development of new programming for the longer term. There has not

been, here or in earlier filings, any evidence as to the inhibiting effect

on the development of new programming, and, we cannot assume that
there would be any with respect to a shOrt-run waiver for programs

7/ NOCB mentions the possibility thate,network program presented under this

waiver may displace a timely local program of the same type. This appears

too speculative to be of decisional importance here, bearing in mind the

rather small amount of access time devoted to either network news and public

affairs under the waiver or local programming, and the possibility that in

the c likely event that this does occur, either the local program could be

re-scheduled or the network program could be taped and delayed.
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which have previously been available on the same basis.
 The total time

involved of 2 hours a_week is less than 10% of the 21 hou
rs a week per

market of "cleared" time, even assuming all three program
s involved

are shown in access time in all 50 marketsi-which has never b
een the case

so far. 8/

18. We conclude that waiver should also be granted for the

six children's "special" programs mentioned, even though, a
dmittedly,

this does go beyond the status quo. We reach this conclusion on the basis

of the short-run nature of our action here (already discussed),
 and con-

sequently the absence of any impact on the long-term development 
of new

non-network material, and two other factors: (1) the lack of 
impact in

terms of time, since these six programs would amount to only 12 
hours a

year per market even if all were shown twice; and (2) the overridin
g

importance of making children's programs of this type available a
t an

early evening hour. We noted in our decision changing the rule that one

of the chief complaints against it has been that it prevents the 
pre-

sentation of network children's specials at an early hour, permitting

children to watch them and still observe a reasonable bedtime (see 
44 FCC

2d 1081, 1134). We find it of high importance to facilitate the presen-

tation of such material at an early evening hour, from off-ne
twork if

not network sources, and accordingly waiver appears appropriate
 for this

short-run period, in the absence of any demonstrated impact on 
the

development of new programming.

19. However, we conclude that waiver for the other program

series involved -- the Famous Adventures of Mr. Mau.° -- is n
ot warranted,

even though it is material of the same general sort. Despite the merit

of this program asserted by petitioner with supporting ma
terial, and the

short-run nature of our actions here, we do not believe it 
appropriate,

at this point when the future form of the rule is uncertain, 
to grant

waiver for a new 26-episode series, wholly off-network, for 
which waiver

has not been granted before and which also is a program of 
a type not

hitherto involved in the waiver process. The possible Creation of new

Inhibitions on the development of non-network programming -- 
as opposed

to continuation of whatever existing inhibitions may exist 
where waivers

have been granted in the past -- is net to be taken lightly, 
even in the

short run. Where a 26-program, wholly off-network series is 
involved, we

decline to do so. Grant of a waiver of this sort, involving material 
which

likely would occupy a time slot on a station for a full yea
r, would tend to

undercut the Court's mandate even though it would not 
necessarily contravene it

8/ With respect to the argument mentioned in par. 11(c) ab
ove, that

waivers are not necessary for the programs to be shown 
in prime time, we

do not find this persuasive, bearing in mind that: (1
) the whole premise of

the rule is that the networks have a tremendous 
advantage in clearing programs

in competition with non-network sources; and (2) 
one significant element of

"diversity" is the range of programs available to th
e public at a given time,

here "cleared" access time. It is noted that National Geographic progr
ams

will not be shown on U.S. network televisi
on this year, following the

CourL's decision.
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20. Other programs. As indicated in the July 18 Public
Notice, we intend to be restrictive as to waivers of the'"off-network"
provisions of the prime time access rule, with respect to programs
other than those mentioned and not denied herein.

21. Other  observations. It is appropriate to discuss certain
arguments against waiver mentioned earlier and not directly dealt with
above. First, it is urged that we are bound by the conclusion in our
January Report and Order that the off-network waiver process is "un-
desirable." This characterization referred to the process itself, not
the result; our decision was to adopt rule changes designed, inter alia,
to reach the same general result by a better process. Since the changes
have been stayed, it is appropriate to use the old approach if the public
interest so indicates, as we conclude it does. Second, as to the
character of the waiver process as a de facto change in the rules (and
as improperly shifting the burdeu of proof) we find these objections
without merit, insofar as the short-run decision here is concerned.
Waiver of the rules is a power which the Commission properly may, and
when the public interest requires, must exercise. WAIT Radio v. FCC,
418 F. 2d 1153 (C.A.D.C. 1969). We have examined the facts and arguments
presented, by both sides, and are persuaded that waiver to the extent
granted herein will further the public interest. Finally, we note the
arguments concerning the First Amendment. In our view, our actions
herein do not raise questions on this score, since we neither forbid
nor require the presentation of any program. Our decisions herein are
not based on the "merit" or "quality" of any program -- assuming arguendo
that such 1 course would present First Amendment problems -- and the
short-run nature of this decision renders inapposite NAITPD's argument
that waiver violates First Amendment concepts by inhibiting or precluding
the development of new material.
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Network News and Sports Runo
ver Waivers 

22. These two areas of waiver
 policy were not set forth for

comment in the Public 
Notice, but there was some com

ment. We will.

continue for 1974-75 the 
"network news at 7 following a

n hour of local

news" waiver, and the 
policy granting waiver for pre

sentation of network

news or public affairs 
programs on weekends at 7 (E.T

.) where both pre-

ceded and followed by a 
half-hour of local news or loc

al public affairs.

No party expressed obje
ction to this waiver, which wa

s contemplated by

"footnote 36" of the Repor
t and Order adopting the rule 

in 1970. 9/

With respect to "runovers"
 of network afternoon sports 

telecasts, we

will continue the past poli
cy in this respect. NAITPD raises here, as it

has before, the problem wh
ich is presented to suppliers o

f first-run

syndicated programming in "m
aking good" the commercials los

t in their

programs as a result of suc
h runovers (particularly on w

eekends, which

is when nearly all of the
m occur). We recognized in our January 

decision

that this is not a satisfa
ctory situation under the pres

ent rule, and

took steps to deal with it
 simply by reducing the possib

ility of runovers

(there is not a great like
lihood in any event). See 44 FCC 2d 1081,

1143. NAITPD has not given us (now
 or earlier) any specifics wi

th respect

to the claimed problem, 
and therefore we are not adoptin

g any different

policy for the short run i
nvolved here, in what might be a

 rather complex

area. This remains a problem for
 consideration with respect to

 the

decision on a rule for the 
future, in Docket 19622, and we 

will give

consideration at that time 
(if appropriate in light of the

 form of the

rule adopted) to various so
lutions proposed by NAITPD ("r

olling back"

network schedules for the 
evening, requiring the networks 

to provide

"make good" time for the 
commercials lost, etc.).

9/ NAITPD raises the questi
on of whether the preceding

 "local hour" may

be ued partly for syndi
cated public affairs materia

l (as it urged in its

initial comments in Docket 
19622). No one has ever raised th

is question

specifically; we will cons
ider waiver on this basis if

 it comes up.
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Policy Statement and Order 

General policy.

23. In the foregoing, for the 1974-75 broad
cast year, the

following provisions concerning waiver of
 the prime time access rule

will apply:

(a) Waivers are granted in paragraph 24 
below, for the

two half-hour program series, for the present
ation of network news in

the first half-hour of prime time (7 p.m
. E.T., etc.) if preceded by a

full hour of local news, for "one time" netw
ork news and public affairs

programs, and for six individual children
's programs.

(b) Waivers when requested will be grante
d, generally

by Broadcast Bureau action under delegate
d authority, for stations

subject to the rule who wish to carry the
 National Geographic program,

for stations wishing to carry network news
 in the first half-hour of

prime time on weekends, where it is both
 preceded and followed by a

half-hour or longer local news or local 
public affairs program, and

for stations or networks seeking "sports 
runover" waivers to the ex-

tent such waivers have been granted in 
the past. This action is not 

a grant of waiver in these cases. 10/

(c) Except as mentioned, and as may be 
indicated on

further consideration of a pc-iding reque
st for waiver for the America 

series, no further off-network waivers,
 involving substantial amounts

of programming, will be granted for the
 1974-75 broadcast year.

10/ Waiver is not granted herein in thes
e cases because, in the case

of National Geographic, it is de
sirable to have information as to how

 many

stations propose to carry the progr
am in access time, and on what basis;

and JA the other cases, staff e
xamination of the facts appears to be 

desirable.
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24. In view of the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED, That:

(a) Waiver of the "off-network" provisions of the prime-

time-access rule, §73.658(k)(3), IS GRANTED, so that 
stations subject

to the rule may present during the period until Monda
y, September 15,1975,

in addition to three hours of prime-time network or of
f-network material:

(i) The Wild Kingdom and Animal World program series,

provided that, of the package purchased and shown on the stati
on, no more

than 49% in the case of Wild Kingdom, or 43% in the case of 
Animal World,

may be off-network.

(JD The Uncle Sam Magoo and Mr. Magoo's Christmas 

Carol individual programs formerly on NBC, and the Pinocchio
, The Emperor's 

New Clothes, Jack and the Beanstalk and Aladdin children's special
 programs

formerly on CBS.

(b) Until September 15, 1975, stations subject to §73.658
(k)

MAY PRESENT "one-time" network news and public affairs progr
ams (those not

part of a regular series) without their counting toward the 
permissible

three hours of prime time network programming.

(c) Stations subject to §73.658(k) MAY PRESENT network

news in the first half-hour of prime time (7 p.m. E.T., 
etc.) without

its counting toward the permissible three hours of netw
ork programming

each evening, provided that the network news is immedia
tely preceded by

an hour of local news or local public affairs programming.

(d) The letter request for waiver of §73.658(k)(3), 
filed

on July 15, 1974 by UPA Productions of America, IS DENIED 
insofar as it

requests waiver for the Famous Adventures of Mr. Magoo 
program series.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Vincent J. Mullins

Secretary
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

September 20, 1974

Vincent J. Mullins, Secretary

Federal Communications Commission

1919 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20554

Re:

Dear Mr. Mullins:

GENERAL COUNSEL

Consideration of the Operation

of, and Possible Changes in,

the Prime Time Access Rule,

Section 73.658(k) of the

Commission's Rules (Docket

No. 19622)

Following the decision of the United Stat
es Court of Appeals

for the Second Circuit reversing in p
art the Commission's

Report and Order of February 6, 1974, in
 Docket No. 19622,

the Commission invited further comments
 on the Prime Time

Access Rule, both as recently modified a
nd as originally

adopted. In its Further Notice Inviting Commen
ts, the

Commission stated that as a result of
 this inquiry its

decision modifying the rule could "rema
in essentially un-

changed, the original rule could be 
retained, some solution

between these alternatives could be 
reached, further modifi-

cations could be made resulting in le
ss 'cleared' time, or

conceivably the rule could be repeal
ed." 1/ The Office of

Telecommunications Policy (OTP), fo
r the reasons set forth

below, respectfully urges the Commissi
on to follow the last-

quoted course.

The original Prime Time Access Rule
, adopted by the

Commission in 1970, prohibited stati
ons in the top fifty

markets from (1) carrying network pr
ograms in more than

three of the four evening prime tim
e hours, and (2) broad-

casting off-network programs or rece
ntly televised feature

films during the one hour of prime
 time from which network

programs were excluded. In our view, the original rule has

proven unsatisfactory for two reaso
ns: (1) its effect has

been precisely the opposite of t
hat which was intended, and

• 1/ Further Notice Inviting Comments, Docke
t No. 19622, 39

— Fed. Reg. 26918, 26919, July 24, 197
4, footnote omitted.
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(2) numerous requests for waiver of the rule have drawn the
Commission into the judgment of program content.

The Commission stated that the rule was designed to limit
network domination of prime time television by encouraging
independent sources of program production and to create more
program diversity in prime time than was being provided by the
networks. However, by constricting artificially the amount of
network prime time, the rule appears to have strengthened the
networks' position and weakened the U.S. program production
industry, contrary to its original objectives.

With regard to this latter point, the Commission's attention
is directed to the OTP study of the U.S. program production
industry conducted in 1972-73, which we incorporate herein by
reference (Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive
Office of the President, Analysis of the Causes and Effects 
of Increases in Same-Year Rerun Programming and Related Issues 
in Prime-Time Network Television). This study concluded,
inter alia, that the Prime Time Access Rule was a major cause
of the decline of the television program production industry.
On the basis of data accumulated in the course of the study,
OTP recommended, in a letter to Chairman Burch dated
March 21, 1973, that the rule be rescinded:

"The data that we have collected indicate that the
effects of prime-tir rule, like the effects of
reruns, limit the amount of diverse, original, and
high-quality programming available in prime time to
the American public. Its effects also weaken the
program production industry, contrary to the rule's
basic objectives. The rule was intended to stimulate
new programming markets, encourage independent
sources of program production, and create more
program diversity in prime-time TV than the networks
were providing. There are enough anticompetitive
forces at work in TV without the Government adding
more. Therefore, we also recommend that the prime-
time rule be changed to allow the networks to program
on a regular basis in the 7:30 - 8:00 p.m. time period
beginning this fall."

Our second objection to the original rule is that the wide-
spread requests for waiver that it has generated require the
Commission to engage in programming judgments that are
properly the province of broadcast licensees. This is not
only a questionable allocation of the Commission's time and
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resources, but, more important, it is an intrusion upon the

First Amendment prerogatives of broadcasters and viewers.

For the FCC to decide on a program-by-program basis whether

the public interest served by the rule itself would be out-

weighed by permitting the prime-time broadcast of Wild Kingdom,

Lassie, National Geogralohic, or whatever, approaches the brink

Of the Government determining what people will watch and when

they will watch it. Furthermore, this pattern of rulings

could lead to government-determined program schedules. In fact,

this appears to be the direction of the recent modifications

of the rule.

In its Report and Order of February 6, 1974, the Commission

modified the Prime Time Access Rule in several respects. It

designated six half-hour periods per week as access time

(7:30 to 8:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday) and, subject to

certain exceptions, prohibited the broadcast of network pro-

grams, reruns and feature films during those periods. Several

exceptions were carved out of the prohibitions against network

programs or reruns during access time. Network or off-network

programming could be carried in one of the six access hours

each week if it consisted of (a) "children's specials," (b)

"documentaries," or (c) "public affairs programming." More-

over, the Commission defined "network programming" in such a

fashion as to exclude "runovers" of sports events, certain

specific sporting events, and special "all evening" network

programming. Finally, the Commission stated that:

"Although not stated in the rule, it is expected

that some of the five or six half-hours thus 'cleared'

of network, off-network and feature film material

will be used by stations for programs relating to

minority affairs, children's programs, or other

programs directed to the needs and problems of the

station's community and coverage area...." 2/

With this catalog of exceptions, the Commission seems to have

encouraged certain types of programming and has cast the

case-by-case evaluation of program content of the previous

waiver procedures into the rigid mold of a rule. Both the

case-by-case method and the rulemaking method raise con-

stitutional concerns.

• 2/ 44 F.C.C. 2d 1081, 1082 (1974).
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As OTP stated in its March, 1973 letter to former Chairma
n

Burch, the Prime Time Access Rule has had a sufficient test

and has been found wanting. It is time to repeal it in its

entirety.

Respectfully submitted,

Henry G ldberg
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Introduction 

29756

1. In this Second Report and Order, the Commission decides
the form of the "prime time access rule" (§73.658(k) of the
commission's Rules). The substance of the various
provisions of the rule, to be effective in September 1975, is set forth

in the next paragraph; it will be noted that it is similar to "PTAR I",

the original rule adopted in 1970, except for certain exemptions which

largely represent waivers regularly granted under that rule, new pro-
visions as to use of feature film, and an exemption for network or

off-network programming which is: (1) programming designed for children;

(2) public affairs programs; or (3) documentary programs.

In paragraph 62, below, we discuss the future of the rule.
Also, in paragraph 60, below, we set forth our view, that the public in-
terest requires stations subject to the rule to devote a substantial
proportion of prime time to programming of particular local significance.1/

1/ We do not consider at this time, nor discuss further herein, the
"anti-multiple exposure" rule proposed by Sandy Frank Program Sales,Inc.,

a syndicator, under which no more than one program of the same series

could be broadcast each week during access time by a station subject

to the rule. Such a rule, which if adopted would mean considerable

change in the operation of many stations, is outside the scope of this
proceeding.
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2. In substance, the provisions of the new rule, effective

September 8, 1975, are as follows (text is set forth in Appendix A):

(a) Network-owned or affiliated stations in the 50 largest

markets (in terms of prime time audience for all stations in the

market) may present no more than three hours of network or

off-network programs (including movies previously shown on a

network)during the hours of prime time (7-11 p.m.E.T. and P.T.,

6-10 p.m. C.T. and M.T.).

(b) Certain categories of network and off-network pro-

gramming are not to be counted toward the three hour limitation;

these are generally:

-- Network or off-network programs designed for

children, public affairs programs or documentary programs.

-- Special news programs dealing with fast-breaking

news events, on-the-spot coverage of news events or other

material related to this coverage, and political broadcasts

by or on behalf of legally qualified candidates for public office.

-- Regular half-hour network news programs when imme-

diately adjacent to a full hour of locally produced news or

public affairs programming.

- Runovers of live network coverage of sports events,

where the event has been reasonably scheduled to conclude

before prime time .

-- For stations in the Mountain and Pacific time

zones, when network prime time programming consists of a

sports or other live program broadcast simultaneously through-

out the United States, these stations may schedule programming

as though the live network broadcast occupies no more of their

prime time than that of stations in the other time zones.

-- Broadcasts of international sports events (such

as the Olympics), New Year's Day college football games, or
other network programming of a special nature (except other

sports or motion pictures) when the network devotes all of

its evening programming time, except for brief "fill" material,

to the same programming.

(c) Another provision includes definitions of the

terms "programs designed for children" and "documentary

programs".

•
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I. Background and Description of Comments. /

3. The prime time access rule, §73.658(k) of the Commission's

Rules, was originally adopted in May 1970, and, with some modifications

adopted later that year, went into effect October 1, 1971, as far as

the basic restriction on prime-time network programming was concerned.

The restriction on use of off-network and feature film material during

the time cleared of network programs went into effect October 1, 1972. 3/

This rule, "PTAR I", provides that stations (network-owned or network-

affiliated) in the 50 largest U.S. television markets may not carry more

that three hours of network programs each evening during the four prime

time hours (7-11 p.m. E.T. and P.T., 6-10 p.m. C.T. and M.T.); and that

the one hour thus cleared of network programs may not be filled with

off-network material or feature films shown by a station in the market

within the previous two years. The rule contains an exemption for net-

work programs which are "special news programs dealing with fast-breaking

news events, on-the-spot coverage of news events and political broadcasts

by legally qualified candidates for public office." The May 1970 decision

also contemplated waivers of the rule generally in two other types of

situations, which have been granted since: (1) where stations carry a full

hour of local news or local public affairs material immediately before

prime time, and wish to carry a half-hour of network news at the beginning

of prime time without its counting toward the permissible three hours; 4/

and (2) sports runovers, where a network telecast of a sports event normally

would conclude within the allotted time but possibly may not. This matter

arises chiefly with late-afternoon sports events scheduled to last until

7 p.m. E.T., but also sometimes occurs with respect to evening sports
events. While not specifically mentioned in the decision adopting the

rule, there has also been in effect since 1971 a waiver for one-time
network news and public affairs programs, those not part of a regular

series. Waivers have been granted since early 1972 for particular off-

network programs (Wild Kingdom, National Geographic, etc.). There have

also been waivers to take into account time zone differences. In a few

cases,where requested by individual stations, waivers have been granted

to permit use of 3-1/2 hours of network or off-network material in one

evening if accompanied by a reduction in such material on a later night

soon after.

2/ For a longer discussion of the background of this matter, see the

January 1974 decision in Docket 19622, modifying the rule, pars. 4-25,

44 FCC 2d 1081, 1082-1092.

3/ See Report and Order in Docket 12782 (May 1970), 23 FCC 2d 382, and

d- ecision on reconsideration (August 1970) generally affirming but making

some minor changes, 25 FCC 2d 318.

4/ This principle was extended in a few cases in 1973 to permit carriage

o- f the ABC Reasoner Report program at 7 p.m. E.T. without counting toward

the permissible three hours, where it is both preceded and followed by a

half-hour local program, one of which is public affairs.



4. While not required by the terms of the rule, two other

developments have occured. First as far as network origination of

programs is concerned, the time cleared of network programs has been

the first hour of prime time, or 7-8 p.m. E.T., Monday through 
Saturday.

On Sunday, CBS and NBC have run from 7:30 to 10:30, leaving 7-7:30 an
d

10:30-11 as cleared time; ABC has alternated between that schedule an
d

8-11 p.m. Second, while the rule applies only to the top 50 markets,

as a matter of business judgment, the networks decided not to present

more prime time programming on affiliated stations below the top 50

markets. Therefore, the rule has led to an across-the-board reduction

in network schedules, from 3-1/2 hours on weekdays and 4 hours on

Sunday before the rule (25 hours total) to 3 hours a night (21 hours

total). 5/

5. Because of complaints about the rule's effects and the

filing of three petitions seeking its repeal, the Commission instituted

the present inquiry and rule-making procedding, Docket 19622,on Octo-

ber 26, 1972. This was designed to explore the rule's operation and

consider changes in, or repeal of, the rule. Comments in response

to the Notice of Inquiry and of Proposed Rule Making 6/ were filed

early in 1973, and two days of oral argument was held in July 1973

(with additional written submissions). A total of 59 parties filed

initial and/or reply comments or participated in oral argument, inclu
ding

independent producers, distributors and their association strongly sup-

porting the rule; major film producers and other independent pro
ducers

urging repeal; the three networks; labor organizations (opposing the

rule); three "public" groups supporting the rule; station licensees o
n

both sides; and various other parties.

•

•
6. On January 23, 1974, a Report and Order was issued, making

certain changes in the rule to be effective in September 1974. 7/ 
All

restrictions were removed from Sundays and ffom the first half-hour 
of prime

time (7-7:30 E.T., etc.). One of the remaing six 7:30 - 8 p.m. half-

hours could be used for network or off-network material of certain 
types

-- children's specials, public affairs or documentary programming

("documentary" was defined to include programs which are educa-

tional and informational and non-fictional, but not where the informa
tion

is part of a contest among participants). Finally, feature films were

barred entirely from access time periods. Following this decision, the

networks made plans to use the additional time made available to them.

5/ ABC presented four hours of programming on Sundays in late 1970,

but early in 1971 cut its Sunday programming back to three hours
.

6/ Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rule Making in Docket 
19622,

FCC 72-957, adopted October 26 and released October 30, 1972, 
37 F.R.

23349, 37 FCC 2d 900.

7/ Report and Order in Docket 19622, FCC 74-80, adopted January 23

and released February 6, 1974, 44 FCC 2d 1081. •
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All three networks planned to present four hours on Sundays; NBC planned

one-hour shows on 44 Saturdays mostly of a news-magazine type; CBS planned

44 half-hour programs at 7:30 on Saturdays, generally children's program-

ming; and ABC planned only 6 to 12 one-hour news documentaries or

children's programs on Saturdays. Thus, under these plans, all of Sunday

prime time would be occupied by network programs, and, on an annual basis,

about half of the Saturday hour previously cleared. 8/

7. The National Association of Independent Television Producers

and Distributors (NAITPD), one of the most vigorous proponents of the

original rule, sought judicial review of this decision, appealing to the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit which had affirmed the origi-

nal rule in May 1971. 9/ In connection with its appeal, NAITPD sought

a stay of the changes for a year, or until September 1975, claiming that

the period of 7-8 months allowed was too short a time for independent
producers to adjust to "PTAR II". This stay request was

denied by us and also by the Court,but the Court set an expedited schedule

and on June 18, 1974, issued a decision. The decision (NAITPD et al v.

FCC) 10/ did not rule on the merits of our January changes or the con-

tentions of the appellants on both sides (NAITPD et al.urging a return

to the original rule, some major film producers and independent producers

urging repeal). Rather, it held that the Commission had acted too pre-

cipitously in making the changes effective this fall, particularly since,

when the original rule was adopted in May 1970, the networks were given

some 16 months grace before the effective date in the fall of 1971.

The Court enjoined us from putting the changes into effect before Sep-

tember 1975, and remanded the matter to us to determine what the effective

date should be.

8. While the Court did not rule on the substance of the changes,

it did indicate some areas where it believed further Commission inquiry

would be appropriate. It is suggested that we get the

views of public groups -- consumer groups, minority groups, etc. --

8/ It appears that the expansion of network time by an hour each on

Sundays would have resulted in six additional situation comedies (although

the new programs would not necessarily have been all on Sundays since there

was to be some rearrangement of schedules). As to NBC's planned use of an

hour on most Saturdays, strong opposition to this was expressed by NBC

affiliates ih May, and it was not at all certain as of early June that

this planned programming would have been presented had the rule remained

in effect, or that affiliates generally would have cleared it if it had

been carried on the network.

9/ Mt. Mansfield Television,Inc. v. FCC, 442 F. 2d 470 (C.A. 2, May 1971).

10/ National Association of Independent Television Producers and Distributors 

et al. v. FCC and U.S. 502 F. 2d 249 (U.S.C.A. 2, decided June 18, 1974).



particularly concerning the effect of the rule on television advertising

in prime time, •11/ and the impact of the rule on programming for minorities.
It was also suggested that playwrights and actors could offer views as to

the effect of the rule on their professions. Aside from this broader

input, the Court also expressed the desire for more definite statements

concerning three matters: the argument that the rule works to increase,

rather than diminish, network dominance; the effect of the rule on compe-

tition, as to which we were urged to get the views of the Justice Department;

and the question of economic impact on Hollywood, the argument being that

the rule, by reducing the amount of prime time available for network programs,

has a serious impact on the U.S. program production industry and employment

in it.

9. In light of these Court observations, we issued on July 9,

1974, a Further Notice Inviting Comments in this proceeding (FCC 74-756,

released July 17, 1974, 39 F.R. 26918). We invited comments from parties

on the six points mentioned by the Court, and from consumer groups,

minority groups and the public on these points as well as concerning the

rule generally. The question of the appropriate effective date was also

raised. Shortly after issuance of the Further Notice, the Commission's

Office of Network Study directed letters to numerous consumer and minority

groups, as well as labor and guild organizations, specifically inviting

their comments. Most of these responded, as did numerous other organizations. 12/

Comments and reply comments in response to this Further Notice were due by

September 20 and October 10, respectively (though a number of parties,

particularly public groups, filed late).

10. Description of comments in response to the Further Notice.

A total of 43 formal and informal initial comments were filed in response

to the Further Notice. Of these, 17 were from public groups, all but one

of them supporting the original rule and opposing the January PTAR II

modifications. They also opposed waivers or any other relaxations, and

also suggested additional regulatory requirements. The Department of

Justice also supported the original rule. The Office of Telecommunications

Policy (OTP) urged repeal of the rule entirely. Of 24 comments from

private parties, 9 urged return to the original rule -- NAITPD; ABC

(although not viewing the PTAR II compromise as unsatisfactory); Westing-

house Broadcasting Company, Inc. (Westinghouse); Station Representatives

Association (SRA); program suppliers Sandy Frank, Time-Life Films,Inc.

and Viacom International, Inc.; and TV licensees Leake TV, Inc. (Little

Rock and Tulsa), and Wometco Enterprises, Inc. (comments relating chiefly

to Miami). Ten (10) comments from private parties urged repeal of the

rule -- three from six major film companies (Warner Bros. Television-

11/ The Court noted the two sides of this question urged by opponents
and proponents of the rule respectively: that the rule has increased the
number of commercials in access time, and that this development is offset
by increased opportunity for local advertisers.
lq The groups contacted by letter from whom no response was received
(directly or through another affiliated organization) were the Consumers
Federation of America, National Association for Better Broadcasting, Asian
Americans for Fair Media, and the National Council of Senior Citizens.
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United Artists-MGM Television, MCA Inc.-20th Century
 Fox,and Columbia

Pictures Television); CBS; National Committee of Indep
endent Television

Producers (NCITP); Screen Actors Guild, Hollywood Film Co
uncil and Writers

Guild of America (West) in joint comments; Authors
 League of America,Inc.;

and licensees Metromedia, Inc. (chiefly indepe
ndent stations in New York,

Washington, Los Angeles, etc.), KOOL Radio Television (KOO
L-TV, Phoenix)

and Newhouse Broadcasting Corp. (comments relating 
chiefly to Syracuse).

NBC supported the PTAR II compromise. Four other parties took no position

as to the basic rule. The latter were Motion Picture Association of

America, Inc. (MPAA, urging repeal of the feature-film ban), Association

of Independent Television Stations, Inc. (INTV, spec
ifically taking no

position because of a split among its members); the Wolper 
Organization,

Inc. (urging further consideration of its proposal for an 
exemption for

"educational value" programming); and Bill Burrud Productions, 
Inc.

(seeking definition and clarification as to the status of o
ff-foreign

network material under the off-network restriction).

11. Fourteen reply comments were filed, including 9 by

parties who had filed earlier comments, and five new parties. 
The new

filings included Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc. (Washington, Mi
ami,

Hartford and Jacksonville), and four public groups -- the Ame
rican

Civil Liberties Union (which had participated in the 
proceeding in 1973)

and public groups in the St. Louis and San Francisc
o Bay areas and in

Alabama. All of the new parties supported the original rule. The 5

comments from new parties are in large part not proper reply 
material,

being original statements of position rather than an an
swer to something

filed in initial comments. This is not entirely true of the ACLU

and Post-Newsweek comments, and the other three are, for 
the purposes

of this decision, cumulative of earlier material file
d by public groups.

The comments listed are considered herein. 13/ Parties filing comments

and reply comments are listed in Appendix B.

13/ We do not consider herein, except to note the general p
osition taken

pro or con, material filed later than October 11, t
he due date

for filing comments. This includes comments from the Office of

Communication of the United Church of Christ (supporting the rule),

some Urban League chapters filing informal comments to the same

effect as Youngstown and Grand Rapids filings earlier, and supplemental

material filed by Warner Bros. Television and other majors, and Sandy

Frank.
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12. Changes in position. A few parties participating
in the proceeding at this stage have changed position from their earlier
views. INTV, the independent station association, and Metromedia,
formerly strong supporters of PTAR I, now either take no position or
urge repeal. Metromedia claims that the rule works to the detrimentof independent stations because of more sophisticated techniques used
by affiliated stations in selling access-period advertising. Leake
TV's position supporting the rule (because of successful hour-longnews operations on weekdays) is a reversal of its earlier stand. Post-
Newsweek's support for the rule is to some extent a departure from
its oral argument position supporting the basic network restriction,
but urging repeal of the off-network limitation. NBC's position
favoring PTAR II, and (in reply comments) vigorously opposing the
majors' argument for repeal, is roughly the same as its oral argument
position expressing support for the rule in the interest of certainty
and an end to controversy. This position, however, is completely at
odds with its original position, as one of the 1972 petitioners strongly
urging repeal. 14/ Otherwise, the parties have much the same positions
as they had earlier. A detailed analysis of the comments mentioned appears
in Appendix C.

14/ As to the other networks, ABC at all stages of this proceeding has
been a strong supporter of the rule, although it states that it did not
find the PTAR II compromise unacceptable to it. CBS urges ultimate
repeal, as it has before, although it urges a delay before full repeal
just as it did in oral argument (its position is now that PTAR II should
be in effect for 1975-76, with full repeal effective in September 1976).

•

•

•
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II Discussion and Conclusions 

13. As stated at the outset, the Commission has decided to return

to PTAR 1, the original rule adopted in 1970, except for the codification

of certain waiver practices which have grown up under it (sports runovers,

network news following an hour of local news, time-zone differences, etc.),

and except for network or off-network programming which is designed for
children, public affairs or documentary programs, and different provisions

as to feature films. Most paragraph references below are to Appendix C

( C-3 etc.)

A. Arguments of Opponents of the Rule 

14. In evaluating the arguments of the majors and other

opponents of the rule, it is important to bear in mind the rule's

primary objectives: to lessen network dominance and free a portion

of valuable prime time in which licensees of individual stations

present programs in light of their own judgments as to what would be

most responsive to the needs, interests and tastes of their commun-

ities. At the same time, the rule seeks to encourage alternative

sources of programs not passing through the three-network funnel so

that licensees would have more than a nominal choice of material.

These are still valid objectives. It was also noted that this

increased supply would be a concomitant benefit to independent

stations; and "it may also be hoped that diversity of program ideas

may be encouraged by removing the network funnel for this half-

hour ...". Thus, diversity of programming was a hope, rather than

one of the primary objectives. It was emphasized that the Commis-

sion's intention is not to smooth the path for existing syndicators

or encourage the production of any particular type of program; the

"types and cost levels of programs which will develop must be the

result of competition which will develop." 15  /

15. As to the matter of network dominance, it is readily

apparent that, as far as network control over station time is con-

cerned, it is reduced by the requirement of cleared or access time,

and that certain public advantages have resulted. These include,

the local programming activities which have been stimulated,

including those mentioned by the various minority and other citizens

groups filing herein (pars. C-3 - C-5), and others such as those

mentioned by Leake TV, Wometco in Miami, and Post-Newsweek stations
(par. C-50), and others in Boston, Washington and other places.

It may be that these programs in some cases would have been pre-

sented anyhow, and possibly at a reasonably desirable hour in

prime or fringe time; but their presentation in high-audience

hours is certainly facilitated by the rule, as Wometco, Urban League

and the others point out. These showings afford tangible evidence

15/ See the May 1970 Report and Order in Docket 12782, pars. 23, 25-

26, 23 FCC 2d 382, 395-397. The matter of local programming was also

mentioned in a footnote as being in the public interest (23 FCC 2d

395, footnote 37).
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of the benefits flowing from the rule. 16/ The same applies to the pre-

sentation of syndicated programs which, in the licensees' judgment, have

particular appeal to their stations' audiences, such as Lawrence Welk 

and He Haw after their cancellation on the networks. In sum, the rule

in this respect has provided a significant public benefit, in
freeing licensees to exercise their own programming judgments. Also
of significance in this connection is the fact that affiliated stations

are able to retain all of the revenues from access program time (less
the amount they spend for programming, typically no more than 33% according

to earlier material herein) 17/, compared to about 30% which they typically

get from the networks for network time. Thus they have more money from
which to support local programming efforts. We find it an

important and valid consideration.

16. Also of considerable importance is the encouragement of
a body of new syndicated programming, which independent stations may use

as well as affiliated stations, by making prime time available for its
presentation. Such a body of programming has developed (see pars. C-29,

C-49, C-55 and Appendix D). While the majors _la al. urge that this
is not of significance (being game shows, foreign imports or other net-
work "retreads"), it is premature to make any final judgment at this
time as to the character of this programming (assuming that such a
judgment is ever appropriate). There has, of course, been a reduction

in network programs, and thus no doubt in programs which could become

off-network material; however, the latter is rather speculative as to

quantity, in view of the rather large number of current and recent
network prime-time programs not lasting long enough to make a syndica-
tion package, and increased network use of movies, sports, etc.

16,/ In the reply comments of Warner et al., it is claimed that the impetus

to local programming cannot be used to justify the rule, since it was not

essentially one of the reasons for its adoption. Three cases are cited in

this connection: SEC v. Chenery Corp.,332 U.S. 194 (1947); Burl4ston Truck 

Lines v. U.S., 371 U.S. 156 (1962); 'and Columbia Broadcasting SystemtInc.

v. FCC,454 F 2d 1018 (C.A.D.0 1971). These cases do not support the con-

cept claimed, since they deal with the extent to which a reviewing Court

may consider matters not mentioned in the agency's decision but otherwise

asserted, for example in its appellate brief or oral argument. In fact,

the Chenery case cited (the second of these well-known decisions) basically

stands for just the reverse. There, the Supreme Court affirmed an SEC

decision which reached the same result as an earlier decision in the matter

which the Court had reversed because it found it to be based on an invalid

rationale. The Court approved the SEC's reaching the same result on further

consideration for a different reason. It is clearly erroneous to claim that

we cannot consider an obvious public-interest benefit from the rule even

though it was not one of the main reasons for its adoption.
17/ See Report and Order in Docket 19622,January 1974,44 FCC 2d 1081,1111.
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In any event, we conclude that it is definitely in the public interest toencourage the development of a body of new (not repeat) programs outsideof the network process, and thus provide opportunity for the developmentof new program approaches and ideas.18/

17. On balance, we conclude that the rule also has other benefits.These include the increased opportunity for non-national advertisers aswell as an optional outlet for national advertisers who may choose touse spot rather than network messages.19/ There is increased programming
of a public service character presented by ABC as a result of itsgreater profitability under the rule (see par. C-50). Finally, thereis the emergence of successful distributors who are able to finance
their own and others' production of network and non-network programs,e.g., Worldvision and Viacom (see pars. C-28 and C-49(a)). As aresult there is now an increased number of producers active in prime
time. In light of the different views as to the present effect on
independent stations, we do not attach significance at this time to
the benefit to independent stations formerly claimed and still asserted
by some parties.

18/ At the 1973 oral argument some NCITP members claimed that the networksexercise no creative control but are simply a conduit. Whether or not
this is true with respect to the conception and actual production
of a program, the networks obviously exercise a high degree of control
in the real sense that they select the programs for network exhibition,
according to their views of their needs at a particular time, and
also control the continuation or cancellation of the program.

19/ We believe that this is not outweighed by programming (pars. C-11-12
and C-45-4). We note in this regard that most of the public groups did
not express great concern about the commercial level of prime time
access programming.
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18. Diversity and other programming considerations. We do not
regard the various points urged by Warner et al., and other opponents as
warranting repeal of the rule, or modification beyond that adopted herein.
Of the 9 points mentioned by Warner (other than First Amendment arguments
discussed below), the most significant are those relating to the character
of access-period programming, since we must always keep foremost in mind
the interest of the viewing public rather than the interests of private
parties. We reject the argument concerning lack of diversity and quality,

as a basis for action at this time beyond that taken herein, for a combina-
tion of reasons. First, we are persuaded that the rule has not yet been
fully tested. An evaluation of its long-term potential cannot be made
at this point, with respect to the kind of programming which is likely
to develop with time and a more favorable climate. The uncertainties
mentioned in par. C-49(b), have undoubtedly had a discouraging effect
on investment in the development of programs other than those most easily
produced and readily saleable. We nowthe failures mentioned by Warner,
et aL (par. C-61); but it is arguable that a number of these resulted
from various uncertainties, including the uncertainty as to the judicial
affirmance of the rule until May 1971. 20/ Also, we cannot agree with
Warner,et al. that the first year afforded a test simply because, although
the "off-network" and feature film restrictions were not in effect, only
23% of access time was occupied by such material. This, over 450 half-
hours, when taken together with the amount of time then and now devoted
to news and other long-established usages, could well have been a formid-
able obstacle, along with the other uncertainties just mentioned. Finally,
we believe that the case for economic factors being an iron-clad, immutable
obstacle to more elaborate programming efforts has not been made. See
par. C-62, particularly NAITPD's filing, and the January 1974 decision
herein, pars. 89-91,44 FCC 2d 1081, 1137-38. In sum, we do not think it
is established that "nothing different is to be expected", given reason-
able certainty as to the rule.

19. It is also to be noted that there is by no means a total
lack of diversity, even though the emphasis is on game shows.
There are a number of programs of other types, including animal shows
and musical variety shows. Thus, the picture is not as
monotonous as Warner's description might indicate, even looking at syn-
dicated programming alone. See pars. C-51-52 and C-55, and Appendix D.

20/ See Report and Order in Docket 19622, 44 FCC 2d 1081, 1165,
concerning Metromedia's Primus program.

•

•
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Pew 20. Perhaps more fundamental is the question of to what extent

repeal or really substantial abridgement of the rule would be justified

on the basis of a Commission evaluation of such matters. Action on a

basis like this has the danger of reflecting the Commission's personal

predilections and prejudices. A related question is, assuming such an

inquiry is appropriate, what standards should be used, and whether they

should be applied, in a sense, retroactively and without any public inp
ut

into their formulation. For example, assuming that 65.6% of access

entertainment time devoted to game shows is undesirable, what about 41.2%

of network prime time devoted to crime-drama shows of various t
ypes? If

we look at the concentration of game shows in certain markets s
uch as

Cincinnati or Albany, must we not look also at three network crime-drama

shows opposite each other on Wednesdays at 10 p.m.?

21. We do regard it as important to provide greater opportunity

for the presentation in access time of certain kinds of material w
hich

are to some extent inhibited by the rule. One of our objectives in so

doing is to promote an increase in the range of fare available to 
the

public at these times. Should the time come to review the rule

again, it may well be that a continuing lack of diversity will be 
grounds

for change; but we do not find it so now except as provided her
ein.

22. Warner et al. urge two other points concerning programming:

the undesirability of use of foreign product, and under-repre
sentation

in access programming of minority groups and women. As to the first,

Warner claims that the rule discriminates against American producers

and favors foreign producers, Which is also urged by another producer,

Bill Burrud. Our conclusions are basically the same as they were earlier;

see January 1974 decision, pars. 98-99, 44 FCC 2d 1141. In light of the

reduced role which foreign product plays in access programming thi
s year

as compared to earlier years under the rule, action to repeal or sub-

stantially abridge the rule on this basis is not warranted.21/ While

it is regrettable that American producers face off-foreign-network

competition, which comes in with a cost advantage, this is a situation

which obtains elsewhere in our economy. As to the other point --

alleged irrelevance of access-period programs from the standpoint of

minority groups and women, and American social problems generally --

this is much too speculative a matter to afford basis for action at

this time. particularly in view of the impetus to local progr
amming.

See also pars. C-3 and C-42.

21/ According to the majors' joint appendix, off-foreign networ
k programming

(the only foreign-produced material which probably shoul
d be considered in

thiR connection) occunied 7.2% of access entertainment time in 1974-
75,

compared to 14.3% last year and 17.6% in 1972-73.
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23. Other arguments - With respect to the argument c
oncerning

increased network dominance in the broad sense, 
the case for that proposition

is not established in this proceeding. Network dominance is obviously

reduced by the reduction in network prime ti
me programming; and this _re-

duction is only slightly lessened by the somew
hat greater carriage of

network programs during network prime time through decl
ine in

station preemptions and non-clearances. As indicated in par. C-22,

station preemptions have generally been small 
in the past (nothing in

the order of the amount of time involved in 
the rule), and they continue

despite the clearance of time resulting from
 the rule; for ABC, the only

data given, the decrease has been from 7.1 to 3.
7% of U.S. TV homes for

the average program. With respect to the role of network-owned stations

in access program success (pars. C-23 - C-
26), while this is often quite

important and sometimes vital, it is certainly
 not necessary for all

programs. Some, including some of the most successful, have no
 owned-

station exposure at all, and in other cases the 
sale to an O&O is on

an individual basis, not representing any group 
purchase. The networks

have a greater veto power

over programs offered for network exhibition. 
As to the economic re-

spects in which network control probably is incr
eased, the relatioriships

with national advertiser customers, and producer
 suppliers, the material

set forth (pars. C-18,C-20-2l)indicates that 
this increase in dominance

is still an unresolved issue. As to relations with producers, the

situation may well be an undesirable one, as ind
icated by the article

noted in Appendix C; but it is not at all clear ho
w much this 11111

results from the prime time access rule, or 
would be changed by repealing

it. 22/ If the number of unsold pilots is as great as Warn
er et al.

claim, nearly 300, it does not appear that the
 expansion of network prime

time by four hours a week per network would ne
cessarily alter substan-

tially the "leverage" situation. In any event, this particular situation

is one which could be approached in other ways
, such as the current

Justice Department antitrust action (refiled D
ecember 10, 1974) or

consideration of some restriction on network c
ontrol and rental of

production facilities. Moreover, as the proponents of the rule 
point

out, both advertisers and producers have an 
alternative under the rule

-- access period programming -- which they a
re free to use. For

purposes of the prime time access rule, we 
conclude that network dom-

inance is decreased, and that there is no 
warrant here for modifying it.

22/ According to Daily Variety, December 3, 19
74, conversations between

CBS, NBC and their program suppliers are 
in progress on this subject.

It would be improper to act to modify the 
rule on the basis of this

situation when it is subject to change.
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24. With respect to the impact on employment in the program

production industry, on the basis of the facts presented herein (pars.
C-33 and C-39-40 arid related footnotes), we find nothing presented to

us which could be considered relevant to our decision. What is claimed

to be involved are some 3,570 fulltime jobs, with at least some of this

loss attributed to the rule made up by increased station employment '(up

more than 1,000 at top-50-market affiliated stations from 1971 to 1973
according to ABC, and some of this is attributable to the rule). Addi-
tionally, there are gains in production of non-network programs as well

as sales and similar activity. Bearing in mind also the uncertainties

involved (such as the lack of comment from AFTRA, which represents many
actors in taped shows), we conclude that it is not a relevant factor on

the basis of what is before us.

25. As to the more general subject of the well-being of Holly-
wood entities such as the major film companies and film producers (pars.

C-38, and C-39), we do not find in these arguments reason to repeal or
substantially abridge the rule. As has been pointed out many times,

the problems of Hollywood are of long standing, having many causes, and

it is unclear as to the extent the problems are attributable to the rule,
or how much help repeal of the rule would afford. We agree with the
proponents of the rule that it is not the responsibility of the Commission

to return Hollywood companies to their buoyant health of pre-1948 days;
and, as ABC points out, most of the majors are doing rather well and they
always have the choice of producing for access time. It may be that the

majors would benefit from repeal of the uff-network restriction; but

in our judgment that would clearly be inconsistent with the public interest

in stimulating the development of new material, as well as having a ten-

dency to reduce employment in program production even more. In sum, we

do not find in these considerations anything of decisional significance

in this proceeding.

26. The last argument in this area is the effect on creative

persons --actors and playwrights referred to by the Court, and others

such as producers, musicians, etc. (pars.C-36-37 and ,C-41). In

this connection, there is an impact on the creative opportunities for

some persons as the rule has operated so far, since there is less network

programming of a dramatic or comedy nature which uses them, and very little

from U.S. sources of the same type for access-period use. But in this

respect, it is simply too early to evaluate the rule's long-term effect.

Other categories of persons, such as musicians, may well have gained by

virtue of the musical variety shows which occupy a certain amount of

access time but which are almost totally absent from current network

prime time. Playwrights appear not to be significantly affected by the

rule one way or the other, since original drama has greatly diminished

on network television over the years, and, as the Authors League points out,

the rule has not resulted in any such material on stations. We do not find

reason here to repeal the rule.

27. With respect to the last of the majors' points -- the

greater level of commercial activity in access-period programming -- our

views have been set forth in par. 11 and footnote 19,above.
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B. The Exemption for Children's, Public Affairs and 
Documentary Programs; Arguments of Rule Proponents 

28. As mentioned above, we have decided to permit
an exemption for "programs de-signed for
children" and "public affairs programs or documentaries." The defin-
ition of children's programming is "programs primarily designed for
children aged 2 through 12". The term documentary program is defined
as "programs which are non-fictional and educational or informational,
but not including programs where the information is used as part of a
contest among participants in the program, and not including programs
relating to the visual entertainment arts (stage, motion pictures or
television) where more than 50% of the program is devoted to the
presentation of entertainment material itself". It should be noted
that the exemption is different from that in PTAR II in two respects:
(1) it refers to "children's programming" without limiting it to
children's "specials"; and (2) the definition of documentaries is designed
to exclude (in addition to game shows) documentaries about the enter-
tainment world more than half of which are devoted to showing
entertainment materia1.23/

29. We find that the prime time access rule has had the effect
of inhibiting certain kinds of programming which we believe are entitled
to special treatment so as to encourage their timely presentation in prime
time. We believe that the importance of these kinds of programming out-
weighs any concern as to its source, whether locally produced, first-run
syndicated, network or off-network, and that the public interest is better
served by allowing children's programming, public affairs programs or
documentaries to appear to some extent in cleared time regardless of
their source, and that stations should not be prohibited from also pre-
senting three hours of other network or off-network prime time programming,
The viewing public has a right to these types of programming, and the
prime time access rule, by its operation, has had the effect of limiting
this right.

23/ This limitation on the exemption is designed to deal with a possible
loophole -- the presentation of substantial amounts of what .is really
regular entertainment programming in the form of a documentary concerning
the entertainment industries. If a program of this sort is to be presented

under the exemption, it must be at least 50% devoted to material other
than the entertainment material itself.

•

•

•
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30. With respect to Children's programs, it appears that a
 very

small amount of such material is locally
 produced and carried in access

time (programs in Boston and San Francis
co were mentioned in the comments).

A small number of syndicated program
s (current or in earlier years under

the rule) might also fall into this category
, although we would not

necessarily regard all programs so considered by s
ome as falling within

the scope of this exemption. 24/ We have also recently granted waiver

for a total of six off-network specials of
 this type. However, our

concern here is with the numerous children's s
pecial programs presented

by the networks, generally starting at 8
 p.m. E.T. or later under the

network schedules which have resulted from the ru
le, as well as with

the potential for regular programming sign
ificant in this area. As

noted in our January 1974 decision herein (44
 FCC 2d 1081, 1134) and in

par. C-16, the Commission has received n
umerous complaints from parents,

educators and others interested in children's matt
ers, and sometimes from

the children themselves, to the effect
 that this starting time is simply too

late in relation to children's bedtime (except, perhaps, o
n Saturday). As

emphasized in the recent policy statement concerning children's televi
sion

(Docket 19142, FCC 74-1174, released November 6, 1974
, pars. 26-27), the Commission

wishes to encourage licensees to meet the nee
ds of children with a

variety of programming, especially at 
a time other than Saturday or

Sunday morning. In order to foster such material, and avoid th
e problem

mentioned with network broadcasts, we conclud
e that an exemption to

permit access-period presentation of s
uch material (in addition to the

usual three hours of network mater
ial) should be granted, with respect

to both network and off-n
etwork -programs. As mentioned, we are extending

this to regular as well as spec
ial programs, since they may be equally

beneficial to the public. For example, we note the waiver request file
d

by Children's Television Wor
kshop late in 1972, seeking permission for

a CTW-produced regular netwo
rk series at 7:3a. Action on this was held

in abeyance pending overall
 consideration of the rule in this procee

ding,

and it was not renewed (appa
rently because no agreement was reached wi

th

ABC, the network involved)
. See Children's Television Workshop, 40 FCC

2d 76 (March 1973).

24/ NAITPD in its January 1973 comments liste
d six syndicated programs

as falling in the "children
's"category -- Black Beauty, Circus, Family 

Classics, Lassie, Mouse Factory and 
Story Theatre -- with Wait Tin 

Your Father Gets Home li
sted as Children's Variety. A number of these

shows are no longer in pro
duction; the data in Appendix D shows only

Family Claslics and Mous
e Factory carried in one market each, and

Wait Till Your Father in
 three. The newer Salty program, listed by

some parties as a 
children's program, is carried in thr

ee markets,

and Rainbow Sundae,
 a program produced by ABC-owned stat

ions and

described by ABC as a chi
ldren's program, is carried in four markets.
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31. It is our expectation that networks and licensees will not
abuse this exception to the rule, particularly in access-period use of
network or off-network programs which, while having some appeal to children,
were or are not primarily designed for them but for viewing by adults, or
adults and children, and for presentation of normal commercial advertising
addressed to adults. The programming permitted by the exemption is in-
tended to be only that primarily designed for
pre-school and elementary school children, ages 2 to 12, taking into ac-
count their immaturity and special needs. 25/ Also, while the exemption
is not limited to educational or informational material, an important
purpose of it is to promote the presentation of such material, whose
importance we have recently emphasized in our Children's Television Report
and Policy Statement (Docket 19142, FCC 74-1174, released October 31, 1974
39 P.R. 39396, pars. 16, 17, 18 and 22).

32. With respect to public affairs programming, this is not
available in significant amount in new syndicated material, although of

course there is a substantial amount of such programming produced locally
and presented in access time, one of the important benefits of the rule
as already mentioned (see par. 15, above and pars. C-5 and C-50).' As to the ne-

works, there is a substantial amount of public affairs programming (and
similar news documentary material) in prime time on all three networks,
but no regularly scheduled material, 26/ whereas before the rule both
CBS and NBC had regular prime-time programs of this nature, and it is

1110also noted . that some such network programming occurs outside of prime
time. We conclude, therefore, that the rule constitutes an inhibition on

the networks' exercise of this highly important part of their activities,

fulfillment of part of their journalistic function to advise and inform

the public concerning matters of public importance, and that this added

benefit outweighs the impingement on access time. This exemption is a
codification and extension of the existing waiver for one-time network
news and public affairs programs which has been in effect throughout the

rule's history. That exemption has not been used to an inordinate extent
by the networks, and, as discussed below, we assume that this exemption
also will not be utilized to effectively undercut the basic rule.27/

27 In the networks' regular prime time schedules starting in January 1975,

it appears that only NBC's Disney program would come within this exemption.
26/ In January 1974 Report and Order herein (par. 83, 44 FCC 2d 1134) it
was stated that one criticism of the rule is that it has resulted in the
total or partial disappearance of public affairs and related documentary
material from prime time. The reference was intended to be to regular
programming of this sort, as made clear later in the document, par. 101
(44 FCC 2d 1141).

While there are some regular public affairs programs in the early
evening, such as ABC's Reasoner Report on Saturday and CBS programs on
Sunday, we believe the rule has hadtthe effect of limiting prime time
presentations of this type of programming.
27/ See Waivers of the Prime Time Access Rule for 1974-75 Broadcast Year,
FCC 74-974 (September 1974, pars. 15-16, 31 R.R. 2d 409, 417). •
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33. Documentaries as defined herein also, of course, includes

other programs, such as National Geographic and Jacques Cousteau specials

and the America series, both network and off-network programs. In our

January 1974 decision we noted the value of these programs (usually

produced independent of network control) to the public, as well as the

difficulties involved in getting network prime time for programs such

as National Geographic under the rule, or of producing them for distri-

bution in syndication. See Report and Order, pars. 66-67, 84: 44 FCC

2d 1127-1128, 1134-1135. We are still of the same view. 28/ It is

also recognized that, particularly as to use of off-network material,

the exemption includes half-hour animal series, such as Wild Kingdom

and Animal World, as well as a series of one-hour off-network outdoor

specials for which a waiver request is pending (from the producer of

the World of Survival series). We conclude that the exemption should be

broad enough to include such material. When it comes to the off-network

restriction, this is not related to network dominance directly, but is

simply a restraint on licensee freedom of choice, designed to preserve

the potential of cleared time availability for new non-network material
.

We conclude that preservation of this restraint is not warranted, when

it comes to barring a station from using programs such as Wild Kingdom 

or Animal World (which were independently produced) in cleared time,

instead of another program of the same'or different type. In sum, in

view of the obvious informational value of documentary programs, the

benefit to the public from facilitating the presentation thereof

ovtweighs in importance what might be termed an increase in network

dominance (to the extent these are network programs) and an incursion

into the full availability of 3 hours a night of cleared time for other

new material. Here, as with public affairs and programs designed for

children, the public interest is on the side of the programs, and not

their place of origin. If licensees are better able to serve the needs

and interests of their viewing public by presenting network or 
off-

network public affairs and documentary programs, or are better able 
to

serve the needs and interests of children, then we should remove the

obstacles to this service which exist under the prime time access rule,

Permitting this additional material into the access period will also

serve to increase the diversity of fare available.

28/ We note in this connection that while the Cousteau series is on
 ABC

in prime time this year, there will be no National Geograp
hic specials.

Their absence (which has been the subject of numerous letters 
of complaint

from the public) is probably not directly attributable to the r
ule itself

(since such programs have been shown on networks during the p
revious three

years) but relates rather to the timing of the Court's decisi
on in relation

to the 1974-75 season. However, this does illustrate the ptoblems involved

in contraction of network prime time.
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34. We expect the networks, and licensees in their
acceptance of network programs and use of off-network material, to
keep such programming to the minimum consistent with their programming

judgments as to what will best serve the interests of the public

generally.29/ We continue to attach high importance to the rule
as a limit on network dominance over station time, and as a means of

opening up substantial amounts of prime time to sources of new non-

network programming, be they producers and distributors for syndication,

or local sources. We attach particular importance to the programming

opportunities available on Saturday in the access time period. We
do so because of the significance of existing local programming

efforts in this time period, and the fact that this time offers the

most significant opportunity for hour-long access programs. We

caution networks to avoid any incursion into this period unless there

are compelling public interest reasons for so doing. If there are

extensive deviations from these precepts, the exemption may have to
be re-visited.

35. In acting herein to permit an increase of network
programming of certain types, we are only opening up an option for

licensees to use such additional network material if, in light of

their programming judgments as licensee-trustees meeting the needs,

tastes, interests and problems of their coverage areas, they deem it

appropriate to do so. Our purpose is to make available to licensees

programming which, to some extent, was removed from prime time or caused

to be run at a much later hour. There is intended no requirement, or

even a suggestion, that such additional network programming should be

carried in order for a licensee to carry out properly his programming

obligations .30/

291 Thus, the stripping of off-network material on the theory that it

is a program designed for children or a documentary program, would not

be regarded as consistent with the spirit or objectives of the rule.

30/ According to a May 29, 1974 Variety article concerning the intensive

discussion at the NBC affiliates' meeting about affiliate carriage of

the Saturday news documentary hour contemplated under PTAR II, an

NBC official stated: "This gives you a chance to do what the commission

(FCC) has asked you to do. If any station wishes to separate from the

network, that's your decision. It is not a decision I would make."

All that is involved in our decision here is giving licensees a "c
hance"

to use this material, if their judgment as licensee-trustees so in
dicates.

NAITPD argues that "any regulation which permits the

use of prime time for network or off-network material in fact 
ensures

the use of prime time for such material ...". This proposition is

obviously not literally true. There has always been, and still is,

pre-emption of network prime time material; and during the first

year of the rule, when off-network material was permitted in access

time, only 23% of such time was devoted to it.

•

•

•
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313. Arguments of proponents of the rule. In light of the fore-

going, we turn to the arguments advanced by the proponents of PTAR
 I,

including the numerous citizens groups (pars. C-4 - C-14)and NAITPD$

Frank, Westinghouse, ABC and other private parties (pa
rs. C-49 and C-54

...c-59 and NAITPD's Court brief). These arguments are addressed largely

either to repeal of the rule or the more substantial modifications 
made

in the PTAR II decision; but they apply pro tanto to the e
xemption

discussed above, some arguments, concerning the impropriety or 
illegality

of preferred classes of programs, relate entirely to this exe
mption; these

are discussed below as part of the First Amendment discussion. Others

include: the importance of local programming efforts and the impac
t of

any diminished access time on them; the objectives of the rul
e; the

contentions that any additional network time works to increase netwo
rk

dominance and diminishes opportunities for alternative program sou
rces

and a healthy syndication industry; the success of the rule and advantages

flowing from it (par. C-49); the potential harm done by the modifications

in PTAR II, for example local programming and the chilling effect 
on the

production of programs having to compete with the additional network
 or

off-network material; the rule's shortcomings in practice are n
ot charge-

able to it but to stations or networks,and these shortcomings 
should be

attacked by other ways consistent with the rule such as requiring th
e

networks to advance their children's programming by giving up 10:30-11

instead of 7:30-8, making them carry adequate amounts of public af
fairs

programming in their own time, questioning stations as to over-use 
of

game shows or stripped programming, etc.; that weakening the 
rule af-

fects the entire package adopted in 1970; and NAITPD's contention 
that

under the Commission's approach and its waiver decisions, almost 
every-

thing seems to be more important than preserving the rule.

37. The short answer to many of these objections is that it is

not to be anticipated that these changes will have the untoward results

claimed, so as to lessen. significantly the .advantages flowing from the

rule. We do not expect that syndicated programming opportunities, for

example the development of material such as dramatic or comedy programs,

will be seriously affected by the minimal reduction in time. Similarly

with local programming activities, there appears little reason to

believe that they will be seriously affected, particularly taking into

account the licensee's established obligation to present material of

particular significance to his community. We find much too speculative

NAITPD's argument that increased competitive pressure will force

diminution of this kind of programming activity. It is apparent, in our

judgment, that sufficient cleared time is left for local stations to

garner the economic support necessary to present such local efforts. We

appreciate the participation of the numerous public groups in this

proceeding, and we respect their views; but we cannot accept the

proposition (which is more or less explicit in the comments of some groups

such as the Urban League, and implicit in others) that network programm
ing

has little to offer, so that we would not be justified in permi
tting its

expansion if there is the slightest chance that the cause of localism in

prime time television would be impeded. We have noted on many occasions

over the years the value of national network programming
, and the contri-

bution it makes to American television.
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38. Aside from the impact in terms of time, there is

also the impact in terms of program type, of which NAITPD and others

complain. The argument is based on the assumption that nothing can

possible compete with network or off-network programs of the same

type, so that no one will attempt to produce new material of this

nature. In this kind of situation, we have to consider what is

really precluded. As far as we know, there has been very little

syndicated public affairs programming, or documentaries like America 

or National Geographic, except for material from foreign sources.

There are other half-hour animal shows. But in view of the extent

to which these are also of foreign origin (e.g., Wild, Wild World of 

Animals) or are easily made largely from stock footage, it does not

appear that there is a substantial impact in this respect.31/ As

to children's programming, we conclude that the public interest in

promoting this from whatever source, for reasons stated in our recent

children's television decision outweighs any minimum incursion

Into the access period. In connection with public affairs and similar

programs, we recognize the importance of encouraging a multiplicity

of voices. But as mentioned, very few such voices have come forward

other than at the local level, which we do not believe will be sub-

stantially affected. Bearing in mind the tremendous resources which the

networks have for such programming, we conclude that the facilitation

of such material from network sources outwieghs the claimed disadvantage.

39. We have kept the exemptions narrow so as to avoid any

undue incursion into the access period. There will continue to be

excluded from access time those programs which make up the bulk of

present and former network programming -- entertainment programs such

as drama, comedy and variety -- thus leaving the field for the develop-

ment of such material to eligible access-period sources.

311 See Newsweek, December 9, 1974, pp. 119 and 121, concerning 
the

making of animal programs.

•

•
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40. We have considered the argument that we should take

other approaches to meet what we consider the shortcomings of b
road-

casting under the rule -- require the networks to run children's 
"

programs earlier (giving up the 10:30 time slot instead of 7:
30),

requiring them to run a certain amount of public affairs in the
ir own

time, questioning stations about over-use of game shows or stri
pping,

etc., rather than by relaxing the rule and nullifying its benefits.

The same kind of argument applied to off-network material -- licensees

should be required to run it at other times or, if early evenin
g

access time is so important, to run it then and preempt network

programs later. We do not agree. We believe that these alternatives

would involve the Commission too deeply in day-to-day program
ming and

scheduling decisions .32/

41. We do not find persuasive the argument that modificatio
n

of the'rule increases network dominance and returns time 
to the monopoly

whose excesses led to the rule. As to the necessity of a full hour of

cleared time for the adequate development and health of the 
industry,

this was the conclusion of the 1970 Report and Order in 
Docket 12782,

but the decision contains no particular discussion of the 
exact

amount of cleared time, and there had been no study of the 
syndication

market. We are still committed to the concept of a substanti
al access

period. The limited modifications adopted at this time simply 
reflect

a desire to mitigate certain undesirable effects which 
came about ar a

result of PTAR I. We call attention to the statement in the 1970

Report and Order that it was not our objective to smooth 
the path for

exiting syndicators, or to create for them a competit
ion-free enclave

(23 FCC 2d 397). Our action.here is in line with those concepts
. We

conclude that the time reduction involved here is not s
ufficient to

impair the opportunity for the growth of a reasonably h
ealthy

syndication industry, and that, even if it does represent 
some small

impairment, this is outweighed by the benefit to the 
public of the

resulting programming. As to the argument concerning the, impact on

the package of rules adopted in 1970 (prime time 
access, financial

interests and syndication) there is nothing in our 
action here which

affects the financial interest and syndication rules.

32/ We are also not adopting rules, suggested by some
 parties in this

connection and others, which would provide for some o
f cleared time

to be later in the evenings. We have decided to abandon the tie of

cleared time to specific periods adopted in PTAR 
II, to return to the

basic three-hour limitation, in the belief th
at any tighter limitation

unduly reduces licensee freedom and flexibility
, and gets the Commission

too deeply into the details of station op
eration. As to the networks

being required to give up the 10:30 time 
slot in order to run

children's specials at 7:30, it is far from cle
ar that an -irregular

schedule of this sort would serve the interes
t of access-period

program producers, stations or the public. 
The Commission is concerned

that such a trade off might have th
e effect of discouraging the early

scheduling of children's programming.
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42. Warner Brothers and other oppon
ents of the rule renew herein

their arguments that the rule 
violates the First Amendment in

 a number

of respects; see par. C-64
. Some of these were considered a

nd '

rejected by the U.S. Court of 
Appeals in its 1971 affirmance 

of the

rule (Mount Mansfield Television,
 Inc. v. FCC, 442 F. 2d 470, 

C.A. 2,1971)

and need not be discussed here.
 There remain for consideration

 the

contentions that experience sh
ows the rule to be invalid be

cause of the

infringement on the public's ri
ght to diversity, and that the rule

cannot be justified on the bas
is of its impetus to minori

ty-group and

other local programming activi
ties because it is an over-bro

ad re-

straint on the right to divers
ity. Finally, the contention is rais

ed

that it is illegal because the
 Commission is getting into

 the business

of determining programming by s
etting up categories of prefer

red pro-

grams, as well as by earlier wa
iver policy. The latter contention is

the same as that of proponents 
NAITPD et al., and is discussed 

below.

43. As to the first of these, 
our conclusion is the same as

that already given with respect t
o the majors' arguments as

 a matter of

policy, that the rule has not had 
a full test so that it can be 

determined

what will ultimately result, and 
the other considerations m

entioned in

pars. 18-20, above. The same thing applies with
 respect to the lack

of diversity, and we call attention t
o our observations in par. 15,

above.

•



44. The proponents' arguments are mostly those contained in
NAITPD's Court brief included in its comments herein. The elaborate
argument in substance runs along the following lines: (1) the rule was
adopted to further the public's First Amendment right to as much diverse
programming as possible from the maximum number of diverse sources --
"the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and
antagonistic sources" (Associated Press v. U.S., 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945));
(2) the PTAR II amendments (including those involved here) violate that
concept by returning time to the networks (either directly or through
use of former network material), when these were the very monopolies
whose excessive dominance led to the impairment of the public's right
which the rule was designed to remedy, thus infringing the right; and
(3) the returning of time, to the extent it involves preferred program
categories, gets the Commission into the business of judgments as to
what kinds of programs the public should see, a role completely con-
trary both to the Constitution and to the §326 and other provisions
of the regulatory framework set up in the Communications Act.

45. We point out that the Commission does not violate the
First Amendment in interesting itself in the general program formats
and the kinds of programs broadcast by licensees (Red Lion Broadcasting
Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969)). It is also well recognized,
of course, that the inherent limitations in broadcast spectrum space
make necessary restraints -- restricting the speech of some so that
others may speak -- not elsewhere appropriate (Mt. Mansfield, supra).

46. As we see it, our adoption of the prime time access rule,
and its modification herein, may be roughly described from a First
Amendment 'standpoint as follows: the rule was designed to lessen the
tendency of licensees which led them to carry network or pff-network
programming, in order that the voices of other persons might be heard.
The rule was a restraint on licensees designed to reduce the impact
of another restraint, that of the networks, by preventing licensees
from choosing present or former network programs so that new program
sources might arise and be heard by the public. Such new persons or
sources have come forward,but by and large, as far as syndicated programming
is concerned, they present mostly game shows. At the same time, other
sorts of programming important to the public -- those included in the
exemptions herein -- have been somewhat reduced in amount, or, in the
case of children's programming, have not been available at the most
appropriate time. Therefore, since it was the Commission's rule which
has had this effect, we have an affirmative duty to relax our restraint
to permit such programming to be made more readily availabre. We
point out that the kinds of programs involved here are to a large
extent those whose importance has been recognized in the Communications
Act (315) or by us recently in the children's programming proceeding.
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47, We also regard as without merit NAITPD's attack on the
legality of the exemptions. The exemptions have been drawn as narrowly
as possible consistent with the interest of the public discussed above,
to avoid any unwarranted incursion into cleared time. Thus, we have
drawn the exemption so as to exclude the possibility of its being used
for network game shows (since game shows are plentiful in access time),
and to exclude the whole range of entertainment such as drama, comedy
and variety, where there appears a potential for impact on the development
and success of material which might otherwise develop for access use.

•

48. We do not believe that permitting the carriage of programs
in the categories exempted raises any questions of a Constitutional nature.
We state again that the purpose of these exemptions is to facilitate the
carriage of programs which the rule has had the effect of limiting. If
we did not believe that we had the authority to make these modifications,
we would then give further consideration to the advisability of continuing the rule.

D. Off-network and Feature Film Restrictions 

49. As noted in pars. C-67 - 68, some of the opponents of the
rule urge that we should repeal the off-network and feature film re-
strictions of PTAR I, even if we leave the rule in effect otherwise. As
to the off-network restriction, we find that repeal or relaxation is
not warranted, except to the limited extent adopted herein and discussed
above. It is readily apparent that elimination of this restriction
would lead to a large-scale incursion into cleared time by use of off-
network material, sharply reducing the availability of time to sources 1110
of new non-network material. While the off-network aspects of the rule do
constitute a restraint which is not directly related to present network dominance,
the drastic impact on our objective of encouraging the development of new material
would obviously be completely disserved. While there are some results
which might be considered anomalous (see par. C-64(b)), this is
doubtless true in the short run of any regulation which imposes re-
strictions looking toward longer-term benefits. We are retaining the
restriction except as indicated herein.

50. We have decided to modify prior provisions regarding the
use of feature films in access time. Under the changes made here, we
eliminate the restriction on movies which have been shown by a station
in the same market within a two-year period. At the same time, however,
the new rule bars any feature film which has ever appeared on a network
from the access period. If a movie has never appeared on a network,
it may now be presented during the access hour, regardless of when or
whether it has ever appeared on a station in the same market. If it
appeared on a network -- whether or not made for television -- it is barred.
We believe that this will ease the administration of this portion of
the rule for licensees, motion picture distributors, and the
Commission. We also believe this to be an appropriate resolution of
the two sides of the feature film question raised by the supporters
and opponents of our total ban in PTAR II. The supporters of the ban
(mainly Sandy Frank) stated that there were sufficient opportunities •
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for feature films outside of the access period, and that use of

theatrical features cuts down television production activity. The

opponents argued that the ban was an unconstitutional restraint

that would harm independent production of motion pictures. Our ap-

proach here will allow certain movies in, thus relieving to some

extent this complaint. In addition, this provision is consistent with

the goals of limiting network dominance, and encouraging new sources of

programming. Feature films are thus treated exactly like any other

programming. Upon further consideration, we have concluded that this
approach is more in keeping with the basic purpose of the rule.

51. Sports runovers. In subparagraph (4) of new §73.658(k),
we are codifying the existing practice under the rule, of waiving sports
runover time, where a football game, golf match, or other sports event

is scheduled so that it normally would conclude before prime time, but
lasts unexpectedly long and the telecast runs until after 7 p.m. E.T.
In a much smaller number of cases, the problem is an evening event
scheduled to occupy some but not all of the three permissible network
hours. While the present situation is by no means entirely satisfactory,and
some of the citizens' groups and other proponents of the rule urge us to
preserve access time by requiring either a give-back or a roll-back by

the networks in these cases, we are not persuaded that this is a serious
enough problem to warrant a basically different approach. Certainly,
there is not enough incidence of runovers to affect the potential
market for syndicated programming. There are other problems, particularly

the possible disruption of local programming activities, and NAITPD's
claimed problems in connection with "making good" commercial positions

in the access program lost because of the runover. We have no specific
information as to these sufficient to warrant any basic change.

52. However, as far as professional football is concerned,

there appears to have been a high incidence.of runovers this fall, with

some abuses -- one network when the second game of a doubleheader

concluded about 6:45, picking up a third game which lasted until nearly

7:15 -- and some use of time after 7 p.m. for post-game scoreboard or

interview shows. We expect that in the future the networks will

exercise a greater degree of care in their scheduling of sports events.

Such events should be scheduled so that it would be expected that they

would conclude prior to the access period in the absence of unusual

occurrences such as overtime or delays due to weather.
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53. Network news following a full hour of local news. The new

rule (§73.658(k)(3)) codifies the existing waiver for a half-hour of

regular network news if it is preceded by a full hour of local news'or

local public affairs programming. This waiver was envisaged in the

decision adopting the rule, has been granted since the rule went into

effect, and the:e is no substantial objection to its continuation. The

rule does not include the extension of this concept to weekend scheduling

arrangements involving ABC's Reasoner Report program (which A few licensees

wish to delay until 7 p.m.) because that is exempt under (1) as a network

public affairs program.

54., Time zone differences. The new rule (§73.658(k)(5))

also deals with time zone difference situations, codifying waivers

granted in the past for situations such as NBC's Academy Awards and

Miss America telecasts, where live simultaneous programming is involved.

It provides that a network evening schedule which meets the requirements

of the rule in the Eastern and Central time zones will also be held to

comply with it in the Mountain and Central time zones. This concept,

to deal with the problems presented by such broadcasts in the four time

zones of the U.S., has not been the subject of substantial objection.

•

55. Exemption for special network programming. In new §73.658(k)(6),

we are adopting the same kind of exemption as in PTAR II, for what might

be called the "Summer Olympic" situation, so called because of the 1972

1110denial of waiver to ABC to carry material concerning the Olympic games

in access time in addition to its own network prime time, an action which

aroused considerable protest from the public. This provides that where

a network uses all of its prime time on an evening (or all except for

brief incidental "fill" material for truly special programming), cleared

time may be used for the same material. The exemption reads in terms of

an international sports event such as the Olympic games, New Year's Day

college foOtball games (NBC's long-standing Rose Bowl-Orange Bowl tele-

casts), and any other special programming except other sports or movies.

In comments early in 1973, NAITPD as well as all other commenting parties

who discussed the subject expressed the view that some such accommodation

should be made. While a few parties in the present stage of the proceeding

oppose this kind of exemption, it appears that relaxation of the rule's

provisions is warranted to include such unusual programming.
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56. Special network news coverage and similar material. New
§73.658(k)(2) retains the exemption for special network news coverage and
political broadcasts as adopted in PTAR I, with the slight expansions

adopted in PTAR II to include material related to on-the-spot news cover-

age (e.g., previously filmed material) and political broadcasts on behalf

of as well as by qualified candidates. We adhere to the conclusions

reached in pars. 103-105 of the January Report and Order (44 FCC 2d 1142)

in these connections. NAITPD expresses objection to the expansion to

include related material, but in our judgment this is clearly warranted

to lessen any impediment to the networks' proper exercise of their journ-

alistic function.

F. Other Matters Concerning the Substance of the Rule 

57. Views of the Department of Justice and the Office of 

Telecommunications Policy (OTP). The views of our two sister government

agencies, the Justice Department and OTP, are set forth elsewhere in

pars. Cl - 2. It may be that the Department would disagree with our

conclusion that PTAR I should be modified to permit additio al opportunity
for programming of certain types from network and off-netwo sources;

if so, we must respectfully disagree, for reasons stated at ength above

concerning the importance of increased opportunity for the p,esentation

of such material. As to OTP, we are, of course, reaching a decision

largely contrary to its position urging repeal of the rule.' As mentioned

herein, we believe that it is premature to reach a conclusion at this

point as to the programming which may ultimately develop under the rule

for cleared time. For reasons discussed above, we must also disagree

with OTP's suggestion that it is beyond our proper role to act to in-

crease the opportunity for certain kinds of programs. Our views as to

impact on Hollywood employment opportunity, and the welfare of the

program production industry, have been set forth in pars. 23-24,above

We point out in this connection that OTP's March 1973 study included

data only as to the first year of operation under the rule, 1971-72,

a period when off-network material in cleared time was still permitted;

and therefore it cannot be regarded as of great significance as to

longer-term developments, particularly since it focussed almost en-

tirely on production and employment in Hollywood and did not discuss

employment gains in other syndicated or local programming efforts,

gains in distribution and sales activity, etc.
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58. The Rule and Competition. One of the questions raised by

the Court in its June 1974 opinion was the rule in relation to the

national policy favoring competition in broadcasting, as to which it

particularly sought the views of the Department of Justice. We agree'

with the Department that it is probably too early to give a definitive

answer to this question. The rule opens up substantial amounts of

cleared time to additional, largely different, producers, and, while

much of this time is occupied by the programs of a handful of producers

(chiefly game-show entrepreneurs), the situation in this respect is not

much different from that of network prime time, where the majors occupy

about 55% of it with their material (about the same percentage as the

access-period producers mentioned). While some producers who claim

that they cannot use the access route may be foreclosed from reaching

prime-time television, it is too early to say that this will be a

permanent matter. The access period option remains open to them, as

well as affording increased opportunity for non-national advertisers

as well as an option for national advertisers wishing to use spot

rather than network messages. We do not consider the exclusion of off-

network material from access time a significant anti-competitive con-

sideration (even though to some extent it may work to the disadvan
tage

of the majors and others), in view of the importance of affording full

opportunity for the development of new material.

59. Reasons for not re-adopting PTAR II. We are not adopting

four of the five rule changes contemplated by the PTAR II decision last

January because we find on further consideration that a general incre
ase

in network programming, or opportunity for off-network programming 
on a

general basis, is not warranted in light of the importance of the o
bjec-

tives of the rule. Therefore,we are not adopting the provisions removing

restrictions from Sundays and from the first half-hour of prime ti
me on

other days. As to the latter, it appeared to us earlier that there is

something to be said for increasing diversity by permitting off-
network

material in addition to the news and game shows which generally fi
ll

this period Monday-Friday. As a short-run proposition, this might be

true. However, for the longer term, we conclude that this would have

too much of an impact on the availability of cleared prime time 
for

the development of new material, and that it might tend to increase

the use of stripped game shows in the second half-hour of prime 
time.

With respect to the specification of cleared time as the 7:30 
half-hour,

on further consideration we conclude that this is an unwarranted re-

striction on licensee flexibility in scheduling.

•

•
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G. Other Matters: the Licensee's Duty with respect to 

Locally Significant Material; the Future of the Rule;
 Effective Date.

60. As mentioned above, one of the really significant

benefits from the rule is its impetus to the devel
opment of local

programming efforts, and this is one of the principal
 reasons for

retaining it in a form close to PTAR I. We expect that stations

subject to the rule will devote an appropriate portio
n of "cleared

time," or at least of total prime time to material pa
rticularly

directed to the needs or problems of the station's co
mmunity and

area as disclosed in its regular efforts to ascerta
in community needs,

including programming addressed to the special need
s of minority

groups. Such programming efforts are necessary if the be
nefit of

the rule in stimulating locally meaningful programm
ing is to be

significantly achieved, as well as to carry out the
 licensee's

obligation to serve the public interest. We point out, however,

that programming of the significant character mention
ed need

not necessarily be all locally produced. Syndicated or network

programming, where it deals with needs or problems co
mmon in

substantial degree to many communities, may also make an 
important

contribution.

61. The future of the rule. As noted above, the Depart-

ment of Justice, as well as many of the 
private proponents of the

rule, assert that a period of assured 
stability for the rule is

highly important for realization of its 
potential ,for the development

of new and varied programming. A five-year guarantee is urged b
y

NAITPD, Frank, Westinghouse, et al.

62. The Commission, however, does not 
believe it

appropriate to give the kind of absol
ute.assurance sought, for a

period such as five years, in view of 
the various uncertainties

involved as to what will develop in the
 fairly near future. While

we recognize the need for stabi
lity, we do not feel it appropriat

e

for this Commission to bind itself 
or its successors in this manner.
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63. Effective date. The matter of an effective date for the
changes adopted herein is important, particularly since the only actual
holding of the U.S. Court of Appeals last June was that we had erred
in making the changes effective in the fall of 1974. As set forth in
pars. C-72 - 73, many proponents of the rule claim that we cannot
make any changes, reducing the amount of cleared time, effective for at
least 16 months after this decision, the same amount of time given the
networks in adopting the original rule in 1970.

64. We respectfully disagree. The changes adopted herein
constitute less of an incursion into available access time (particularly
in light of our admonition of network and licensee restraint) than would
have occurred under PTAR.II.. We believe that the public interest dictates
that the new modifications become effective at an early date because
we feel that the rule as amended in this Report and Order will best
serve the public interest. Finally, parties to this proceeding have
been on notice as to the specific changes adopted in the rule since
November 15, 1974, the date of our Public Notice concerning staff
instructions in this matter. Therefore, we conclude that these
changes can go into effect in September, 1975.

ORDER

65. In view of the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED, That, effective
Monday, September 8, 1975, §73.658(k) of the Commission's Rules, the
prime time access rule, IS AMENDED, as set forth in Appendix A hereto.

66. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That this proceeding, Docket
No. 19622, IS TERMINATED.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION*

Vincent J. Mullins
Secretary

Attachments

NOTE: Rules changes herein will be included in T.S. 111(72)-6.

*See attached statements of Commissioners Wiley, Chairman, Lee, and

Robinson. Statement of Commissioner Reid to be released at a later

date.
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APPENDIXA 

Effective September 8, 1975, §73.658(k) of the Commission's Rules, the

prime time access rule, is amended to read as follows:

§73.658 Affiliation agreements and network program practices.

*

(k) Effective September 8, 1975, television stations owned by or affil-

iated with a national television network in the 50 largest television

markets (see NOTE 1 to this paragraph) shall devote, during the four

hours of prime time (7-11 p.m. E.T. and P.T., 6-10 p.m. C.T. and M.T.),

no more than three hours to the presentation of programs from a national

network, programs formerly on a national network (off-network programs)

or feature films which have previously appeared on a network:

provided, however, That the following categories of programs need 
not

be counted toward the three-hour limitation:

(1) Network or off-network programs designed for children, public

affairs programs or documentary programs (see NOTE 2 to this paragraph

for definitions).

(2) Special news programs dealing with fast-breaking news events,

on-the-spot coverage of news events or other material related to such

coverage, and political broadcasts by or on behalf of legally qualified

candidates for public office.

(3) Regular network news broadcasts up to a half hour, when

immediately adjacent to a full hour of continuous locally produced news

or locally produced public affairs programming.

(4) Runovers of live network broadcasts of sporting events, where

the event has been reasonably scheduled to conclude before 
prime time

or occupy only a certain amount of prime time, but the event 
has gone

beyond its expected duration due to circumstances not reasonably foreseeable

by the networks or under their control. This exemption does not apply

to post-game material.

(5) In the case of stations in the Mountain and Pacific time zones,

on evenings when network prime-time programming consist
s of a sports

event or other program broadcast live and simultaneou
sly throughout the

contiguous 48 states, such stations may assume that the network'
s

schedule that evening occupies no more of prime time in 
these time

zones than it does in the Eastern and Central time
 zones.



(6) Network broadcasts of an international spo
rts event (such as

the Olympic Games), New Year's Day colleg
e football games, or any other

network programming of a special nature o
ther than motion pictures or

other sports events, when the network dev
otes all of its time on the

same evening to the same programming, 
except brief incidental fill

material.

NOTE 1. The top 50 markets to which this paragr
aph applies on the

50 largest markets in terms of prime
 time audience for all

stations in the market, as listed each
 year in the Arbitron

publication Television Market Analy
sis. This publication

is currently issued each November, an
d shortly thereafter

the Commission will issue a list of
 markets to which the

rule will apply for the year starting t
he following

September.

NOTE 2. As used in this paragraph, the term "prog
rams designed for

children" means programs primarily des
igned for children

aged 2 through 12. The term "documentary programs" mea
ns

programs which are non-fictional and educ
ational or in-

formational, but not including prog
rams where the informa-

tion is used as part of a contest amo
ng participants in

the program, and not including program
s relating to the

visual entertainment arts (stage, motio
n pictures or

television) where more than 50% of the
 program is devoted

to the presentation of entertainment
 material itself.

•
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APPENDIX B '

Parties filing Comments in response
 to "Further Notice Inviting Commen

ts"

Docket 19622

* Reply comments only

** Initial and Reply comments

No indicator - initial comments only

Government Agencies 

Department of Justice, U.S.

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Citizens or Public Groups 

Action for Children's Television

* Alabama Media Project and Civil Liberti
es Union of Alabama (joint)

American Association of Retired Person
s and

National Retired Teachers Association
 (joint)

* American Civil Liberties Union

Bilingual Bicultural Coalition

Committee for Open Media, Minneapolis
-St.Paul

Community Coalition for Media Change

Consumers Union

Grand Rapids Urban League

Media Access Project

** National Black Media Coalition

National Citizens Committee for Bro
adcasting

National Organization of.Women

National Urban League, Inc.

Oakland Media

* Public Rights in Media

Puerto Rican Media Action and E
ducational Council, Inc.,

National Latino Media Coalition an
d Puerto Rican Legal Defense

and Education Fund, Inc. (joint)

Raza Association of Spanish Surnam
ed Americans

* St. Louis Broadcast Coalition

San Francisco Committee on Childre
n's Television

Youngstown Area Urban League

Industry, Professional and Labor A
ssociations and Organizations 

* *

Association of Independent Television 
Stations,Inc.

Authors League of America, Inc.

Motion Picture Association of America
,Inc.

National Association of Independent 
Television Producers and Distr

ibutors

National Committee of Independent Tel
evision Producers

Screen Actors Guild, Hollywood Film
 Council, and Writers Guild of

America, West (joint)

Station Representatives Associatio
n



2

Networks 

** American Broadcasting Companies,Inc.

** CBS Inc.
** National Broadcasting Company, Inc.

Other Station Licensees 

KOOL Radio Television
Leake TV, Inc.
Metromedia, Inc.

'Newhouse Broadcasting Corp.
* Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc.
** Westinghouse Broadcasting Company,Inc.

Wometco Enterprises, Inc.

Film Companies and other Program Suppliers 

**

Bill Burrud Productions, Inc.

Columbia Pictures Television
MCA Inc. and Twentieth Century-Fox Television (joint)

Sandy Frank Program Sales, Inc.

Time-Life Films, Inc.
Viacom International, Inc.
Warner Brothers Television, United Attists, Inc.

and MGM Television (joint)
The Wolper Organization, Inc.
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APPENDIXC 

Summary and analysis of initial and reply comments filed
in response to the "Further Notice Inviting Comments" in Docket 19622.

I. Comments of Government Agencies and Public Groups 

A. apartment of Justice and Office of Telecommunications Policy_ _

C-1 - As suggested by the Court, the Commission sought the
views of the Department of Justice concerning the rule and the national
policy favoring competition. The Department filed rather brief comments
in letter form, noting its earlier expressions of support for this and
related rules as consistent with the overall objectives of the antitrust
laws to maintain and enhance competition in broadcasting. The Depart-
ment reiterated its belief that, given a reasonable chance, the rule
could be an important first step in fostering diverse, independent
program sources and curtailing undue network control over programming.
It is asserted that the rule has not really had such an opportunity to
work, because of the surrounding uncertainty almost from the beginning.
Therefore, while the suggestion that the rule actually works to increase
network dominance might be important if correct and if the rule had
had a reasonable opportunity, "empirical evidence is not yet reliable
in this matter", and until there is such an opportunity "there is no
possibility of determining what the resulting competitive relationships
are," since the Commission must be concerned with long-term effects and
since it takes time and stability to develop and market independent
programs. Accordingly, it is urged that fairness requires that the rule
be given a decent opportunity, and the original rule should be reaffirmed,
with a statement that it will be retained for a suitable period such
as five years. This, it is claimed, will give a reasonable chance for
new production capability, and related syndication, financial and
promotional services, to develop. Such a period will also give the
Commission an opportunity to gather evidence as to the rule's effects.
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C-2 - OTP. OTP's comments urge repeal of the rule. It is
claimed that the rule has had precisely the opposite results from
what was intended, and has led the Commission undesirably into judg-
ments as to program content in connection with waivers. It is stated
that the rule appears to have artificially constricted prime time and
thus strengthened the networks' position and weakened that of the
U.S. production industry, contrary to the objectives. Attention is
called to the OTP's March 1973 study of re-runs and related issues
(which is incorporated by reference) id, where OTP concluded that
the rule should be repealed since it is one of the major causes of
the decline of the TV production industry. In a letter to then Chairman
Burch transmitting this report, OTP urged repeal on the basis that
the rule (and re-run practices) "limit the amount of diverse, original
and high-quality programming available in prime time to the American
public" as well as weakening the production industry; "there are
enough anticompetitive forces at work in TV without the Government'
adding more." The second line of argument, concerning programming
judgments and Constitutional problems, is similar to that made earlier
and now by other parties and discussed below; OTP believes that this
kind of judgment is at least as objectionable when made in the form
of a rule like PTAR II (with its "preferred" program categories and
"paragraph 88" statement concerning locally significant programming),
which "has cast the case-by-case evaluation of program content of
nrevious waiver procedures into the rigid mold of a rule." In sum,
the rule has had a sufficient test and has been found. wanting.

1/ Analysis of the Causes and Effects of Increases in Same-Year Rerun 
Programming and Related Issues in Prime-Time Network Television 
(Office of Telecommunications Policy, March 1973). The Report found
that there had been a decline in original network prime-time programming
of 662 hours for the year 1971-72 as compared to 1962-73, 343 hours of
the decline resulting from increased rerun use and 319 from the prime
time access rule (or 51.8% and 48.2% of the total decline respectively).
More data was given for CBS and its decline of 389.1 hours; it was stated
that 35.4% of this decline resulted from increased use of theatrical
movies (not made for TV), 33.4% from the prime time access rule and
31.1% from greater rerun usage. The Report stated (p.30) that in 1971-

72 "cleared" time was devoted almost entirely to non-origina1 programming

Instead of original and rerun network programs; whether this would continue

in the future is not clear, "but it does seem likely that access time will

probably be devoted to programs of lower cost and lower employment than

network programming."

•
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B. Views of "Public" Groups and Members of the Public 

C-3. The 21 initial or reply comments from public groups

supporting PTAR I represented a wide range of groups -- a major co
nsumer

group (Consumers Union or CU); National Organization of Women 
(NOW);

Action for Children's Television (ACT) and San Francisco Committee on

Children's Television; a number of minority groups including National

Black Media Coalition (NBMC) and the National Urban League (Urban 
League)

and affiliated local chapters concerned with Black affairs; Puerto 
Rican

Media Action and Educational Council, Inc. and two other Puerto Rican

groups filing jointly; Raza Association of Spanish Surnamed Americans

(RASSA) and Bilingual Bicultural Coalition (BBC) concerned with Chicano

matters; and a number of groups interested in civil rights or changes

in broadcasting to make it more responsive to what they regard as the

needs and interests of the community (including minority-group int
erests),

including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and one of its

chapters, National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB), Media

Access Project, and activist groups concerned with television in the

San Francisco Bay, St. Louis and Twin Cities areas and in Alabama.
'

C-4. The common thrust of all of these comments is the impor-

tance of localism in broadcasting, and the furtherance which the origina
l

rule gives to this objective. It is claimed that the licensee has a

responsibility to the members of the community of license, including

members of various minority groups in that community, that the broad-

caster is better able to meet the interests of his community and
 minority

interests through local programming, and that to be able to provide such

local material, the licensee must have a full hour of prime time each

evening during which he is free from the pressure of the nati
onal tele-

vision network with which he is affiliated. Most of these groups cite

paragraph 88 of the January 1974 Report and Order. This paragraph

urged licensees to make use of some access time to present progr
am-

ming of importance to minorities, children, and the particularneeds,

interests and problems of the local community. It is urged that there

is now an on-going dialogue between licensees on the one hand and

citizens groups in their communities on the other; but for this di
a-

logue to be meanitgful there must be prime time available, free
 from

network programming and the concomitant pressure on stations to carry
 it.

NCCB claims that the rule frees licensees to use their judgment and

exercise their responsibility to present programs meeting the needs,

interests and problems of their communities, as emphasized in the Com-

mission's 1960 Program Policy Statement; NOW claims that with the exclusion

of network programs from this period, stations will look for significant

material which particularly meets local needs and problems. ACT asserts

that there is developing a meaningful dialogue among stations, parents

and professionals concerned with children's programming, resulting in

meaningful local efforts. The Puerto Rico comments claim that the rule

is the only thing making it possible for minority producers a
nd minority-

business advertisers to get access to prime time. Oakland Media asserts

that to the extent local programming of this sort is pre
sented in prime

time, it is more likely to get advertiser support and thus can be more

elaborate and attractive programming, rather than simply 
a taped

panel discussion.

studio
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C-5. Some of these groups call attention to particular local
programs run in prime time which they regard as significant in meeting
these particular needs, such as children's or minority affairs material
or meaningful programming for women. NBMC lists arrangements with
licensees in 14 cities looking toward the presentation (and in some cases
station production) of prime-time programs concerning minority affairs
and problems, programs concerning women, etc. (in most cases these con-
template monthly or less regular programming, but the agreement with
WNBC-TV, New York City, is said to call for 50% of its weekly prime time
documentary New York Illustrated series to be geared to the needs of
minority communities, and an agreement with a Lansing station concerns
a weekly public affairs program). 2/ NBMC also refers to a Broadcasting
article (July 15, 1974) listing 14 local non-news access-period programs
(mostly public affairs) planned on the 15 network owned stations for
this fall. NOW lists programs of significance to women, presented on
network affiliates in six cities (Pittsburgh, Washington, Boston, Cleve-
land, San Francisco and Columbia, S.C.), including (all in the access
period) one weekly women's series (Washington), two weekly series with
women hostesses and frequent discussion of women's topics, four other
weekly series often dealing with women's problems, 3 all-women monthly
programs, two monthly programs sometimes dealing with similar subjects,
and 27 other specials or irregular programs (all were prime-time
programs, and all but a few of the irregular programs were in the access
period). ACT calls attention to the Jaberwocky program presented in
Access time in Boston and later syndicated, as well as to the presentation
of the syndicated Black Beauty series in access time. San Francisco
Committee on Children's TV states that the San Francisco affiliated
stations have begun to present access-period children's programs re-
flecting an understanding of children, consulting community advisors
for this purpose and two hiring professionals to produce the programs.
Weekly access-period local programs in Grand Rapids and San Antonio,
wholly or often devoted to programs related to Blacks and 'Chicanos re-
spectively, are also mentioned, as are a few programs in other cities.

C-6. On the other hand, some comments state that the situation
in their areas in this respect is still poor, and that therefore not only
should PTAR I be retained, but further Commission efforts should be made

to insure that proper use is made of access time. See par. C-13, below.

The St. Louis group claims that there is no local programming in access

time on the St. Louis affiliated stations, and one, of the Bay area groups

states that minority-interest programs on the San Francisco stations are

either non-existent, presented at an undesirable time, Or lack real
relevance.

_a/ In this connection, see the discussion of the reply comments of

MCA Inc. et al, par. C743, below.
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C-7. A few of these groups assert another advantage flowing

from the rule and its impetus to local programming --
 the increased

employment of local people, particularly members of min
ority groups?

in connection with such programming. It is claimed that there is

increased minority involvement in the programming process, 
although

some groups claim that there is still widespread discrimi
nation,

particularly at the higher levels.

C-8. As to the significance of network programming in meet
ing

these special needs, the groups who discuss this claim 
that network programs

are not of any value in this respect. The Puerto Rican comments claim

that up to now neither network nor individual station p
rogramming has given

much recognition to Latinos; what programming is presented is
 "exclusively

limited to racial parody and the perpetuation of a poor e
thnic stereotype."

BBC claims that, while network programs can be vital and 
effective, NBC's

highly successful new Chico and the Man series, though 
well-intentioned,

fails to recognize the differences between Puerto Ricans and
 Chicanos and

their barrios -- another example of callous Gringo indiff
erence to Latino

culture. This is said to be an example of the inability of net
work pro-

gramming, designed for the mass audience, to take into ac
count individual

local cultural aspects. NOW claims that network programming presents
 a

distorted picture of women -- males are in authoritative and 
superior

roles, whereas women are uniformly portrayed as "frivolou
s, childish,

flighty, undependable, overemotional, and generally in 
need of masculine

guidance". With few exceptions, it is said, women are in s
upporting roles,

are victims of ridicule or violence, or do not appear a
t all. NOW ad-

vances statistics showing that in 1974-75 network prime
-time programs

(63 hours), only 4.5 hours have female leads, 2.5 hou
rs of that in comedy

(for the first time in several years, there are two 
dramatic programs

with female leads). They are totally excluded from many programs exc
ept

as occasionally a "sex object, nurse, secretary, 
teacher, or more often

than not, .mother and homemaker." The San Francisco Committee on

Children's TV notes the absence of minority children in 
network programs

(citing a monitoring study on a Saturday in late 1972
, presented in its

1973 testimony in the children's proceeding): 17 
of 27 programs were

entirely "Anglo white"; blacks appeared in 8 programs
, and Spanish-

surnamed and Chinese children in one each, in a 
stereotyped or derogatory

position. This compares with nearly 70% non-white children
 in the San

Francisco public school system.
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C-9. It is claimed that without PTAR, the prime-time periods

now devoted to such material will be irretrievably lost to the networks,

and the kind of locally significant programming mentioned will be pre-

sented, if at all, only in traditional "throwaway" or "ghetto" periods

such as Sunday morning. To some extent, these arguments by the groups

assume no rule -- 07 total repeal -- rather than modifications of the

sort adopted in PTAR II. However, a number of the groups assert that

such modifications of the rule would make it more difficult for public

groups to get stations to present such material in prime time diluting

the benefits of the rule in this respect. NOW claims that any increase

in network prime time would be inversely proportional to the continued

growth of locally significant programming; the Urban League claims that

the PTAR II modifications are unacceptable to its constituency, noting

that under these, the networks would get back all Sunday prime hours

(assertedly highly important to the Black audience which relies heavily

on television) and also the removal of restrictions on the first half-

hour on other days, cutting down the time available for local material

and tending to preclude hour-long programs. Urban League states that

the exemption in PTAR II for network or off-network documentaries,

public affairs or children's specials is no balm; the industry has

an obligation to educate as well as to entertain, and the Commission's

job is to create a vehicle through which licensees, working with the

community, can carry out the responsibility through ascertaining and

meeting local needs. The Grand Rapids Urban League chapter notes a

weekly local Black program (Sunday at 10:30) which would be replaced

by network programming; in Youngstown, where there is no such program-

ming, the local chapter claims the changes would make it more difficult

to get any. NBMC's position is that any cutback in cleared time

should be contingent on the network's presenting material using minority

talent or devoted to public affairs programs. Some parties assert that

no need for any cutback in cleared time has been shown.

C10. As discussed below, local programming (other than news)

occupies only a small part of the access period, raising a question as

to how these groups regard the material which fills the remainder of it.

Not all of the groups discuss this subject. Some, such as NBMC and

ACLU, state that it is too early to evaluate such programming because

the rule has not had a fair test; NBMC also claims that, while it is

inclined to agree with the complaints about "quality", the same questions

apply to network programs, and any test in this area is subjective and

dubious from a First Amendment standpoint. Consumers Union, Oakland Media

and a few others are critical of the prevalence of game shows, which the

former labels as actually detrimental to the public interest; Oakland

Media expresses sympathy for the statement of Commissioner Reid, con-

curring in the January decision, to the effect that if nothing better

is forthcoming, the rule should be repealed. .3/ The geneTal position of

these parties is that the Commission should eliminate such excesses by

examination at renewal time and making clear (by a pronouncement or

even in the rule) what it expects in the way of access-period use;

NBMC's position is that a 7:30-8 p.m. weekly block of six gam* 
shows

and one local program is preferable to 7 "network-quality" action-

adventure or comedy shows.

•

•
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these suggestions are noted in paragraph C-13, below. A few parties,

including NBMC, claim, that the limited range of Syndicated programming

reflects the uncertainty prevailing up to now as to the rule, and that

with an affirmed and strictly enforced PTAR, more varied syndicated

material will develop, including programs of particular concern to

minorities like Black Omnibus and La Raza. 4/

C-11. Increased advertising opportunity and the commercial 

level in access-period programs. Some of the group comments -- those

of BBC, Oakland Media and the Puerto Rican groups -- assert the impor-

tance of the rule in making time available to small and local businesses,
particularly minority-owned businesses, which_dannot afford or profitably

use network time and need the opportunity afforded by the rule for local

messages. It is claimed that the PTAR II change which would have removed

any restrictions from the 7-7:30 p.m. period would be highly disadvantageous

in this respect. Oakland Media asserts that local advertisers not only

benefit but can be looked to for support for relatively ambitious local

programming efforts in access time if the rule is retained in its original

form (no specifics are given).

C-12. The other side of this coin -- the increased level of

commercials during access time as compared to network programming -- did

not draw much comment from these parties. Oakland Media suggests that

the Commission or the N.A.B. -- and the public expressing its views --

can deal with excesses in this area. The Puerto Rican comments suggest

that it is a problem resulting from monopolistic practices of licensees

and networks with respect to prime time generally (this argument is not

spelled out in detail). Consumers Union regards game shows as the chief

offenders in this respect, and "actually detrimental to the public

interest", intertwining program content and commercial promotion and

thus increasing commercial content in the access period to far beyond

andy acceptable standard. It would meet this by discouraging or barring

game shows, including an anti-stripping rule and a rule barring game

shows which are additional episodes of network daytime programs.

4/ Black Omnibus is a weekly series which started in January 1973 and

ran on a number of stations, including some in prime time and th
e access

period, but is no longer produced. According to NBMC, the stations

carrying it were anxious to continue, and General Motors, one of the

original sponsoring advertisers, was again anxious to buy time, but

"internal problems" led to termination. Another party claims that the

failure represented lack of advertiser support, and that it takes time

for advertisers, as well as stations and others, to bec
ome accustomed

to the rule. La Raza is a series of 9 one-hour programs on the history,

culture and life of Mexican-Americans, produced for McGraw-Hill and

shown in access time on its Denver station, and available for syndication.
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C-13. Other steps urged by the proponent groups. Many of these

groups urge that the Commission take steps to see that the time thus

cleared' of network and off-network material is used consistently with

the "localism" objectives -- something along the lines of paragraph .88

of the January 1974 decision, but going further. The St. Louis group

and one of the Bay area groups go furthest, proposing rules requiring

that all of the access period be used for local material of significance

to minority groups, children, or other elements of the community such

as the elderly, public affairs or documentaries, or public access

time (particular proportions were suggested). Consumers Union urges

that the rule provide that access time is to be used primarily for local

news and public affairs material, programs using local talent and con-

tributing to local self-expression, and programs serving the needs of

minorities and children, and also proposes rules aimed at game shows --

barring stripped programs and those which are additional episodes of

daytime network shows. Other parties make less sweeping suggestions,

such as guidelines or a more definite statement as to what the Commis-

sion expects, and evaluation at renewal time of station's past and

proposed use of access time (one party suggested a triple credit , for

a local public affairs program in prime time). Oakland Media suggests

that it be made clear to stations that one dimensional access-period

programming such as virtually all game shows would not be favorably

viewed at renewal time; NOW requests a statement that access program-

ming should include programs relating to the changing role of women.

NBMC suggests in reply comments that two access periods a week be

available to networks and national syndicators to use for local

interest programs; if they do not do so, the time would revert to

the station for the same purpose. ACT, supporting PTAR I but with an

exemption for network children's or family specials at 7:30, also urges

that the time from 5 to 6 p.m: be limited to children's programming.

c-I4. A number of these groups also express opposition to Various

kinds of waivers which have been granted under the rule, as inconsistent

with the above considerations, e.g., "one-time" network news and public

affairs, sports runovers and pre-game and post-game shows,' the "Summer

Olympics" type of situation, and waivers for particular off-network

programs. Some of them also join private parties in advancing various

ideas discussed below, such as the need for certainty and the absence

of a fair test of the rule so far, the undesirability of Commission

judgments based on types of programs and program quality , and similar

considerations.

C-15. Statement from citizens groups opposing the rule.

The only views by citizens groups opposing the rule were set forth in a

letter filed by the legislative counsel of the American Association of

R2.tired Persons and the National Retired Teachers Association, two affil-

iated groups assertedly having a total membership of more than 7 million

persons, who have unusual opportunities to watch television because, in

the main, they are retired. Asserting that the rule would have increased

the diversity and innovation of access-period progra
ms if it had worked

as anticipated, the letter claims that in fact it has not so operated, but

instead has resulted in an abnormal number of game shows 
and similar pro-

grams, with deteriorating diversity as a result -- m
aterial catering almost

exclusively to the younger consumer with the elderly having a small part

•

•
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to play in the programs. The letter also expresses generally the same

views as the "majors" and other opponents of the rule, that it has dis-

couraged the production of "high quality, network-caliber programs with

opportunities for the use of creative American talent." The ban on feature

films during access time, along with "popular programs which previously

appeared on the networks", is also noted. It is claimed that the rgle

has had a fair opportunity and has signally failed. It is said that net-

work profits increased (hardly a reason for continuing the rule); and it

is claimed also that minority groups are under-represented in access-

period shows both as to employment opportunity and treatment of relevant

social issues. Therefore, since there is no reason to believe that

further experimentation would improve its performance, it should be repealed.

C-16. Letters from members of the public. In view of the interest

expressed by the Court in the views of the public, we note here the expres-

sions in some 75 letters and cards receiVed by the Commission from the

beginning of 1974 to mid-September, concerning the rule and related matters,

which were put in the docket in this proceeding in late September along

with the initial comments in Docket 19622. Aside from 7 letters from

producers interested in particular programs (two for the original rule,

five either urging repeal or disapproving of the Court's decision staying

the January relaxation of restrictions), there were 35 letters frOm parents,

children or others objecting to the rule because of the late starting time

for children's specials as it works in practice; 12 writers were against

the rule generally (often mentioning game shows in particular); 3 supported

the rule (one in favor of game shows); one objected to the "off-network"

restrictions because of its ban on access-time showing of one particular

program; two expressed objection to the fact that National Geographic 

specials will not be on network TV this year; 5/ and 16 objected to "an

FCC ruling" which, the writers seemed to believe, would result in the non-

presentation of certain popular programs on weekend 'evenings (including

Hee Haw and Lawrence Welk, but also Apple's Way and Disney and in some cases

other material such as Wilburn Brothers and Buck Owens). The latter were

apparently based on erronious interpretations of a somewhat ambiguous

TV Guide article, and their significance is thus rather limited about half

of them appeared to regard all four of the programs first mentioned as net-

work material i'and objected to the idea of terminating them in favor of

locally originated programming). However, they do seem to indicate that

the writers like these particular programs, and would be to that extent

disadvantaged by a rule giving Saturday night back to the networks for

children's programs or news-documentary material.

5/ Other letters concerning the National Geographic cancellation have been

received. It appears that this cancellation is not necessarily connected with

the return to the original rule,but possibly, rather, to t
he lateness of the

Court's decision restoring it, in relation to the 1974-75 year. CBS, which

was to carry it, stated that in the cutback from planned scheduling following

the Court's decision, it eliminated National Geographic, for which it did not

yet have a firm contract commitment, and kept other shows for which it did have

such commitments. The program was on a network during the three previous years

of the rule, first CBS and 
then ABC.
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II. Material concerning_ specific questions listed in Further Notice 

C-17. There is summarized in this section the material concerning

the six specific points concerning the substance of the rule menti
oned in

the Court's opinion and in the Further Notice inviting comments
, pars. 6-

10 and 13. The views of public groups as to the last two questions --

the rule and programming of significance to minorities, and incr
eased

commercial level and increased advertising opportunity -- have a
lready

been discussed and will not be repeated. The same is true of the views

of the Department of Justice and OTP on other questions.

A. The "Rule increases network dominance" argument.

C-18. Several of the opponents of the rule -- the 'majors'

(particularly the Warner Brothers' comments), and SAG et al -- urge as

before that the rule has been counter-productive with respect to its

major objective, decreasing 'network dominance , a point also advance
d

in last year's Pearce Report. Others, such as licensees Newhouse and

Metromedia, assert that it certainly has not been lessened. J./ The

argument, set forth most extensively by Warner Brothers and MCA,.

is based on the following contentions:

(a) The rule creates an artificial scarcity of prime

time available for network programs (reducing it from 75 to 63 hours
 a

week for the three networks), thus increasing the dominance of the net-

works over it in two markets: (1) as three sellers of advertising time

vis-a-vis hundreds of potential national advertisers; and (2) as t
hree

buyers of prime-time programs vis-a-vis more than a hundred p
roducers

offering network program material. Thus, it is claimed, the networks

have been able to raise the prices for an average prime time comme
rcial

minute from $50,000 in 1970 to $68,900 in 1973, and (according 
to

Warner's estimate) to $75,000 in late 1974; at the same time, 
the prices

they have paid producers for programs have increased only about 
10%.

MCA's figures for the latter are averages for one-hour network s
hows

produced by MCA of $243,000 per episode in 1973-74 compared 
to $222,000

in 1970-71. Thus, claims MCA, the networks are able to inCrease 
their

profits to the extent of the difference between $113,400 per 
hour increase

in time charges (6 minutes an hour) and $21,000 increase in 
programming costs.

The increased advertising costs are assertedly passed on to 
the consumer.

(b) The network lock on network prime time is increased

because station preemptions or non-clearances are down. No specific fig-

ures are given in support of this claim; there is reference to sta
tements

to this effect on earlier pleadings of ABC and one licensee in Doc
ket 19622,

and a February 1973 Variety article to the same effect. In 1970, ABC

predicted that the rule might offer the benefits of option time, and

Warner Bros. now claims that ABC was correct in this respect.

6/ Metromedia's argument is that, by now working to the disadvantage 
of

independent stations vis-a-vis network-owned and affiliated statio
ns, the

rule weakens the former, which are the only real counterbalance to 
network

domination. See par. C-31,below.
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(c) lNetwork dominance continues to operate in access

time because the sale.of an access-period program" to an owned-station

("O&O") group is vital to the program's success. Warner cites statements

to this effect by NAITPD and its members in seeking a stay in Court last

February -- sales to O&O's are the "primary sale", accounting for nearly

half of the gross revenue and in effect underwriting the costs (NAITPD);

the "principal financial support" (Filmways), "very important" (Time-Life);

and "few access shows can make it in the rest of the country if they can't

first land the major dollars of the network powerhouses." (Broadcasting,

July 15, 1974). The Pearce Report is to the same effect, as was the

testimony of 20th Century Fox at oral argument in July 1973.

(d) That the rule strengthens the networks' position

is shown by two of the networks supporting the original rule in mid-1973

(ABC and NBC), with CBS not vigorously opposing it, by their tremendous

increase in profits from 1971 to 1973 (roughly $54 to $185 million) and

by stock market analyst opinions favorably describing their situation
for these reasons, including firmer advertising rates and ability to

dispose of marginal programs because of the lessened time. 7/,

(e) Warner claims that the rule has resulted in the

networks producing more of their own programming, to the detriment of

the majors and other independent producers, for example ABC and CBS

producing in-house much of their movie-of-the-week material (citing

the Pearce Report).

C-19. Counter-arguments by proponents of PTAR I and NBC.

Rule proponents NAITPD, Sandy Frank, Westinghouse and ABC -- plus NBC,

which may be considered a proponent for the purposes of this argument --

answer these contentions in various ways. Generally, it is claimed

that the rule was not intended to be an "anti-network" measure, e.g.,

to reduce network profit levels, 9J but simply to limit network control

of station program time to bring it down to the level which the Commission

considered to be in the public interest. This it has obviously done, and

arguments that this reduction is outweighed or equalled by the other con-

siderations mentioned are clearly wrong (NBC labels them "sheer nonsense").

ABC claims that 'network dominance is somewhat a pejoratiVe character-

ization; there will be only three networks as long as the present TV

allocation structure exists. It calls attention to the fact that

7,/ Warner quotes reports by investment analysts Coleman & Co. and Tucker

Anthony and Day (both mid-1974), describing the networks' position favorably
for this reason. The Coleman report states that the Court's decision has

"tightened prices and brightened the outlook for the 1974-75 selling season"

and "it is likely that this will tip the supply/demand balance to a sellers

market". In other words, the rule has benefitted the networks by reducing

their inventory of commercial positions.

8,1 CBS does not discuss this subject at length, urging repeal of the rule

for other reasons and disputing the network dominance argument as

unsupported in the record.

aj ABC and NBC refer to numerous past Commission pronouncele nts in other

proceedings, as to the importance of and benefits from commercial networking;
NBC devotes most of its initial comments herein to a discussion of this sub-
ject,urging the Commission to call the Court's attention to this aspect of

the matter.
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network gross revenues, as a percentage of total TV gross revenues, have

declined every year since 1968. NBC asserts that network programming,

makes up usually only a small part of the programming available to viewers;

each network's total entertainment schedule makes up only about 12% of

the total programming on the 231 commercial stations in the top 50 markets,

the total network schedules from 6 to 11 p.m. make up only about 16% of

total programming during these hours on those stations (more than 50% of

programming, total and 6-11, is non-network). Westinghouse claims that

the rule obviously serves to limit network dominance in the respect men-

tioned; if there are problems otherwise, they should be dealt with by

other Commission action aimed at them, rather than reducing this control

on network dominance. Sandy Frank suggests that the reason for network

support of the, rule may simply be that it has enabled them to get rid

of the troublesome 7:30-8 p.m. time period, which has less audience than

later and has presented programming problems.

C-20. Network relations with advertisers and producers.

As to the first contention of this argument -- subpar. 18(a),above.'

Westinghouse claims that if the Commission is to give any credence to

these concepts, it would first have to explore them in detail, in a

proceeding involving use of subpoena power since the factual material

involved is not likely to be forthcoming in a regular rule-making

proceeding; certainly they can afford no basis for regulatory action

at this point. Frank's argument is to the same general effect, that

this is not the Commission's concern as long as there are no antitrust

violations; any Commission regulatory concern about network-producer

relationships would involve a determination as to what the competitive

balance should be and would require a continuing review of that situation.

NAITPD and ABC urge that both of the supposedly harmed groups -- potential

national advertisers and producers for the networks -- now have an

alternative.in the form of viable non-network programming, which they

can use or produce if they choose to do so, for example if their ar-

rangements with the networks are unsatisfactory (and which of course

is a greater alternative under the original rule and less udder the

modification). ABC points out that many large advertisers use both

network and national spot commercials; and asserts that the relation-

ship between networks and national network advertisers has not

discouraged new entries into the latter group in recent years --

11, 14 and 15 in new national advertisers in the last three years

respectively, compared to only 3 new in 1970-71, with 97 companies

(spending some $50 million) represented in 1973 schedules but not in

1972. ABC also urges that, while obviously the cutback in network

prime time has tended to firm up and stabilize the market for commercial

positions, this is in the public interest since it provides an economic

base for three competitive networks instead of the "two and one-half

network economy" previously existing. ABC also urges, as to the matter

or prices to producers for programs, that this may represent other

factors such as the overall economic situation (price controls, etc.),

as well as the fact that the networks can no longer buy subsidiary

rights and therefore pay less.
•
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C-21. NBC deals with these points at length in reply comments.

As to the advertising rates point, NBC claims
 that the showing by MCA

et al is a considerable over-simplification
, overlooking a number of

factors. Thus, there has been a 10% increase in TV homes from Novem-

ber 1970 to November 1973 (60.1 to 66.2 million h
omes), and an 11.3%

increase in prime-time audience. In terms of the highly important

"cost per thousand" (CPM), this rate to advertisers h
as increased from

an average of $4.18 in 1970 to $5.12 in the fall 
of 1973, or 22%, and

compared to the earlier year of 1969-70 the increase has been
 only 15%

($4.45 to $5.12). Daytime network rates have gone up since 1970-71

by 16%. It is also pointed out that the change to 30-second rather

than one-minute commercials has affected the situation.
 It is claimed

that the increase is less than the increase in national
 GNP over the

period (32.7%), or in total expenditures on TV advertising 
(23.4%), or

roughly the same as the inflationary increase in the economy ge
nerally

over the period, 19%. With respect to license fees paid to producers,

NBC analyzed all of its prime time made-for-TV ente
rtainment programs

from the years 1970-71 to 1973-74 (excluding theatrical fil
ms, specials,

and NBC-produced programs) 10/ with respect to license fe
es paid. Its

finding is that, using 1970-1 as an index of 100.0, in 1973-7
4 the fees

were 118.9, an increase of nearly 19%, almost exactly the
 same as the

general inflationary increase over the period (the index dipp
ed to

98.5 in 1971-72 and was 110.5 in 1972-73). Moreover, it is pointed out,

license fees in 1970-71 also included subsidiary rights -- sy
ndication,

profit shares in syndication, etc. -- which networks do n
ot buy now

because of the financial-interest and syndication rules, and 
which have

been estimated as worth over $10,000 an episode -- so tha
t the fees

paid for network exhibition have actually increased more. 1
1/

10/ Since this analysis is said to be confined to "made for televisio
n"

programming, it presumably excludes sports.

11/ Warner and MCA in their comments assert, as they did earl
ier, that

network leverage is increased and that later off-networ
k sales must be

relied on for the producing company even to recover c
osts. ,NBC expresses

some doubt about the real validity of such statem
ents, asserting that

these companies include as cost items general expenses and overhead

totalling about 29% of total costs, and also a "distributio
n fee" of 10%

A Broadcasting article cited by some parties (S
eptember 23, 1974) dis-

cusses the squeeze on producers between high and risi
ng costs and what

they receive in network license fees. It is stated that some producers

have gone out of business, reducing the number 
of principal network

suppliers from 27 to 19, and one producer is quoted as saying that ulti-

mately they could be reduced to only a few majors
 who can recover costs

in other areas. One problem is said to be the necessity of a rather long

network run in order to have enough episodes to sell off-network late
r and

recover costs, and this is difficult in view of numerous networ
k program

failures. It is stated that some relief may be in sight thrOugh changed

network practices, including greater payments for successfu
l shows and an

increase in the "short rate" paid producers whose shows
 do not last. The

Coleman & Co. report cited above states that produc
ers have absorbed as

much as, or more than,the network
s of recent cost increases, partly

because of the changed supply-demand bala
nce resulting from the rule.
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C-2 - Station preemptions and non-clearances in network prime time.

As to the allegations about preemptions and non-clearances being down,

some of the rule's proponents claimed that this is not true to a sig
nifi-

cant degree; Westinghouse claims that preemptions were few before th
e rule

and still are; NAITPD claims that the rate was and is about 96 to 98%

clearance. NAITPD claims that -- since there is no longer the same

economic reason to preempt with local advertising support now c
hanneled into

the access period -- the continued incidence of preemptions at all is

remarkable, showing a new licensee independence and use of varied syndi-

cated and local material to "up-grade network prime time schedules",

instead of only preempting to show local movies as formerly, demonstrat
ing

the benefit of the rule in providing an independent program source.

Presentation of Hee Haw on WMAL-TV in Washington at 8 p.m., and similar

showings of it or Lawrence Welk in network prime time on 8 other s
tations

(mostly outside the top 50 markets) is the example given. ABC gives

figures: for 1970-71 the average non-clearance or preemption of ABC

programs was 7.1% of U.S. TV homes, down to 3.7% in 1972-73. It believes

that CBS and NBC clearances have not been affected by the rule. '

C-23. "O&O" purchases as necessary to syndicated program 
success.

Proponents of the rule dispute the claim that "O&O" purchase is so v
ital

to a syndicated program's success, certainly not compared to the total

"veto power" which network control of the same time period represents

(and, of course, this does not apply to local programs at all). ABC

asserts that some highly successful shows have not had any O&O exposure

-- Lawrence Welk, Hee Haw, To Tell the Truth and Truth or Consequences --

while others have had it and failed (Starlost, Mouse Factory, Dr. Ki
ldare,

UFO). In short, it is helpful and more efficient, but not determinative.

ABC also points out that it bought only two programs as a group in 1973

and 1974 (plus, in 1974, one joint ABC O&O production effort). NAITPD

and NBC make more elaborate factual showings, the former including a

distinction between O&O "group" purchases and purchases by individual

network-owned stations. NAITPD states that sale to one or more network-

owned stations is important, vital in some cases, not because of their

ownership by networks but because for many programs -- particularly

half-hour weekly programs -- this is the only way they can get prime-

time exposure in the three largest markets (there are independents 
in

these cities, but, so far, they are not significant customers for 
this

kind of material, though they will buy hour-long shows for weekend 
use).

Also, such sales are highly efficient, in reaching the greatest 
audience

through the minimum number of stations. Such sales are of less importance

in the following kinds of programs: (1) one-hour shows like Hee 
Haw and

Lawrence Welk,which independents will buy for weekend use or us
e in prime

time opposite network shows; (2) barter programs, where the advertiser

puts up the financing; (3) programs which are 6th or 7th epis
odes of

stripped daytime game shows; (4) programs of foreign origin, 
where all

or most of the initial cost has already been recovered; (5) s
ome low-

budget half-hour weekly game shows; and (6) programs which
 have a •
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strong foreign sale. In other words, the problem is getting initial

financing, and if it can be forthcoming from one of the other sources

involved in the above situations, the problem is less. But if not,"as

with a half-hour weekly "straight-sold" (not bartered) program, a top-

market sale is necessary, and for the most part this is the same as

sale to a network-owned station.

C-240 NAITPD also analyzes the O&O group buying practices

with respect to the 18 programs distributed or produced by NAITPD

members for access use this season (including two no longer in pro-

duction), and for 13 other syndicated programs bought by network-

owned stations. The data is as follows:

(a) 7 of the NAITPD-member produced or distributed

shows have no sales to network-owned stations (including Welk, Hee Haw,

Truth or Consequences, Kreskin, Mery Griffin and the two no longer in

production).

(b) Of the 24 programs bought by one or more owned

stations, 9 were sold on a group basis, although usually not for all

5 of the group's stations and in one case for only one, representing

a total of 31 stations. 11 were sold to network-owned stations only

on an individual-station basis, although sometimes to 2 stations of

the same group, such individual sales totalling 21 stations. 4 programs

were sold on both bases, to one group for four or five stations and

also to one or two stations owned by other networks. Such sales repre-

sented 18 stations through group purchases and 5 through individual sale,

meaning an overall total of 49 station sales on a grour basis and

26 station sales on an individual basis.

C-25. NBC in reply comments points out that (based on material

in Sandy Frank and other initial comments, sand other sources), of 30

syndicated access programs listed for the 1974-75 season, L1 were not

on any network-owned station, and six on only one or two; of 28 leading

programs (sold in 10 or more of the top 50 markets as of mid-summer),

9 were on none and 6 on one or two. As to the prior two years, of the

35 leading programs each year, in 1972-73, 10, and in 1973-74, 14, were

not carried on any network-owned stations, and another 6 in 1972-73 and

9 in 1973-74 were carried only by bne or two such stations. 
12/ Of the

35 leading programs in 1972-73, 18 were among the top 35 the following

year; 6 had been carried on no network stations and 3 on one or two

(9 on three or more). The 1974-75 picture of returning programs from

1973-74 was generally the same. NBC also calls attention to the

number of independent stations available to program suppliers in markets

where it has stations (e.g., 3 VHF independents in New York and 4 in

Los Angeles).

12/ The programs not carried on any O&O station included Welk and Hee Haw,

near the top of the list of access-period programs.
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C-24. In reply, Warner et al claim that NAITPD's analysis,

mentioned-above, merely emphasizes the importance of the network-owned
stations to syndication success, and that ABC's analysis of success, and
failure, noted above, simply shows that an O&O group buy assures access 
even though not success. It is claimed that virtually all new access
shows requiring substantial investment have been purchased for all or
most stations in an O&O group (using the term "new" to exclude programs
which are "cheap replications of old or current network game shows").
Thus, 5 of 6 "new" programs in 1972-73 were so presented, as were all
4 of those "new" in 1972-73; and the only "new" non-game-show this
season (Last of the Wild, shown on 4 CBS stations). "Thus, the net-
works exercise control over what millions of Americans see in access
time across the nation." It is claimed that while group buys have
declined somewhat in number, this simply represents the networks leading
the stampede to cheaper game and animal programs, away from dramatic
and comedy access programs. 13/

C-27. The networks' own production of programs. Warner et al
urge another aspect of claimed inordinate network dominance -- the
networks' assertedly increased production of their own entertainment
material, for example ABC's production of 40% of its made-for-TV movies
shown in 1972-73 (made-for-TV movies now make up more than 60% of net-
work feature films). 14/ This, combined with the reduced amount of
prime time, increases network leverage and forces producers to sell to
the networks below cost (see footnote 11, above), so that the pressure of 111/1
network dominance on the majors and other producers is even greater than
it was before the adoption of the various rules. NAITPD and NBC dispute
the claims that network in-house production is significant in amount or
has increased; NAITPD asserts that there are only two network-produced
series and a small percentage of total prime time movies. NBC analyses
network regular prime-time entertainment schedules for the years 1970-71
through 1974-75, and concludes that network-produced programming has been
fairly constant at under 10% of this figure (4-1/2 hours in 1970, 4 hours
in 1974, 5 hours in the intervening years), while the amount of program-
ming supplied by the majors has been 65 to 70% of the total in all of
these years (39 hours a week in 1970, 1972 and 1974, 41 or 41-1 /2 hours
in 1971 and 1973) -- 8 times as much as the networks themselves (NBC also
notes that the majors are among the largest suppliers of syndicated programming).

13/ The majors' factual appendix shows group O&O use of access-period
programs, as follows (programs shown on 3 or more awned stations of a group):
NBC: 1971-72, 7 programs on all 5 stations; 1972-73, same; 1973-74, 5 pro-
grams on all 3 stations; 1974-75, 4 programs on 5 stations and one program
on 4 stations. CBS: 1971-72, 3 programs on 5 stations, 2 on 4 stations,
2 on 3 stations; 1972-73, 5 on 5 stations, two on 3 each; 1973-74, 3 pro-
grams on 4 stations, 3 on 3 stations; 1974-75, one program.on 4 stations,
4 programs on 3 stations. ABC; 1971, one program on 5 stations, one on
four; 1972-73, one on 4 stations, 2 on 3 station; 1973-74, one on 5 stations,
one on 3 stations; 1974-75, 2 programs on 5 stations.
14, According to the Pearce Report (p. 107), in the same season about half
of CBS' made-for-TV movies were CBS-produced. ABC predicted in 1970 that
this might well be a result of the financial interest and syndication
rules and Warner asserts that ABC was correct.
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B. The Rule and Competition 

C-28. The June 18 Court decision and the Commission's Further

Notice following it, discussed the matter of network dominance (Above)

and effect on competition in separate paragraphs. NAITPD claims that

the Further Notice was wrong in this respect; what the Court had in

mind was the obvious fact that "competition" is the other side of the

coin from "network dominance", and is increased when the latter is

decreased. 15/ NAITPD mentions various matters in support of its posi-

tion that the original rule is highly 'pro-competitive and should be

retained, including the increased number of non-network programs, new

production and, equally important, distribution entities (the latter

including Viacom, Worldvision and Jim Victory, Inc.), the improved

position of independent stations, with more revenues and a greater

supply of programs (even though as yet they have largely not chosen

to use them), and the increased opportunity for local and other adver-

tisers who cannot afford or profitably use network exposure (including

national advertisers wishing to show "specials"). Other proponents of

the rule, such as Frank, Westinghouse, ABC and Station Representatives

Association mention similar matters, such as a greater number of inde-

pendent producers; the increased Monday-Friday 7:30-8 p.m. audience

shares of independents in 25 large markets (10.9% in November 1970,

up to 18.0% in November 1971 and 17.9% in November 1973); and the

increased profitability of independent stations (losses of over $20

million in 1970 and in 1971, and profits of $2.5 and 7.7 million in 1972

and 1973 respectively) and decreased UHF losses in the same period,

from $40.1 million in 1970 to $10.3 million in 1973. Frank refers to

increased competition in programs and ideas. Station Representatives

Association mentions the improved condition of independent stations,

the increased independence of affiliates, and "the enhancement of

competition in the business community by equalizing opportunity for

television exposure" among network and non-network advertisers. 16/

15/ NAITPD quotes the following from Mt. Mansfield Decision in which the

same Court affirmed the rule in 1971 (the interior quotes are from the

FCC's May 1970 decision):

"... the Commission proposed certain rules designed to

'foster free competition in television program markets'

by providing 'opportunity for entry of more competitive

elements into the market for television programs for

network exhibition' and encouraging 'the growth of

alternate sources of television programs for both net-

work and non-network exhibition."

16/ABC also emphasizes the improvement in inter-network competition --

its rise to a position of profitability and parity with the other networks.
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C-29.A3 to the number of producers represented in access-time
period programming, Viacom shows, in 1973-74, a total of 63 U.S.-
produced programs (excluding religious and farm programs) from 49 pro-
ducers (31 programs from 25 producers shown in 10 or more markets, the
rest in fewer), in addition to 22 foreign programs from 14 additional
producers (15 of the latter programs shown in 10 or more markets). 17/
Viacom analyzes network prime time regular entertainment schedules for
the same year "second season" (excluding movies not part of a regular
series) and finds a total of 54 programs, from 25 producers, including
the six majors and 19 other entities. NBC, analyzing the 35 leading
access programs for 1973-74 (in terms of number of markets sold), shows
them as coming from 26 producers, of which 17 did not have any network
programs during the same year. Six of these programs are included in
Viacom's list as foreign-produced.

C-30.Among the opponents of the rule, Warner and NCITP, the
group of producers who specialize in producing for the networks, claim
that the rule is anti-competitive in setting up an "anti-competitive
enclave for the cheapest forms of programming" (NCITP), foreclosing
opportunities for the majors, and other producers for the networks
(more than 75) who cannot use the time because, assertedly, the syndi-
cation market will simply not support their "high quality programming
which can be supported only by the network syndication process."
Warner claims that this is obviously true with respect to network-
caliber programs costing $100,000 to $150,000 per half-hour episode,
and those producers who tried dramatic and comedy programming on lower
budgets (such as $40,000 to $80,000) found they could not compete with
game shows costing much less to produce. Warner alio claims (as noted
in the Pearce Report) that there have been virtually no new entrants
into access-period programming as a result of the rule, and urges the
extent to which access-period time is devoted to the programs of a
handful of producers; for example, the programs of Goodson-Todman and
two other game-show producers occupy some 591 half-hours of access tire
on top-50-market stations, or about 28% of all access time (2,100 half-
hours) and about 44% of that devoted to entertainment programs (1,341
half-hours). 18/ In reply comments, Westinghouse, Sandy Frank and other
proponents claim that the rule does not exclude the majors and other
producers, who can enter the access program production business

17/ The breakdown into foreign and U.S.-produced programs does not appear

to be entirely accurate; Wild Kingdom is listed as foreign-produced and
The Explorers U.S.-produced, whereas the reverse appears to be true in fact.

However, overall the listing appears generally correct.
1g Viacom analyzes network prime-time schedules for 1973-74 in the same

way, showing 29% as produced by MCA-Universal (29 programs), 9% (8 programs)

by Warner, 8% (7 programs) by Paramount, 7% (6 programs) by Lorimar,

5%(5 programs) by MGM, and 4%(4 programs) each by Screen Gems (Columbia),

Tandem and Quinn Martin. 17 other producers had 2% or 1%. Of the game

show producers' total, Goodson-Todman led wall 27% of access 
entertainment

time in 1973-74, and 22% this year.
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whenever they choose to do so but apparently have chosen to boycott it. 19/

It is also claimed by Sandy Frank that while the number of truly neT37 entrants

into production may be few, many dormant companies have revived as a result.

NBC claims that it is impossible to evaluate the rule, or PTAR I compared

to PTAR II, on an overall basis from this standpoint; some groups have

gained and others have lost under either.

C-31. Metromedia claims, as an anti-competitive consequence of

the rule and reason for its repeal, the assertedly harmful effect on inde-

pendent stations resulting from the greater number of advertising positions

available for local sale on network-owned and affiliated stations with the

reduction in network programming, and with current sophisticated 'package

sales of spot positions by these stations (e.g., three adjacencies to

popular network shows combined with a spot in an access-period program).

As a result, it is claimed, in Los Angeles there was an increase in spot

advertising revenue of $5,021,000 between 1972 and 1973, but all of this,

and more, went to the three network-owned stations; independent stations

there showed a decline in spot revenue of $1,760,000. It is claimed that

independents generally will soon feel this impact even if they have, not

so far. Warner makes the same point, citing the investment analyst report

noted above to the same effect -- the increased local spot inventory of

affiliated stations has compounded the volatility of the independents.

Warner also urges another point: the reduced network schedules under the
rule have meant a decline in the amount of ensuing off-network material,

on which these independent stations rely heavily, so that there is a

shortage of such material and the price thereof has increased tremendously.

C-32#. In reply to Metromedia, Sandy Frank points out that Metro-

media's competition for local advertising is not with netwoiks but with

affiliated stations, some of them network-owned, and asserts that there-

fore this is not relevant to any. network dominance contention. It is

claimed that what Metromedia wants is simply the removal of the added

competition (which it does not claim is unfair or illegal), and that this

does not justify any change in the rule. ABC asserts that the prosperity

of independent VHF stations (which four of Metromedia's are) is not

crucial, since they have been profitable as a group for years; more

important, because here it is more nearly a question of survival, is

the situation of UHF stations, which it claims has improved under the

rule (as Metromedia formerly claimed). See par. C-28,- above.

19/ In reply, Warner ditnies that there is any boycott ; as shownby the

fact that 20th Century Fax has had several access-period programs including

some still going, Columbia has had two and MGM one ('Dr. Kildare , which

failed), and MCA and Warner developed projects but could not get 06,0 spon-

sorship. It is claimed that, rather, the market simply will not support

quality entertainment efforts which these producers wish to engage in.
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C. "Impact on Hollywood" Employment and Production Industry,

and Effect on Actors Pla ri hts and Other Creative Persons 20/

C-33. Screen Actors Guild (SAG), the Hollywood Film Council, and

the Writers Guild (West) urge repeal of the rule in joint comments, be-

cause of the impact on Hollywood activity and employment,as does The

Authors League of America (with both Authors Guild and Dramatists Guild

affiliates). It was also one of the points mentioned in the comments

urging repeal filed by Warner et al and MCA et al,, KOOL-TV (Phoenix) 21/

and the Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP). The argument relates

chiefly to the kind of access-period programs which have developed (game

shows, animal shows and foreign) compared to the dramatic' type of

network programs lost because of the rule, with only one such U.S.-

produced access program in 1973-74, compared to 13 network U.S.-produced

dramatic shows in the corresponding time slot before the rule. SAG et

al claim that the loss of 12 such network shows means a loss of $34.3

million in annual production payroll. Put otherwise, it is claimed that,

at an average budget per 30-minute episode for a filmed series of $140,000,
of wnicn 3.1.9,UUU is payroll, a 24-episode network series involves $3,360,000

or $2,856,000 in payroll -- which, multiplied by 21 time slots lost, is

$19-,-976,000.-22/ The SAG analysis assumes 32 persons per episode of a

half-hour film dramatic series,or 768 jobs in a 24-episode series, which

in fact represents some 170 fulltime jobs per series, or 3,570 fulltime
jobs for 21 series (for 12 series, the number of fulltime jobs on this

basis would be2p040). Warner Brothers estimates more than $60 million

a year lost in production expenditure as a result of the rule.

20/ The "impact on Hollywood" question, and effect on creative persons

in their professional lives, were mentioned separately in the Court's

opinion and our Further Notice; but they are obviously related and are

discussed together.

21/ As earlier, KOOL-TV filed a one-page comment, stating this time

that the rule results in more money for the station, and higher ratings;

but it costs jobs in Hollywood and means poorer programming for the

public, and therefore, since the public is the loser, the rule should

be repealed.

22/ These figures of course do not take into account whatever gains in

employment may result from the rule, in Hollywood or elsewhere. At the

1973 oral argument, the SAG representatives estimated the net loss ,

taking into account these gains, at $25 to 30 million. Warner claims

that any such gains elsewhere have been slight, because of the small

amount of local programming in access time (much of which would have

been shown at other times anyhow), which is dwarfed in total access

hours used by a single game show.
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111/1C-34. SAG also advanced statistics concerning unemployment
among various guilds and unions, generally similar to those advanced
before and Including, as of May 3, 197/, 85% of 29,000 SAG members,
89% of 2,780 Screen Extras Guild members. 23/

C-35. SAG et al claim that the Court disapproved of the
Commission's ambiguous attitude toward this question, thereby indi-
cating that we should give it greater weight -- and that this cannot
be ignored as a factor in formulating basic broadcast policies. Tele-
vision, it is said, depends on an active, viable and creative talent and
production force, and it is an unwarranted assumption that this will
remain in being despite all economic and governmental barriers. We
cannot continue to erode this capability, this basic natural resource.
It is also pointed out that the Commission's 1970 decision and the
Court's opinion noted the objective of the rule to foster a healthy 
syndication industry, so therefore the matter is within the scope of
our responsibility, and must be faced. This is more than grounds for
concern; it is grounds for remedial action. The presence of foreign
product is said to be particularly counter-productive in this respect --
the cause of a healthy syndication business is obviously not served
when much of the product escapes the industry entirely.

C-36,. The Authors League, whose members write the nation's books
and plays, which are often adapted into motion pictures and occasionally

for TV programs zw, claims that the rule has a direct and pervasive
effect on professional authors and use of their books and plays on com-
mercial television. It urges repeal of the rule, claiming that it has
not improved the quality of commercial TV but rather has spawned a glut
of cheap, tasteless material, a deterioration in quality which the viewing
public cannot afford. It is claimed that, freed from network domination,
stations have failed to heed the lessons taught by public TV, British
television and commercial U.S- television in the 1950's -- that stage
plays, adapted books and short stories and original TV plays make
excellent TV fare and a valuable cultural contribution. The League

Iy Of 19'other guilds and unions listed, the unemployment percentages of

the two largest (16,000 musicians and 3,000 writers) are listed as unknown.Of

5 others with memberships between 1,100 and 1,880, unemployment rates are
shown ranging from 29% (property men) to 49% (cameramen), with teamsters
38%, film editors 30.6%, and directors 30%. Two smaller unions, totalling
436 members, are listed with between 50 and 60%; 5 others have between

25 and 50%. These unemployment percentages represent in most cases an
increase over corresponding figures given in the earlier SAG exhibit(as

of November 1972), although for SAG itself the percentage is the same and

for 3 unions it is less than earlier (for the two largest groups other

than SAG, the musicians percentage was given as unknown earlier as now,

and the writers'percentage was 73% earlier). Screen Extras earlier showed

75% compared to 89% now. Slightly more groups have increased membership

than have lost members since 1972, with SAG itself increasing from 25,500

to 29,000, the largest numerical or percentage change in membership. This
means that SAG employment is up in 1974 compared to 1972 by some 525, since

the unemployment percentage is the same (15%) and membership is larger.

24/ League members are also employed in writing TV scripts, but in this
connection they are represented by the Writers Guild.
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particularly objects to the restrictions or ban on use of feature film

during-access time, claiming that this is counter-productive with respect

to 'network dominance by crippling motion picture producers who are the

principal challengers to network program dominance, and also that it

denies stations fare far superior to the deplorable access-period material

which they use to fill the time, as well as damaging one of the country's

creative forces, the motion picture industry, and violating the First

Amendment. Citing the increased use of foreign product as well as game

shows, the League does not ask for any kind of import restrictions, but

objects to a rule requiring the broadcasting of a substantial number of

programs to replace U.S.-produced material. Moreover, it is said there

is no virtue in establishing independent sources of mediocre material

(which is what the rule has done); stations are even less interested than

the networks in presenting programs of improved quality or meeting the

needs of their communities. It is claimed that if the Commission believes

that shifting control of program selection is the way to develop independent

sources of programming, it should take the access period out of the con-
trol of either networks or stations, and give it to representative
community groups selected by State Boards of Regents, Arts Councils, etc.,

who would make the program selection, with a different group controlling

the programming for each night (with the station able to set minimum and

maximum fees).

C-37. NCITP, the group of producers for the networks, makes
generally similar contentions, claiming that its members have a vital •
interest because they are creative and innovative producers and many were
or still are actors, writers and directors, and who are excluded from
access time because network programs are barred and the syndication market
will not support their type of high-quality material. It is claimed that
the game shows fostered by the rule afford no creative opportunity, so
that such opportunity is stifled by the rule. The off-network re-
striction is also attacked because of its restriction on after-market
sales generally required for producers to show a profit. .

C-35. Impact on the _production industry generally.
Warner, MCA et al., besides asserting the adverse impact from the loss of

$60 million in production expenditure on network programs as mentioned
above (as does Columbia Pictures), also argue that the rule has had a
serious adverse impact on the independent program production industry
generally. The use of access time for inexpensive game. shows (involving

much less production activity) and of foreign-produced programs (meaning

no U.S. production activity), are noted, along with the various aspects

of the increase in network leverage- over producers, asserted and dis-

cussed above (claimed to be far greater than that before the rule). The

reduction in the off-network market for former network programs --
assertedly necessary for producers even to break even -- is also advanced,

as is the ban on feature films which Warner, MCA et al. seek to sell to

stations (see pars. C66 - 69). Warner claims that while some of the

majors are doing well, and better than before (as ABC points out),

•
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this is immaterial (since it resulted from the success of a few theatrical
features). It is claimed that television production per se_ is in jeopardy,
that this is a mercurial business with sudden ups and downs, and not all
of the majors are doing well (Columbia and, Possibly to a lesser extent,
MGM). There could also be considered in this connection (though not
mentioned as such by Warner) the extent to which producers specializing
in network production are assertedly foreclosed from access time, e.g.,
NCITP's 75 members, and those producers who (according to earlier Warner
comments) brought forth some 357 pilots in twO years from 1970 to
1974, of which only 57 became regular network series and 24 got
some kind of partial exposure. In sum, it is claimed that the Commission
has recognized the importance of a healthy production industry (Cable
Television Report, 36 FCC 2d 143, 169-170) and in line with this concept
the rule should be repealed.

C-39. Arguments of proponents of rule. Of the parties supporting
the original rule, four -- NAITPD, Sandy Frank, Westinghouse and ABC --
argue vigorously that this whole area is irrelevant; the welfare of
Hollywood is not the Commission's responsibility, and we should simply
,tell the Court so. 25/ It is also urged by these parties that it would
be tremendously difficult and time-consuming to arrive at any real
answers in this area -- as to whether, on balance, there is any real
loss in employment in the country generally as a result of the rule
(rather than other factors),• how much relates to matters of efficiency,
etc. -- which cannot be decided in this proceeding and would probably
require evidentiary hearings. It is also claimed that these are con-
siderations which could apply, and if used here would logically have to
apply, in a host of other situations -- stations using recorded rather
than live material, types of programs (so that any action on this basis
amounts to censorship by encouraging high employment programs such as
variety shows, and discouraging other types such as game shows), re-runs,
longer programs and sports programs, etc. It is urged that the economic
and employment situation.in Hollywood results from a whole range of
actors and is really not that bad; the majors' are all doing better
than before, and well (except for Columbia); they still have three hours
of network prime time, and could have more time if they were not boy-
cotting the prime time access period. It is claimed that the impact
from use of foreign programming is down this year as a result of dollar
devaluation. ABC in its June 1973 comments stated that there could well
be not so much a loss as a shift in employment, both geographically and
by occupation; thus, while dramatic shows employing actors have declined,
musical variety shows employing musicians and other artists have developed
for access-period use. NAITPD and Sandy Frank also attack the signifi-
cance of the SAG figures, urging various points: (1) even assuming the
analysis is correct, the addition of 21 or so network programs would

make only a small dent in the high unemployment figures for SAG and

a It is claimed by NAITPD and Westinghouse that this could conceivably

be relevant if the situation were such as to jeopardize the entire supply

of programs; but this is clearly not the case and therefore the subject

is not a legitimate concern.
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some otherunions; "there just aren't enough hours in an evening to employ
SAG's unemployed." (2) the analysis lacks relevance from the standpoint of
PTAR because the date of the figures -- May 1974 -- was during the time
when the January 1974 modifications were still to be in effect and the
networks were presumably working on six additional comedy programs for the
expanded time (and some access-period shows had been cancelled); nonethe-
less unemployment was higher at this time than in November 1972; (3) the
SAG analysis is a "circular" one; (4) the failure to take into account
gains in employment elsewhere as a result of the rule.

•

C-40. Some of these parties, plus three others supporting the rule,
advance some factual data in support of their claims that overall --
looking not only at simply Hollywood -- the rule has resulted in increased
employment. NAITPD compares the 86 syndicated access programs of 1973
with the alleged loss of network programs, and claims that even if these
programs involved half the people at half the salary assumed by SAG in
its analysis, the payroll involved would still be higher, over $60 million.26/
In its June 1973 comments, ABC referred to 14 persons added at its Chicago
station because of its expanded local news operation under the rule, and
Leake TV asserts that it has increased its staff at one station by three,
and expenditures by some $50,000 a year at each station, for the same type
programming. 27/ Wometco Enterprises, discussing its two successful
Miami local programs, says that it has increased its public affairs staff
by four persons one plus one temporary employee. ABC calls attention to
the total rise in station employment from 1971 to 1974 -- 1,074 persons, 111/1
or 5.8%, at least partly as a result of the rule. Viacom refers to gains
in sales and administrative employment, 10 more for it. Sandy Frank
asserts that one of his game shows employs 105 people (not all fulltime),
and another 89 work in the studio on this and other productions. It is
also pointed out that syndicated programs such as Lawrence Welk and
Hee Haw employ large numbers of people just as they did when formerly
on networks.

26'/ Some of these programs are foreign-produced and thus not properly
countable in an analysis of impact on U.S.-production, and others (e.g.,
sports programs) likely involve little production activity in this sense,
or are programs which largely appear outside of access time though occa-
sionally within it, and thus would exist anyhow just as they did before.
NAITPD in its comments refuses to answer the questions in the Further
Notice as to the number of persons involved in the production of various
kinds of access programs, claiming that the purpose for which the informa-
tion is sought is improper.
27/ According to a Commission staff analysis of access-period programming
on top 50-market affiliated stations as of September 1974, 11 such stations
present hour-long newscasts during access time on weekdays.
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C-41- With respect to the argument concerning a "healthy industry",

Sandy Frank urges that while the television industry needs this as a
general matter, the Commission has neither the. authority nor the ability

to restore pre-1948 conditions in Hollywood. NAITPD also asserts that

the rule, by permitting certain syndicators to be highly successful, has
enabled them to acquire capital from which they can finance their own

and other independent producers' network efforts, financing which is
particularly needed now that the networks cannot acquire subsidiary

rights in programs and therefore advance initial financing only to the
extent of the network license fee. It is claimed that truly independent
producers are thus able to enter into the business of producing for the
networks. Worldvision and Viacom are cited as examples. 2/

D. D. The Rule and Minority Programming 

C-420 The views of public groups, strongly supporting the rule
because of its impetus to local programming of significance to minorities,
have already been discussed. Some other proponents of the rule make
similar points and, in reply comments, note this with approval as indi-
cating that PTAR I should be retained. In support of the contention that
network programming is of no significance in this connection, NAITPD notes

a recent attack by a Black feminist organization on the network program

11, That's My Mama, as being "racist and sexist", with an "interfering matriarch"mother who has no other role in life except woman's work of cooking, cleaning

and being a good servant, and also including male stereotypes such as a
young man encouraging the image of "pimp, pusher and stud" and two older

.men "of no further use to society." 29/_

•

28/ Sandy Frank advances an additional point: as to the impact on creative
persons, it should be remembered that in this sense these are as much
"private parties" as any others, and the Commission should be careful in
evaluating their comments because there may be others in the same category

with different views, for example those represented by other union or
professional groups. It is noted that AFTRA, the union which represents
actors in taped (as opposed to film) TV programs, did not file comments herein.

Washington Post, October 5, 1974, p. B-8. It is claimed by the group

that this program exemplifies one of six problems presented by network
programs from their standpoint, which include "a lack of .roles for blacks

as professional working people, portrayal of older blacks as 'shiftless
derelicts or Uncle toms', and 'black shows slanted toward the ridiculous

with no redeeming counter-images." The views expressed by this and other groups
are. not the only opinions about network programming involving minority-group
members. Carl Rowan, the well-known Black journalist and former head of
U.S.I.A., in a column appearing in the Washington Star-News on November 6,
1974, stated that he had been asked why he did not attack Sanford and Son 
and Good Times as shows that libel and defame black America. He continued
by expressing a rather unfavorable opinion of the former program, although
not for this reason -- "one unhostile boo" -- but he regarded Good Times 
as unfairly criticized and attractive -- "two gusty laughs". "This Good
Times family is in just enough disarray for millions of blacks to be able
to relate to it, or maybe learn something from it."
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C-43. Opponents Warner 'MCA and CBS refer to the comments of the
citizens' groups supporting the rule because of its impetus to minority
and other local programming, and claim that whatever the benefits of,
the rule in this respect (which have been small), this is simply too
high a price to pay for the lack of diversity which has resulted other-
wise -- 66% of entertainment time devoted to game shows, etc. 30/
It is claimed that the rule is not necessary for this purpose, since
locally significant programming can be and has been presented at other
times; CBS claims that, for example, it could be done at 7 p.m. by
stations who run network news earlier, and in 1970-71, before the rule,
CBS refrained from programming one half-hour of prime time a month
which could be so used. CBS also claims that prime time is not neces-
sarily best anyhow; its 60 Minutes program has a substantially larger
audience on Sunday at 6 than it formerly did on Tuesdays at 10 p.m.
It is also claimed that furthering this kind of programming was not
the real purpose of the rule and thus represents a distortion of regu-
latory objectives,and presents serious Constitutional questions --
establishing types of 'preferred programs and cutting down diversity
for all viewers with respect to the great bulk of access-period peograms
with very little gain for a few as to a very small amount of time. 31/
MCA attacks the National Black Coalition's showing of minority-interest
gains in 14 cities, claiming in only two of the 7 in the top 50 markets
do these involve prime time to any extent, and generally that the
agreements are not as specific in this respect as NBMC claims. 32/
Warner also calls attention to the one group comment favoring repeal
of the rule -- American Association of Retired Persons and National

30,1 In a Supplemental Joint Appendix, the majors state that in the
top 50 markets in access time, there are a total of 120 hours devoted
to local public affairs programs, but only 11 of these, or 1/2 of one
percent of 2,100 half-hours, are minority-interest material. This
appears lower than what is the case in fact; for example only 1 program
in Washington, D.C. is included.
31/ Warner claims that if the justification for the rule is to promote
this kind of programming, it is unconstitutional as an 'over-broad
restriction on First Amendment rights, since it impairs the program
diversity for a great many more persons. If the Commission wants to
pursue this objective, it should do so directly. MCA asks: "Is the
public required to bear the burden of a five-fold increase in game
shows during access time so that the public interest groups will have a
bargaining chip to throw on the table at renewal time?" It is claimed
that the increase in this kind of programs results from factors other
than the rule.
12/ MCA disregards 8 of these markets as being outside the top 50 and
therefore not related to the rule. This does not follow. Since, as the
rule has worked out, the same amount of network programming is presented
in the top 50 markets as elsewhere, an increase in time devoted to net-
work programming would have the same effect, other things being equal.

•

•
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Retired Teachers Association -- stating that this represents the views
of over 7 million persons, heavily dependent on television; and that
not even the existence of Lawrence Welk, with .its appeal to the elderly„
is for these people enough to justify being subjected to a glut of game
shows and deprived of many attractive network programs. Warner also
refers to two Black persons who testified at the 1973 oral argument
(Clarence Jones and Dr. Bernard Gifford) who are interested in minority
matters and urged repeal.

C-44. Warner and MCA also claim that syndicated program@ are of.
no significance whatever in this connection, being generally game shows
without relevance to social issues (and never having a Black or woman
emcee, or likely to), or foreign product similarly devoid of relevance
to U.S. issues and problems. As to the two syndicated programs mentioned
by the groups -- Black Omnibus and La Raza -- Warner states that the former
was produced for only 13 episodes in 1972-73, running on numerous stations
but in access time on only one top-SO-market affiliate (Philadelphia);
It was terminated when advertisers lost interest after ratings were low.
La Raza is claimed to be not a product of the rule but of McGraw-Hill's
commitments in acquiring the Denver station; it has not been shown on
any other station subject to the rule. By contrast, it is claimed, much
network programming involves minority actors in leading or supporting
roles,/ presents relevant material in public affairs programs (which
have declined as a result of the rule), and frequently presents such
outstanding features on minority matters as The Autobiography of Miss 
Jane Pittman.

33( In 1973 comments, Warner and other majors listed 15 then-current

network prime time half-hours as programming with a minority-member lead,

and another 17 half-hours as having minority members in regular supporting
roles. Warner also cites a Wall Street Journal article (November 1972)

as setting forth a station view that "do-gooder shows have failed miserably"

in access time.
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E. Advertisingortt221CmInercial Level under the Rule 

C-45.The Court in its June 1974 decision thought public groups,
such as consumer groups, might have significant views on the level of
commercial activity in access time under the rule, noting the arguments
of opponents that it is higher than with network programs, and the argu-
ments of proponents that the rule affords a valuable opportunity for
non-network advertisers. The two subjects, both raised in the earlier
stages of the proceeding, were treated together in the conclusions of
the January 1974 Report and Order, par. 100; it was concluded that they
just about balanced each other out as to the merits of the rule. NAITPD
claims now that this treatment was improper; the greater opportunity for
non-network advertisers is a very important consideration and capable of
achievement only through the freeing of prime time from network programs,
whereas commercial level is a matter the Commission may deal with, if it
believes it necessary, in a number of other ways -- rule making, a policy
statement, or in connection with licensing or renewal. NAITPD calls
attention to Congressional statements as to the importance of such in-
creased opportunity, and also to the potential of advertiser-marketed
access-period programs (via the barter route). It also cites FCC 1972
and 1973 financial figures, showing only a relatively small increase in
network and national (and regional) spot advertising, but a greater
increase in local advertising. As to the other side of the coin --
increased level of commercials -- it claims this is simply a matter
foreign to this proceeding, for the above reason; and, in any event,
the reduction in cleared time under the January 1974 modifications was
simply counterproductive. With demand the same, and less cleared time,
there will simply be even greater commercial activity in the time remaining.

C-46. As noted above, some of the public groups, whose views
on this subject were particularly sought, attached weight to the in-
creased opportunity aspect, but aside from Consumers Union, little or
none to the matter of increased commercialization. Among the other pro-
ponents of the rule, Station Representatives Association (SRA) and Sandy
Frank are the only other parties discussing this subject; SRA emphasizes
the importance of the increased advertising opportunIty,"as mentioned - above
not dealing with the other aspect of the matter. Frank discusses both,
hoping that public groups, to whom the question is primarily addressed,
will recognize that the two considerations do pretty much balance out,
and that an increased level of commercial activity is not too high a
price to pay for the advantages brought by the original rule -- increased
advertising opportunity, programming from more diverse sources, and less
network dominance. Frank also points out that the commercial level is
still less than that at other times of the day, and that network daytime
game show programs have just as many 'plugs .

C-47. Among the opponents of the rule, only Warner Brothers and
MCA discuss this point, making the same arguments as before concerning
the undesirable commercial level in access-period programs,. up to six
commercial minutes compared to three in network programs, plus numerous
product plugs in game shows. This is said to be one of many undesirable
consequences of the rule from the public's standpoint.

•

•
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III. Arguments of Private Parties Generally

A. Outline of 4guments by_Op_ponents of the rule.,

C-48. The following introduction to the Comments of Warner

Brothers et al summarizes the case against the rule (footnote references

to the Commission's Court brief and the Pearce Report omitted):

PTAR has admittedly frustrated its twin public-

interest goals by decreasing program diversity and

increasing network dominance. The Commission itself

acknowledges that PTAR has created 'the present
reality of a deteriorating diversity in programming.'
And its Economist has found that 'overall network
power has been strengthened, not weakened, by the

prime-time access rule.

In addition, PTAR produced other injurious side-

effects. It has led to a doubling of commercials

and an increase in 'hidden plugs' in the early

evening children's hour; to an under-representation

of women and minority groups in both program content
and employment; to artificial discrimination against

domestic programs in favor of foreign shows; and to

unemployment in the American production industry and

a stifling of American creative talent.

First Amendment considerations are also urged, as well as the asserted

impossibility of the rule's resulting in anything beyond what has evolved

so far. Most of these subjects have been discussed; the remaining ones --

program diversity and foreign programming, First Amendment considerations

and the future prci.l.gects under the rule -- are discussed below.

B. Outline of Arguments by Proponents of the Rule.34/

C-49. The comments of private-party supporters of the rule,

particularly the very long filings by NAITPD and SandY Frank, advance a

wide range of arguments in support of PTAR I and against any modifica-

tion. of it which would reduce the 21 hours a week per market of cleared'

access time. These, which in substantial part repeat points urged

earlier in this proceeding, may be summarized rather briefly as follows:

34./ Not all of the proponents make all of these arguments, e.g., ABC not

urging the "network dominance" point. This summary rqpresents a composite

of the views expressed.
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(a) The objectives of the rule, and the continuing need 

for the full PTAR I. The rule was adopted to: (1) decrease the very
high degree of network dominance, and give stations a chance to exercise,

to a greater degree, their own program judgments in their roles as
trustees for the public of their service areas; and (2) to stimulate
independent production of non-network programs as an alternative source,

thus giving the stations "more than a nominal choice." In other words,

"to provide opportunity for the competitive development of new and
diverse program sources." It was not aimed at program quality, and
'diversity of programs and program ideas was an ultimate hope rather

than a paramount objective. There is no reason for any relaxation,
because the problems are still the same, i.e., as to network dominance,
at least as great now as before (e.g., increased hours by ABC and NBC,
and the extent to which the networks moved to occupy the time given
them by the January 1974 decision). The Commission found one hour of
"cleared" time essential to the development of a viable alternate,
independent source of programs, and there is no basis for altering
this conclusion, since in the absence of a fair test of the rule there
is no empirical evidence, and no economic analysis has been made. •
Therefore, the original objectives are still of paramount importance,
and the only modifications appropriate for consideration are those
which would further these, not ones like PTAR II which would frustrate
them. Any. other Commission objectives must be pursued by other means
consistent with these objectives.

(b) The rule has not had a full and fair test; certainty
is vital to proper cre="6W-aentunceclaimed that tHe'rure has
not had a fair test, certainly as to the kind of programming which can
result, because of the uncertainty surrounding its future and in its
administration, e.g., the postponement of the off-network restrictions
for a year, waivers early in 1971 to ABC and NBC to run 3-1/2 hours on
certain nights of the week, off-network and other waivers starting
early in 1972, and the Commission's beginning this proceeding, to con-
sider relaxation or repeal, less than a month after the rule finally
went into full effect in October 1972. 35/ Under these conditions,
commitments for expensive and diverse programming are difficult or
impossible to make, and any look at the rule's performance, particularly

in this respect, is premature; modifications such as those of PTAR II
represent a hasty reversal of a decision carefully reached after long
and intensive deliberation. In order to give needed certainty, the
Commission must commit itself to retain the rule for a period such as
5 years; Westinghouse states that if the Commission is not prepared to

do this it should look toward ultimate repeal, retaining PTAR I until
other means of dealing with network dominance can be explored and put
into effect. Viacom apparently regards this commitment as more important

than the details of the rule to be adopted.

•

S5/ Warner in reply comments disputes this Uncertainty argument, claiming

that the 1971-72 year was indicative because the absence of off-network

restrictions did not have much effect, and many non-game shows still failed;

1972-73 was not really a year of uncertainty since programming plans had

been made before the Commission's October 1972 Notice herein.

•
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(c) The rule has worked iu ii ht cf its objectives, with

network control over station time obviously lessened, a large number of

access-period programs and producers (and also important distribution

entities such as Viacom, Worldvision and Jim Victory), benefits to in-

dependents and no harm to affiliates even in small markets, and increasing

independence among affiliates as shown by the substantial number of pre-

emptions. (See pars, C-22-23 and C-28-29). It is asserted that the

claimed deficiencies in the rule's performance and effects are not the

result of the rule but of either the networks or stations (reduction in

regular network public affairs, the late hour of network children's

programs, station reliance on stripped programs or overuse of some programs)

and, to the extent they are a valid concern, should be approached by

other means.

(d) The PTAR II modifications were uniustified and highly

ieitj_._.lo',,.113'ectivesin.urioustotl,amounting to a totally
unwarranted redUction in "cleared" time of nearly two-thirds 36/, and

greatly crippling the opportunity for new material and increasing the
network "presence" without any reason whatsoever. Assertedly, the
result was the cancellation or termination of numerous programs planned

for 1974-75 (the Court's reversal came too late for most of these to
resume production). The Ozzie's Girls series, fairly successful in 1973-

74, is given as an example, along with a number of other programs (none

of them game shows) which had been specifically planned and (in one case

at least) the subject of a large sum on development. It is said that
therefore 1974-75 is meaningless as an indication of the rule's potential.

It is also claimed that the decision was counterproductive in terms of

the Commission's objectives, for example returning Sundays, and to a
large extent in practice Saturdays, to the networks would have wiped

out the time slots of 5 or 6 local programs in Washington, D.C. alone,

in return for some network situation comedies and a network public
affairs program lacking particular local significance. It is said that

any incursion into weekend time is particularly bad in this connection.

It is also urged that .the removal of all restrictions from the first
half-hour of access time assures that nothing besides news, game shows

and off-network programs will ever be shown then (since nothing else
could stand the combined competition); and the exemption for network
programs of certain types -- children's specials, public affairs and
documentaries -- means that no programming of these types from other

sources will ever develop, particularly bad when there will be only

three "voices" heard in non-entertainment programming. NAITPD also

urges that stations need time for syndicated entertainment programs in

order to gain revenue to support substantial local programming efforts,

and that any reduction in this time increases competitive pressure and

the likelihood that a locally significant program (e.g., one of concern

to minorities) will be cancelled.

'3,67/ Numerically, the decision reduced cleared time from 42 to somewhere

between 15 and 18 half-hours per week per market. We pointed out in the

January decision that the first half-hour Monday-Friday is largely useless

from the standpoint of opportunity for new material, since 90% of stations

subject to the rule use it for either news or stripped game shows most of

which existed before the rule; on this basis the starting point would be

not 42 but 27 half-hours. The Court in its decision assumed the 42-15
analysis of the rule's proponents.
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(e) Other advantages flowing from the rule. NAITPD et al.
urge that a number of other advantages flow from the rule and are reduced
or jeopardized by PTAR II or similar modifications, including:

(1) Presentation of programs of less than national appeal,
aimed at key markets or certain demographic groups, which the networks
almost by definition will not present. NAITPD cites Welk and Hee Haw as
examples, and also notes differences in the access programming shown in
different markets.

(2) Freeing the entire program process from so much
domination by three sets of managers, which is frustrated by any action
letting off-network programs back in or (of particular importance) letting
the networks present documentaries and public affairs programs in access
time. It is also claimed that, with respect to syndicated as well as
local programs, the independent program production process involves more
programming of significance to, or involving or reflecting the influence
of, minority groups, women, etc., since the network process is largely
"white middle-aged male" as far as major studios, unions and networks are
concerned. Development of minority-group talent (e.g., George Kirby)
and programs such as Black Omnibus is mentioned.

(3) An increased supply of programs for independent, as
well as affiliated, stations. It is claimed that independents will soon
need these even though they are not now large customers, since the supply
of off-network programs is diminishing (for a number of reasons) and they
are beginning to lose their rating "edge" over access programs on affil-
iated stations.

(4) Benefits, attributable to the rule, to UHF stations,
to national advertisers, and in the financing of independent producers
in their network efforts by syndicators who have done well with access
programs such as Worldvision. See pars. C-.2 and C-28 - 29) above.

(f) "Diversity" and "program quality" are no' basis for 
modification of the rule. The extensive arguments on this score, by
proponents as well as opponents, are discussed below (pars.C-54 - 60).

(g) First Amendment arguments. The arguments -- chiefly
by NAITPD -- that the January 1974 modifications as well as "off-network"
waivers violate the First Amendment, are discussed below, along with
arguments in this area of Warner Brothers and other opponents.

(h) The modifications impair the whole regulatory structure 
designed to deal with network dominance and encour4ge independent programming.
This argument, by NAITPD and Frank, relates to the fact that the prime time
access rule, the syndication and iinancial interest rules were adopted
as a package in 1970, designed to deal with the problem of network dominance.
It is claimed that the January 1974 modifications do violence to the whole
package. Frank states that "to remove or substantially weaken any one of
these several regulatory arches would greatly weaken the ability of the struc-
ture they support to bridge the gap between a free competitive market and the
oligopolistic controls in prime time television". Frank adds, more generally,

•

•
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111,
that the Commission, if it seriously intends to further the development

of an adequate independent TV program market, cannot do so "on the cheap

and should should quit trying to compromise and be all things to all
segments of the industry.

•

C-50. Other points in proponents' comments. ABC asserts that its
increased profitability as a result of the rule has enabled it to increase

public-service programming on the network (citing the Reasoner Report,
monthly "Close-up" documentaties, the bi-weekly After-School Special,
and other examples) as well as to increase local programming on ABC-owned

stations. Time-Life asserts the need for opportunity to distribute its
"quality" material, which adds quality and diversity to the access period
-- Wild, Wild World of Animals, Other People, Other Places, Family Classics, 
War and Peace, America, etc. (a number of these are off-foreign network ,
and America is off-U.S.- network). Leake TV and Wometco urge retention
of the rule to continue their local programming efforts, Leake TV for hour-
long evening newscasts on weekdays (although it does not appear that these
would be impeded by the modified rule), and Wometco for two regular local
series on WTVJ, Miami -- Montage, a weekend public affairs magatine
program, and Great Adventure (travel-adventure), a locally produced pro-
gram which has been successful and is now syndicated to seven other
stations. The former, costing some $138,000 for 44 programs, is the
highest-rated regular public affairs program in the market and one of the
highest-rated access shows. It is stated that, while this program might
be carried without the rule, it might have to be given up, because of

1110network pressure to clear or harm to the station's image if CBS puts
its program on another station as a result of WTVJ non-clearance. In
short, it probably would not be carried as often or WIth as much commit-
ment. As to the second program, which costs $154,000 a year, it is
stated that the rule modifications present problems for this hour-long
show. It is urged that the program has added to the syndication pool ,
and this shows what a local station can do in a market like Miami.
Post-Newsweek asserts the importance of the rule in connection with
continuation of its local programming efforts -- 3 or 4 in'prime time

in Washington, the same in Miami, 3 in Jacksonville and two in Hartford.

C. "Diversity" and other Programmiu Considerations 

CCZ41. Arguments of the opponents. This is one of the chief matters

urged by the majors and other proponents of the rule -- the asserted lack

of diversity and quality in access-period programming compared to network
programs, most of all the emphasis on game shows, which, according to the

majors' "Joint Appendix", occupy 880 hours out of 2,100 total access half

hours on 150 stations (of which 1,341 are devoted to syndicated entertainment).17/

Si/ Proponents of the rule claim that this "Joint Appendix" is of no

probative value because the underlying data is not given. However, a staff

analysis of 1974-75 programming, the results of which are set forth in

1110 

Appendix rr hereto, indicates that it is sufficiently accurate for certain
purposes. 111/1
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11111 This is 41.9% of the 2,100 access half-hours on 150 stations, or 65.6% 111/1

of the 1,341 of these half-hours devoted to syndicated entertainment
programming (total less news, other local and movies). The latter per-
centage represents a dramatic increase over pre-rule conditions (11.1%
in 1970-71), and a continuing increase each year under the rule (54.8%
in 1973-74). Some other types of access-period syndicated programming
have decreased accordingly, drama from 46.3% in 1970 to 4.9% in 1974
(66 half-hours) comedy from 21.7% in 1970 to 0.4% in 1974 (6 half-hours) 38/
It is also noted that there is a high concentration of game shows Monday-
Friday on affiliated stations in certain markets -- three stripped game
shows at the same time in Cincinnati and two other markets, two strips
in one half-hour and two strips plus a block of 5 game shows in the
second half-hour in one (Albany), two strips followed by one strip and
one block of game shows in two other markets, and strips or blocks of
game shows at the same time on 2 stations in 20 other markets. 391
Seven of the game shows are additional 6th or 7th episodes of stripped
network daytime programs, compared to three in 1973-74; Warner claims
that these occupy 25% of access entertainment time. 40/

C-52. The majors' joint appendix compares the 23 leading access
programs (in terms of time on the 150 stations devoted to them) with
24 network shows adjacent to access time as of September 1974 (8 p.m.
Monday-Saturday and both the first and last network programs on Sunday),
inviting the reader to make his own comparison as to quality and diversity.
The access programs include 15 game shows (5 of them generally stripped),
3 animal shows (at least one of them foreign and one, Wild Kinsdom, the
subject waiver of the rule), musical variety shows Welk and Hee Haw,
one foreign-produced dramatic program (Police Surgeon), one foreign-
produced documentary (World at War), and Candid Camera. The adjacent
network shows include six comedy (All in the Family, Odd Couple, Happy 
Days, Good Times, That's My Mama and Sanford & Son, the latter three
involving largely Black characters); one comedy-variety (Sonny);
3 crime-drama, one medical and one Western; (NBC Mystery Movie, Mannix,
Kodiak, Adam 12, The Rookies, Emergency and Gunsmoke); 7 other dramatic
programs (Apple's Way, Little House on the Prairie, Sons and Dau,ghters,
Waltons, New Land, Sierra and Born Free); one science fiction

•

38/ Two other categories show substantial amounts of access time, variety
(161 half hours) and nature-travel (150 half-hours), respectively 12.0
and 11.2% of access entertainment time. The respective percentages were
17.2% and 2.3% in 1970 (nature-travel has increased steadily; variety was
higher in earlier years under the rule).

39/ As shown in Appendix C, there is a much higher concentration of game
shows on weekdays than on Saturday or Sunday.

40/• NAITPD points out that 3 of these 7 programs were originally sold in
syndication as single-episode programs before being picked up by the
networks, and another (Let's Aike a Deal) was originally a prime-time
network program.
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(Plantet of the Apes); and the ABC Movie and 'isney. NAITPD claims that
this is not a valid comparison, since the time period is different; a
better one would be with some rather undistinguished network shows at
7:30 in earlier years. 41/

C-53. The majors also advance certain other points: (1) ctitical
opinion has almost unanimously condemned access period programming
(numerous articles from Time, New York Times, Washington Post, Wall 
Street Journal, TV Guide, etc. are quoted); (2) the disappearnce of
regular network public affairs programming from prime time, whereas in
1970-71 CBS and NBC both had one-hour shows; (4) the use of foreign-
produced material, generally off-foreign-network, although the majors
note that this has declined from earlier years under the rule, since,
assertedly, even it cannot withstand the "game-show onslaught" (the
appendix shows off-foreign network material as occupying 7.2% of access
entertainment half-hours this year, compared to 17.6 and 14.3% in the
previous two years); (5) the argument that only the networks have the
resources and the fortitude to come up with really new programming;
(6) a statement by one of the more successful game-show producers
(Chuck Barris) admitting that game shows largely appeal to the greed
of the viewers, and noting that he has been called "the King of Slob
Culture." (TV Guide, August 10, 1974).42j

C-54. Arguments of proponents of the rule. NAITPD, Frank and
other proponents urge that concepts of "diversity" or "quality" are
simply inconceivable as a valid basis for modifying the rule. NAITPD
claims that to do so violates both the First Amendment and the Communi- 1110
cations Act, in making the Commission a censor, encouraging or discouraging
programs according to its own ideas of their value. Frank does not go
this. far but claims that, at most, this could only be done after the
Commission had formulated standards in this area (after a public proceeding),

41/ It is also to be noted that: (1) 7 of the 24 network shows will
Lerminate in January 1975; (2) 13 of the 24 programs are one hour
(all but three drama and six comedy), whereas only 3 of the access
programs are one hour; and (3) to the extent that the analysis includes
the late Sunday evening network shows (two crime-dramas and the ABC movie)
it should also include access dramatic programs such as The Protectors 
much shown at that time) and also considerable local programming.
421 The majors also repeat their earlier claim that the rule results in
very little programming not previously or otherwise available, asserting
that the great bulk of it is either retreads of former network shows,
extensions of present daytime network shows, off-foreign-network material,
or material previously in syndication; it is stated that only 5.7% of
access time is occupied by programs available "because of" the rule.
The programs are not identified; apparently they include some new game
shows and one animal show. A similar CBS analysis, of 28 programs listed

in a mid-1974 survey as sold in 10 or more markets for access use this fall,
claims that 6 are additional episodes of daytime game shows, 10 are con-
tinuations of former network series, two are off-foreign network, and 10 are

new syndicated material (though 2 of these are foreign and 5 animal shows

use largely foreign-shot footage). The 3 entirely new U.S. shows are said

to be Jimmy Dean and Bobby Goldsboro (musical variety) and Wait Til Your 

Father Gets Home, animated comedy.
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which would have to take into account a wide range of other matters such
as the characteristics of network prime time (reruns, movies, the number
of shows of a given type such as "cop shows", etc.) as well as changes
in taste from time to time -- something the Commission has in the past
refused to do. NAITPD and Frank also urge that, where entertainment
material is concerned (i.e., where the station's public service respon-
sibilities are not involved), program choice is of no concern to the
Commission as long as it is reasonably acceptable to the audience --
the public interest is what interests the public -- and should be
left to the market place and station decisions. The Commission should
adhere to its statement in the 1970 decision that it would not attempt
to determine the types and cost levels of the new programming for
cleared prime time. NAITPD claims that there is no reason or basis

for "a comparison of escapist entertainment programming", and that
access game shows really perform the same function as typical "gloss
and schmaltz" network commercial material -- providing economic support
in both cases for material of greater significance, local programming ,
efforts by stations in the first case and documentaries and publics affairs
programs by the networks in the other. It is also claimed that any such
consideration is a wrong emphasis on programs rather than sources, and
that deficiencies in this respect are not chargeable to the rule but to
decisions by stations and networks, in not buying different programs or
in network scheduling (for example, they could run children's programming
at 7:30 if they chose to relinquish a later half-hour). These matters
can be dealt with, to the extent they are legitimate concern, by other
means. Frank claims that this is a criticism which can be laid to
almost anybody of programming by those wishing to do so -- e.g., the
bland commercialized network programs of the 1960's replacing the
dramatic programs of the 1950's, or years when Westerns were shown in
extensive numbers.

C-55. It is also .claimed that there.is considerable diversity in
access-period programs, with a rather wide range of material; NAITPD calls
attention in this respect to assertedly innovative access iirograms like
Story Theatre (which lasted one year) and local programs in Boston and
Columbus, and also claims that there are advantages in having creative
persons not subject to network control (citing a TV Guide article of
August 3, 1974, containing an interview with TV writers). It is asserted

that there would have been more access-period diversity except for the
uncertainty as to the rule (see par.C-49,ab9v,e) which made it unattractive

to produce or buy any but the cheapest and most obviously saleable material.

NAITPD refers to program plans assertedly cancelled after the Commission's

January 1974 decision, including three comedy series, a family drama series

an-1 two variety shows, plus children's and talk shows. It is said (quoting

Congressman Celler) to be preposterous to assume that, given reasonable

certainty as to conditions, the marketplace will not produce all types

of programs for which there is station demand. It is also urged that

the lack of diversity results from the time period, 7-8 p.m. E.T.,which

is one of mixed audience (the presence of children limits sophisticated

material) and divided activities, which works against dramatic shows with

a story line and in favor of game and animal shows.
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C-56. As to game shows in particular, these are said to be
pleasant entertainment well suited to this time period, much used on cBs
and other network-owned stations, highly popular (sometimes outdrawing

network programs, e.g., Let's Make a Deal currently in New York City
at 7:30 p.111 Sundays), requiring considerable skill to be produced
effectively, by no means cheap (Frank states that one of his programs
costs around $30,000 an episode to produce, and NAITPD gives some high
price figures for station purchases,higher than non-game material) and,

in short, certainly not to be censured if this is what stations choose to

do. Frank claims that the term is misleading if used to lump all of these
programs together; actually, there are four distinct types: (1) game,
which may or not employ celebrities in addition to ordinary people, and
which is a genuine contest with emphasis on the same (e.g. ,Hollywood 
Squares); (2) panel, such as To Tell the Truth, with the ordinary citizen
participating more or less as a foil for the celebrity panel, and the
emphasis is on comedy; (3) audience participation, such as Truth or 
Consequences, involving ordinary people generally and with emphasis on

fun; and (4) Giveaway -- The Price is Right, etc. -- where the emphasis

is on the prizes. Thus, the term "game show" covers several types of
programs, just as "actinn-adventure" covers several types of network
programs (crime drama, Westerns, and other types). It is also claimed

that these shows have merit in not involving social damage such as

the claimed effect of violent network shows in increasing violent
behavior. 43/ Frank claims that game shows are likely,to some extent,

a passing phenomenon, just as Westerns were in earlier years on network
television, and will decline in number with time; Westinghouse predicts

that, in view of their suitability for this time period and popularity

as light entertainment, in all Probability some of them would be included

in network schedules if they regained access time (just as they were in

the past and are in daytime network schedules). NAITPD makes similar

observations about stripped programming --.this represents an appropriate

licensee decision if it chooses to take this course, but use of stripped

material may well be declining or about to.

C-57. It is also urged that current and past network programming

is not much different in this respect; Westinghouse, for example, breaks

down current network prime time schedules into various categories and

shows 40 half-hours a week (41.2% of the 97 half-hours which are not

feature films) as being "police, private detective, crime and mystery"

(followed by other drama, 22 half-hours, and situation comedy with

15 half-hours). The near-absence of variety programs, particularly

musical variety, is noted, and it is claimed that original drama has

long since disappeared. It is urged that the networks are notoriously

43' With respect to the statement by Chuck Barris (par. C-53, above),
Mr. Barris submits an explanation and disavowal of the statement,
claiming that game shows are a pleasant and entertaining diversion,
innocent and without danger compared to some violent network programs.
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imitative of each other, and that, here as everywhere in television, there
is and will be extensive "derivation" of one program from another --
All in the Family to Maude to Good Times, Mary Tyler Moore to Rhoda, etc.
and it is also noted that critical opinion as to network programs, in
particular and generally, is often sharply adverse. Sandy Frank points
to a number of particular examples of lack of diversity in network
programming, such as three crime-drama shows opposite each other Wednes-
days at 10 p.m., and CBS on Saturdays with four sitcoms and one variety
show, and on Wednesdays with one dramatic program and two crime dramas.
It is pointed out that when these occur they affect the entire country,
not just a few individual markets such as those pointed to by Warner as
examples of game-show concentration.

C-58. It is claimed that the PTAR II modifications, as well as
waivers, have been and will be counterproductive with respect to achieving
diversity. NAITPD claims that this is true with respect to the Sunday
and (in practice) Saturday changes, which would end the chances of .one-
hour access period programs (Lawrence Welk and Hee Haw and other•
potential programs which need this longer period), and also presentation of
local programs. It is said to be true of the removal of restrictions from
the first half-hour as well; by adding off-network programs to the permis-
sible mix at that time (which themselves add nothing to diversity), the

111/1Commission has guaranteed that no other type of new material besides game
shows will ever be shown then (since only game shows can compete with off-
network), and has raised the likelihood that stripped game shows will also
dominate the 7:30-8 periods. The exemption for certain particular kinds
of network or off-network programs (documentary, public affairs and children's
specials) means that there will be only three sources of such material.
The "tie" of access time to 7:30 means an end to any weekday one-hour
possibilities and also means that the same audience and thus basically
the same programming will be involved in the access period at all times.
Waivers are said to have the same effect; the waivers for off-network
"animal" programs (when there are already several available without waiver)
means more of such material to the exclusion of other types, discourages
production of all-new material, and conflicts with the statement in the
1970 decision that the Commisson was not "smoothing the path" for
syndicators.

C-59. It is claimed that there are other ways by which this
problem can be dealt with without sacrificing any of the rule's important
objectives. Matters such as non-presentation of local programming can be
dealt with in setting license renewal standards, and the same kind of
approach could be used against stripping. NAITPD also suggests that a
relatively small change in access time would help considerably --
requiring clearance of an hour from 7:30 to 8:30 on one wekday (with
a give-back on another day), which would never be game shows and would
prevent stripping. Viacom suggests a more elaborate arrangement to put
part of access time later in the evening, such as 10:30 instead of 7:30
on three specified weekdays; Frank suggests "clearing" 9-9:30 instead
of 7:30-8. More important than these, it is said, ls certainty --
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the knowledge of producers, distributors and stations that the rule will
remain fixed for an extended period (such as 5 years), and without waivers.
Thus, there will be incentive to invest in material other than which' is
cheapest and most obviously saleable. Given this, diversity will, and
should be left to, come from the operation of the marketplace.

C-60. Foreign programs. One of the chief objections to the
rule by its opponents is the extensive use of foreign material, most of
it off-foreign network and thus for sale with its costs already recov-
ered or largely so. Frank claims that this is not a significant matter;
there are only 6 of these this year, none of them game shows, and they
add diversity. It appears from the various lists of programs submitted
by parties that the number is somewhat larger than this. although an
exact answer is difficult to determine because most animal shows consist
at least in part of footage shot outside the U.S., and some other programs

..:are produced abroad but by U.S. producers. See Appendix D.

D. Prospects for Future Programming under the Rule,.

C-61. The opponents of the rule, including Warner, MCA and others,
argue that the programming under the rule will hever bot different or
better than it is now; because of the limited economic base for syndicated
programming and the "game-show onslaught", the latter being much cheaper
to produce (often on a mass-production basis with several shows in the
same series shot the same day (MCA claims that 80% of studio costs can
thus be saved). Therefore the syndication market will never support
expensive, quality material such as drama or comedy, which costs $100,000
or more per episode; achieving.network-quality programs outside the net-
work structure is not possible. There is reference to the statements
of a 20th Century-Fox executive at the 1973 oral argument, that a U.S.-

produced program in the $100,000 range is simply out of the question;
the company has been able to participate in access programming by foreign

production (plus one game show) and getting an O&O group deal. The

numerous failures are noted, including those from prominent entities
in the industry, such as numerous Westinghouse programs and Metromedia's

Primus in 1971-74 Dr. Kildare the next year, and Dusty's Trail and

Ozzie's Girls (two programs mentioned in the January 1974 decision as

affording hope for the future) in 1973-74. 44/ A total of 48 syndicated
programs have been produced for access time and then have failed, only 7
of them game shows. Newhouse Broadcasting Corp., one of the licensees
opposing the rule, claims that the present tight economic situation and
scarce capital compound the problem; the networks alone have the
resources and broad base to undertake "new" programs.

44 / Viacom, which co-produced and distributed the Ozzie's Girls program,
an-aims that it was reasonably successful in 1973-74, appearing on more
than 83 stations reaching 74% mf the nation's TV homes; but after the
reduction in timeadopted in the Commission's January 1974 decision,
Viacom could not get enough station commitments to continue production.

•
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C-62. Proponents of the rule, such as NAITPD and Sandy Frank,

contend that this is not the case; the problem has been one of un
certainty,

and with a reasonable assurance that the rule will continue in its
 original

form for a substantial period, more ambitious programming efforts wi
ll

be undertaken. NAITPD refers to various programs which its members had

planned for this year (sometimes with extensive financial commitment
s) but

which were cancelled after the January decision (see par. C-55 above,as

illustrative of what is likely. Frank points out that many of the pro-

ducers of access-period material have been successful as produc
ers for

networks in the past (and some are today), so that there is no shortage

of competence in the access-period producer group. NAITPD advances

points of an economic nature: a successful access show can count on

revenues of at least $3 million annually, which is $100,000 per e
pisode

assuming a 30-episode series, or $125,000 with a 24-episode series, an
d

this compares favorably with the production cost figures for half-hour

shows in the fall 1974 network schedules as given in Variety, Septembe
r 18,

1974. 45/ Of the latter, the most expensive is NBC's Adam 12, $125,000 per

episode, and the least expensive is NBC's highly successful Chico and 
the 

Man, $90,000; the average for the group is $105,529, and the median

$105,000. NAITPD also claims that this kind of analysis should not focus

on cost; the important thing is prices which stations will pay for

programs, and these are high and increasing, for example NAITPD member
's

program sold for $3,850 per episode in 1971-72 in New York City, and

$11,200 in 1973-74, $1,000 and $3,000 in Boston in the same years, e
tc.

(in smaller markets the increase was generally less percentage-wise)
.

The availability and widespread use of the barter mechanism, under 
which

a sponsoring advertiser (Colgate, Bristol-Myers, etc.) buys the p
rogram

or pays for its production, and makes it available to stations at no

nonetary cost to them but reserving a certain number of commercial 
posi-

tions in the program for the advertiser, is noted

45/ This analysis does not take into account the cost of dis
tribution,

which often is 30% or more of gross. This would reduce $3 million in

gross revenue to some $2.1 million, or slightly unde
r $90,000 per

episode for 24 episodes. •
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C-63. Sandy Frank lists four program ideas which he has con-
sidered co-producing or financing, including a series about an Indian
boy (Straight Arrow); a documentary series about great American rivers,
their regions, people, music, etc.; a factual series dealing with how
to live in spite of various current shortages ("Doing Without"); and
a local news "library" program service for stations to use to enrich
their news and weather programs. He also states that he is seriously
considering two other series -- both beyond the "idea" stage -- one
documentary concerning the contemporary scene, and another for
children of all ages and including a great deal of educational and
informative material. Whether these will be produced will depend on
evolving economic factors, including a stable economic climate for
access time; Frank is sure that others also are ready and able to
participate in broadening access period programming. Westinghouse
states that, although its interest in this matter is that of a licensee
(it entered production in 1971 only because suitable new material from
other sources was not available), and it does not anticipate a sub-
stantial increase in its production and syndication activity, it
firmly believes such activities can be successful, and with assurance
of stability and "Group W for one is prepared to produce and syndicate
prime time programming nationally " (as stated in the 1973 oral
argument). On the other hand, Warner and MCA assert, as they did
before, that such statements by program suppliers cannot be relied on;
several producers and syndicators supported the Commission's decision
in 1970 with statements as to programs they intended to offer, but
virtually nothing materialized from such parties.

•
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E. "First Amendment" and Related Arguments, 

C-64. The three comments from major film companies urge that the
off-network and feature film restrictions of PTAR I and II are illegal
as censorship and infringment of First Amendment rights, and the Motion
Picture Association of America (KPAA) urges the same point as to the
feature film restriction. Warner extends these concepts to the whole rule.
Warner, and to some extent MCA, Columbia, and MPAA urge the following
points:

(a) The rule is Unconstitutional in effect because of the
decreased and deteriorating diversity of programming which has resulted,
which frustrates the Amendment's guarantee of "the widest choice of pro-
grams and ideas". The rule has a forbidden "chilling effect" on the
economic structure of access-period programs, resulting only in game shows.
These public rights to diversity of programming cannot be abridged on the
basis of speculation that better things may come, particularly in view
of past producer records of not carrying out promises (see paragraph 79,
above). Cited in support of these contentions are the Nugl_MIEktiEt
decision affirming the rule, supra, and 326 U.S.
1 (1945), kiljoiongmesisiosig&S.2,_ziFcg, 395 U.S. 367 (1969), and
Co;umbia Broadcasting ,Systqm. Inc. V. Democratic National Committeq.,
412 U.S. 94 (1973).

•
(b) The PTAR II total ban on use of feature films during

the access period-which, assertedly, virtually precludes their use dur-
ing- prime time at all (see paragranh C-68). iselp total ban of pn ontire
class of protected speech....a wholly unprecedented form of direct censor-
ship of program content.", barring this form of speech in favor of some
preferred types of material. It is claimed that any rule which bars or
restricts 1776,, Patton, Sounder, or The Autobiogrash of Mi.s Jan Pittman,
while encouraging Bowling for Dollars, "defies any conceivable public-
interest or constitutional rationale." The same is said .to be true of
the off-network restriction, encouraging the latter program, and gener-
ally replications of the cheapest network game shows or additional
episodes of present daytime network shows, while barring Lassie, and
similar material, even though independent in origin. MCA notes in this
connection that the 1971 affirmance in Mount Mansfield was in part on the
basis of the experimental nature of the rule, which could be reviewed
de_ novo in light of experience (442 F.2d 479); also cited in this con-
nection are Banzhaf_ v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082 (U.S.C.A.D.C. 1968) and
jrandywine Maine Line Radio. Inc. v. FCC, 473 F.2d 16 (U.S.C.A.D.C. 1972).

HPAA makes the same arguments as to the feature film ban adopted in PTAR II,

also asserting that: (1) Mount Mansfield  did not deal with this total

ban, since the rule as considered by the Court in 1971 did not contain

11111 it, and (2) this particular total restriction is indefensible because it
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does not have the justification of limiting network control.

(c) The PTAR II modifications are just as invalid from

this standpoint as the original rule in setting up categories of pre-

ferred programs-children's, public affairs and documentaries-while

barring others. It is claimed that this " places the Commission squarely

in the programming business in an uprecedented and intolerable manner",

involving subjective judgements either with respect to waiver or, under

the PTAR II modifications, with respect to interpretations and defini—

tions as to whether particular programs fall within these catergories.

The only way to avoid these problems is to get rid of the rule. CBS also

urges this point.

(d) In so far as the rule may be defended because of its

encouragement of local programs (minority-interest and others), it is

constitutionally invalid as an over-broad restraint on program choice

and diversity for many, for the benefit of a few. Shelton V. Tucker,

364 U.S. 479, 488 (1960), NAACP v. Alabama, 377 U.S. 288, 307 (1964) and

other cases are cited in support of this contention. It is claimed that

if the Commission wishes to approach this objective, it must do so di-

rectly, by renewal examination or a policy requiring local originations,

not by this rule with its unconstitutional restraint otherwise.

C-65. The First Amendment case of the orobonents, against the
kind of modification adopted in PTAR II, is largely contained in the

appeal brief of NAITPD, partly incorporated in its comments herein.

These turn largely around the ?referred program categories mentioned

above in connection with the argument of the opponents of the rule
(although NAITPD's arguments run to some extent against any modification

which would reduce the amount of time cleared of network and eff-

network material). It is claimed that under the PTAR II modifications,

the network "funnel" becomes the Commission's "sieve", through which may

pass those programs the Commission approves of, and others are excluded.

The rather elaborate contentions are discussed, to the extent necessary,

in the Conclusions herein.

AA/ MPAA also claims that administrative convenience -adoption of the

total ban in order to avoid making troublesome distinctions between

various categories of movies-is not a valid basis for such a restriction;

and that the possibility of use in other than access time is no justifi-

cation either. In sum, whereas the original restriction at least was an

effort to tailor the restriction to the problem, this is an over-broad

blunderbuss approach. Jacobellis V. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 187-88 (1964),

Killer v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 29 (1973), CBS v. DNC, supra, U.S. v. 

12 200-ft. Reels of Film, 413 U.S. 123, 127 (1973), Spetser v. Randall,

357 U.S. 513, 525 (1958) and Schneider It. State, 308 U.S. 147, 193 (1939)

are cited in support of these arguments.

O
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F. The Off-Network and Feature Film Restrictions.

C-66. Because extensive use of off-network material in

cleared time would "destroy the essential purpose of the rule to open

the market to first run syndicated material", the rule as 
originally

adopted in the May 1970 decision barred from the one cleared hour "off-

network syndicated series programs". Since the objectives of the rule

would similarly be frustrated if affiliates adopted a general 
practice of

substituting feature films for network fare, the rule also si
milarly

barred "feature films previously broadcast in the market." See 23 FCC 2d

382, 395, 402. On reconsideration in August 1970, the language of the

"off-network" restriction was changed to read simply "off-network pr
o-

grams"; and the feature film provision was modified (on the basis of

arguments that it is difficult to tell whether a movie may have been

shown in the market in the distant past) to read "feature films which

within two years prior to the date of broadcast have been previously

broadcast by a station in the market. "(Section 73.658 (k) (3).. See

25 FCC 2d 318, 334, 337. The revised language of the two provisions left,

or appeared to leave, doubt as to how the rule applies to movies pre
vious-

ly shown on a network; if they were off-network programs , they are

barred permanently, but if they were feature films , they are barred

only for two years after a previous showing in the market. Accordingly,

in November 1972 (FCC 72-1032), the Commissioned issued a public not
ice

to the effect that, pending consideration in the general Docket 19622 
rule

making, the Commission would not take action against licensees who con-

strue the rule as meaning that movies previously shown on a network may

be shown again after two years. The January 1974 decision generally

retained the off-network restriction and adopted a total ban on use

of feature film of any kind during the six cleared half-hour periods

each week provided therein, in order to avoid incursion into the amount

of cleared time which was reduced by that decision in other respects.

See 44 FCC 2d 1081, 1135-36. This was affirmed on reconsideration of

that decision in April 1974; 46 FCC 2d 1013, 1014-1017. '

C-67. Two of the comments of major film producers (Warner et al.,

and Columbia) as well as NCITP, urge that these restrictions should be

repealed even if the rule generally is retained. Amide from the con-

stitutional arguments already mentioned, it is asserted that the res
tric-

tion on off-network programming cuts down diversity and thus harms the

public, as well as leading to some highly anomalous and unfortunate re-

sults (see paragraph C-64, above). The other argument is the alleged

injury to the majors, and other producers for networks, who badly need

this "after market" in order to recover the costs and possibly show 8

profit on their network production efforts. See paragraphs C-37 - C-38,

above.
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C-68; The three comments from the majors, plus the Authors

League and MPAA, urge repeal of the total feature film ban of PTAR II.

Aside from constitutional arguments discussed above, it is claimed that

the rule is definitely counter-productive with respect to network'

dominance , since it hurts independent motion picture producers, one of

the more important elements in the industry and alternatives to the net-

works, means that the networks will be the only source of movies tn

prime time on television and will "stockpile" them for longer and longer

periods, and thus hurts the quality and freshness of movies shown on

stations at other times as well. In effect, it is said, this amounts to

a ban on movies entirely between 5 and 11 PM, since stations cannot run

them in the early evening because of news, cannot run them during later

prime time without preempting network programming already reduced in

amount by the rule, and cannot run them in the middle because of the

new ban on the 7:30-8 time slot. MCA asserts that the showing of syn-

dicated movies declined 72% between 1969 and 1973, and the effect will

be worse with the new ban. Warner urges the impact on major film com-

panies, with sales of theatrical films in syndication having fallen

from $94 million to $43 million between 1970 and 1973; the loss of this

market is a serious blow to these companies both as makers of new

theatrical films and as suppliers of TV programs.

C-69. The proponents of the rule do not discuss these matters

at great length (except to the extent they are treated in NAITPD's appeal

brief, as discussed in the Conclusions herein). Sandy Frank, in reply-

ing to comments of the majors, states that the feature film ban should
be retained. There is plenty of exposure of movies on TV otherwise
(day-time, late night, preemptions by affiliates of network prime time
programs for their own movies, independent stations both off the air
and Via cable, pay cable, etc.) so this additional time is not needed
It is claimed that use of theatrical features cuts down employment in'

original television production, which the majors claim to be concerned

about. As to the off-network restriction, Frank claims that the

majors are not entitled to use access time as a dumping ground to re-

cover the costs of their former network productions; they will simply

have to negotiate better terms with the networks. It is also asserted

that the majors are simply nostalgic for the best of all worlds-when

they could have their new programs on network at 7:30, and their off-

network programs on stations at 7 without restriction, in both cases be-

ing free from effective competition.

•
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G. Ar uments of Other Parties- Other Ap.

Apt endix C, p. 46

roaches to Network Re ulation

C-70. The comments of three other private parties, not taking any

basic position pro or con, should be noted. NBC in initial comments

supports PTAR II, stating that the rule has irrevocably altered the in-

dustry and asking for an end to controversy. Much of its comments is

devoted to an exposition of what the Commission should say in its deci-

sion to support it, including reference to the historic importance of,

and benefits from, networking in the U.S. television picture. The

essence of NBC's comments has been set forth in paragraph C-21

and elsewhere above. Bill Burrud Productions, Inc., producer ot the

Animal World series, states that the re has been generally beneficial,

but. it is concerned about the influx of off-foreign-network programs,

assertedly subverting the intent of the rule. American producers are

restricted as to the access period, whereas foreign producers are not --

whereas American producers face import quotas and other obstacles in

selling abroad. This discrimination is claimed to be neither fair nor

equitable, and clarification or definition is sought. The Wolper'

Organization, Inc. (Wolper) producer of numerous documentary and similar

programs such as National Geographic, Appointment with Destiny, March 

of Time, etc., praises the Commission's January decision as making it

easier to get this kind of independently produced "Educational Value"

programming on the networks, since CBS informally agreed to take six

National Geographic specials for 1974-75; but the Court's decision led

to cancellation of these. Wolper argues that the Commission's decision

is going to affect the kind and quality of access-period programs, and

that his type of material will most readily gain exposure if the networks

are either required or encouraged (by an exemption of the sort adopted

in January) to present it. He asks further consideration of his original

proposal to this effect.

C-71. Alternative a. 'roaches to network re:ulation.

Warner Brothers, Screen Actors Guild and other opponents urge repeal of

the rule and approaching the network dominance problem in other ways,

and Westinghouse urges the Commission, if it does decide that the rule

should be repealed ultimately, to retain it until other approaches are

adopted and effective. The proposals are not very specific: SAG asks

that the networks be prohibited from producing their own programs, and

Warner suggests consideration of the alternatives recommended by former

Chairman Burch in dissenting to the rule, by former Commissioner Johnson

in partly dissenting to the 1972 Notice beginning the Docket 19622

proceeding ,and those involved in the Department of Justice litigation.

The Burch suggestions were to look toward other forms of television to

supply added diversity -- subscription TV, cablecasting, and public

television. The Johnson suggestions included realigning UHF stations

into higher power regional outlets, with the possibility of attracting

audiences to compete with network affiliates and the potential for

interconnection into a new network; requiring the networks to open each

network program for bidding by stations in the market on a per
-program

basis; requiring the networks to spread their prime time hours 
propor-

tionately among all stations in a market; and other suggestions 
beyond

the scope of the present proceeding or Docket 12782.

•

•
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H. Effective Date of Rule Changes 

C-72. The proponents of the original rule, of course, think
that there should be no modifications of it, which would render this
question inapplicable. NAITPD discusses the matter of "lead time",
stating that even a game show takes at least six months, up to 18
months, from idea to production, and anything such as situation comedy
or drama takes at least a year and up to two years. Selling starts
in January and production in April for the fall season) .46/ NAITPD
claims that in view of this lead-time necessity, the fact that the
Court appeared to believe the same 16 months should apply here as
was given the networks in 1970-71, and the fact that the Commission
"invited and encouraged" independent producers to enter into access-
time production, an interval in that order is required before any
modifications such as those adopted in January could be effective.
It recommends, as a formula, an effective date at the start of the
first full season 16 months or more after an unappealed Commission
decision, or the first fall season starting at least 6 months after
Court affirmance. Frank's position is much the same, 16 months
after a final order. He claims that production of a pilot starts
immediately after the November rating books come out, and selling
starts in December and January; once a sale is made, production must
start since Frank cannot sell on a contingency basis. ABC also urges
a "fair" amount of lead time, plus taking whatever time in reaching
a decision is necessary to arrive at a correct and defensible result.

C-73. Opponents Warner Brothers and MCA urge that the rule
should be repealed at the earliest possible date -- September 1975.
It is claimed that all parties have had enough notice as to what the
Commission contemplated, and the fact that we issued a Further Notice
does not affect this. 47/ The public interest -- that of the viewing
public -- requires an end to the four years of injury caused by the rule.
It is claimed that there is no real possibility of injury; game shows
are made virtually overnight and many of them are additional episodes
of network daytime material, animal shows are cut-and-paste assemblages
of stock footage, and off-foreign-network programs deserve no particular
FCC solicitude. CBS urges repeal of the rule in 1976, with the January
1974 modifications put into effect for 1975-76. It is stated that CBS'
program plans begin about 18 months in advance of the start of any
season, with the delivery of 25 or so pilots -- from which any new
programs for the next season will be selected -- about February 15.

46/ In earlier pleadings seeking a stay, NAITPD referred to commit-
ments for 1974-75 production made "early in the fall" of 1973.
47/ NAITPD claims that the Further Notice does make a differance that if

the Commission had simply reaffirmed its January 1974 decision, except for
the effective date, the notice period might be held to run from the date
of that decision, but in light of the further proceedings, it does not.
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This number would be sufficiently large so that additional programming
could be developed from it to the extent permitted under our January
decision -- basically, an hour extra on Sundays -- but not large enough
so that it could program an additional half-hour every day of the week
which would be permitted with complete repeal. 48/ CBS claims that
actual marketing of access programs does not start until the end of
the year, and production usually not till after that, with only minimal
commitments at the planning and development stage; a decision by the
end of December effective next September would mean littl,e if any,
hardship to NAITPD members. Frank disputes this in reply comments
(as noted above), claiming that CBS is looking only at its own con-
venience. Warner claims that CBS could begin programming a full
schedule in 1975 if it chose to, noting a vast number of unused pilots,
programs planned for this fall but deferred after the Court's decision,
etc. -- or, if the networks cannot present expanded schedules, stations
can fill the time themselves.

•

48/ CBS also argues that September 1975 is an appropriate time for the
January 1974 modifications to be effective, citing General Telephone Co.
v. U.S., 449 F. 2d 846 (C.A. 5, 1971), a case distinguished by the
Court in reversing the Commission here but which CBS believes is now
applicable in this connection, because of the notice that independent
producers have had since January. It is also claimed that they do not
have more than minimal financial commitments until they start selling
activities the first of the year, so a December decision would work little
if any hardship.

•
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APPENDIXD 

General Picture of "Access Period" Programming in 48 of Top 50 Markets,

Week beginning„ Sektember 21, 1974 

The following data is taken from an analysis of TV Guide issues for the

week starting September 21, 1974, for affiliated stations in 48 of the

1974-75 top 50 U.S. markets (Phoenix and Salt Lake City were omitted

because the issues were not readily available). The data includes 146

stations (4 affiliates in the Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and

Hartford-New Haven markets).

Omitted from the total of half-hours are 12 half-hours on West Coast

ABC-owned stations or affiliates which carried ABC Monday-night football

during this week starting at 6 p.m., and one 7:30-8 half-hour on one of

the ABC Grand Rapids affiliates which was not identified in TV Guide.

Thus, the analysis includes 724 half-hours for weekdays 7-7:30, 723 half-

hours for week days 7:30-8, and 584 half-hours for weekends.

The data is intended to give a general picture only, and no attempt has

been made to go beyond the TV Guide data in order to get absolute accur-

acy, for example as to whether in a few cases a locally produced program

is basically local news or "other local", or, in the case of a few

programs listed only in one market (and not otherwise identified in

material filed in this proceeding) whether the program is locally pro-

duced or syndicated. 1/

Data as to foreign programming, at the end hereof, is taken from various

listings contained in comments in Docket 19622.

1/ The pirograms Great Adventure and Agronsky and Company are counted as

local at the station where they are produced and syndica
ted at the one

other station carrying each. The program Help Thy Neighbor is counted

as local, because it is locally produced even though the format is

syndic.ated and there is some central supervision.
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Access-period half-hours Devoted t
o Various Categories of Prog

rams 

Program
Category 2/

7-7:30

Weekday (M-F)
p.m.

Weekend

% of
Total

1/2 hrs.

p.m. 7:30-8

No. of

1/2 hrs.
No. 1/2

Hours

% of
Total

1/2 hrs.
No. of

1/2 hrs.

% of
Total
1/2 hrs.

Network

News 3/ 128 17.7 - - 0.0 7 1.2

Local:

News 244 33.7 54 7.5 99 17.0

Movies 6 0.8 9 1.2 35 6.0

Other 8 1.1 42 5.8 93 15.9

Syndicated:

Game Shows 312 43.1 466 64.5 66 11.3

Animal 6 0.8 58 8.0 78 13.4

Variety 7 1.0 30 4.2 118 20.2

Other 4/ 13 1.8 64 8.9 88 15.1

Total 724 100.0 723 100.1 584 100.1

Total for Week

No. of 1/2 hrs. % of Total

Network News
135 6.6

Local News
397 19.5

Local Movies
50 2.5

Other Local
143 7.0

Game Shows
844

41.6

Animal
142

7.0

Variety
155 7.6

Other
165 8.1

Total
2,031 99.9

2/ For the programs included in the 
various categories of syn

dicated

programming, see the list of syndic
ated programs, below.

3/ The network news half-ho
urs for the weekend inclu

de showings of

ABC's Reasoner Report program at
 7 p.m.

4/ "Other" syndicated programming in
cludes four 7:30 weekday half-ho

urs

on one station identified only as
 "film".

•
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Programs Shown in 48 of To_p_50 Markets,
of Seutember 21, 1974 1/

Shown on Affiliated Stations in Access Time in 2 or more Markets

Game Shows:
Beat the Clock
Bowling for Dollars
Celebrity Sweepstakes
Concentration
Dealer's Choice
Hollywood Squares
Jeopardy
Let's Make a Deal
Masquerade Party
Name That Tune
The Price is Right
To Tell the Truth
Treasure Hunt
Truth or Consequences
$25,000 Pyramid
What's My Line

Nature or "Animal" shows:
Animal World
Great Adventure
Last of the Wild
Life Around Us
National Geographic
Safari to Adventure
Untamed World
Wild Kingdom
Wild Refuge
Wild Wild World of Animals
World of Survival

Musical Variety:
Bobby Goldsboro
Buck Owens
Hee Haw
Jimmy Dean
Lawrence Welk
Nashville Music
Pop Goes the Country

Other programs:

Agronsky and Co.
Big Battles
Candid Camera
Evil Touch
Garner Ted Armstrong
Great Mysteries
Just for Laughs
My Partner the Ghost
Ozzie's Girls
Other People Other Places
Police Surgeon
Protectors
Rainbow Sundae
Salty the Sea Lion
Thrill Seekers
Wait Till Your Father Gets Home
World at War

Emaams listed in only one market: The following syndicated programs are
listed in access time on one affiliated station in the 48 markets:
Game: Sale of the Century. Outdoor, etc.: Audubon Wild Life Theatre;
Strange Places. Musical Variety: Country Carnival; Tommy Faile; Porter
Wagoner; Wilburn Brothers. Other: Big Blue Marble; Death Valley Days;
Doctor in the House; Dusty's Trail; Family Classics; Laurel & Hardy;
Mike Douglas (stripped in one market); Mouse Factory; NFL Game of the
Week; Starlost; Wrestling.

The following programs, most of which appear to be syndicated but a few
of which may be local, also appear in one market each: Canillepin SuDer
Bowl; Duckpins (stripped); Funny People; Funny World of Sports; Honeymooners;
High Road to Adventure; Listen, That's Love; McMasters of Sweetwater
(a pilot); Race to Riches; Railroads Report; Secrets of the Deep; Spectrum
Breaking; Spares, Strikes and Misses (stripped); The Making of...(docu-
mentary); Travelin' On; Wallace Wildlife; Window to the Spirit; World
University Game. Three of these have been counted as local in the statis-
tical analysis above.

5.Z. A number of these progrnms, e.g. Dusty's Trail and Ozzie's Girls, are

no longer in production as of fall 1974, even though previously made epi-

sodes of them are shown as indicated.
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Use of "3 tripped" material Monday-Friday (programs of the same series
shown on 4 or 5 weekdays):

7:00-7:30 E.T., etc.--26 network news, 49 local news, one other local
(bowling), 59 game shows, one other Nike Douglas).

7:30-8:00 E.T, etc.--no network news, 11 local news, 27 game shows,
one other ("film").

Stations devoted 5 days Monday-Friday to the same kind of programming,
though not from the same series, as collows:

7:00-7:30 E.T., etc.--one block of game shows, one block of local movies.

7:30-8:00 E.T., etc.--21 blocks of game shows, one block of local movies,
one block of animal shows.

Programming :of foreign origin:

The showings of the commenting parties on this subject differ. Viacom
International, Inc., analyzing the access-period programs of 1973-74,
lists 13 of the programs mentioned above as "foreign-produced", although
in some cases it appears that an American producer is involved. The
13, 12 shown in two or more markets and one in one market, include five
animal shows (Audubon Wild Life Theatre, Safari to Adventure, Untamed
World, Wild Wild World of An-lmals, and World of Survival), one game
show (Beat the Clock), four dramatic series (Evil Touch, Great Mysteries,
Police Surgeon,and Protectors) and three other series: Other People Other
Places, Thrill Seekers,and World at War. .f2,/ CBS, analyzing only the 28
programs listed as sold in 10 or more markets as of mid-1974, lists as
foreign-produced Police Surgeon, Protectors and World at War, plus the
newer series Salty the Sea Lion (produced in the Bahamas). It also
lists the three animal shows last-mentioned above, plus Last of the Wild
and Other People Other Places, as domestically produced but using
largely or entirely footage shot abroad. Sandy Frank, dealing with the
same 28 programs, finds six foreign-produced (although the list admittedly
may be incomplete): Other People Other Places, Police Surgeon, Protectors,
Wild Wild World of Animals, World at War and World of Survival. The
joint appendix of the major film companies lists, in addition to some on
the Viacom list, two others: Doctor in the House and Life Around Us
(shown in one or two markets).

It should be noted that a number of these programs--at least six--are
out of production or at least not newly /mailable in the U.S. These
include Protectors, Evil Touch, Great Mysteries, Doctor in the House,
Life Around Us and Beat the Clock. The majors' joint appendix shows
access-time devoted to off-foreign-network material in fall 1974 as
7.2 % of access entertainment time (or some 97 hours), much less than in
earlier years under the rule.

The Viacom exhibit also lists Wild Kingdom as foreign-produced, but
this appears to be in error.

O

•

•
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Concurring Statement of Chairman Richard E. Wiley

In re

Prime Time Access Rule

I concur reluctantly in this latest revision of the prime
time access rule. I have never been a great admirer of the rule primarily
because I believe that it tends to involve the Commission too deeply in
decisions which traditionally have been left to the marketplace. Moreover,
as I see it, our experience to date with prime time access has not been
encouraging in terms of fulfilling its stated objectives. However, the
experimental nature of the rule is well recognized and, with the modifica-
tions adopted in this document, the rule may prove to be in the public
interest. Without these modifications, however, I would vote for repeal.
In this connection, I express the profound hope that this will be the Com-
mission's last -- its very last -- effort to reform this rule.
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CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROBERT E. LEE 

RE: Second Report and Order on Prime Time Access

As a concession to the shortness of human life, I am in favor of
the adoption of the item before us.

As I read this document, the original Prime Time Access Rule
is affirmed with minor concessions, i. e., exemptions for children's
programming, documentaries and public affairs - much of which,
however, under Prime Time Access Rule I, was granted on a waiver
basis.

Finally, as we state in our decision, "the rule [Prime Time
Access] has not yet been fully tested," which, of course, has been due
to the uncertainties of its lifetime. Therefore, the Commission's
action of today has, once and for all, removed such uncertainties and
has appropriately established a favorable climate for the development
of "new and varied programming."
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Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Glen 0. Robinson

I. Introduction 

The central concern which is addressed by the prime time

access rule is "network dominance." The Commission's continued

struggle with "network dominance" has been an adventure fully worthy

of Don Quixote. Since the 1930's when the Commission first sallied

forth in quest of a remedy for this evil -- the initial result of which

was the first "chain broadcasting" rules in 1941— -- the Commission

has doggedly pursued this aim of cutting down the networks' power.

The intent has been noble, but the results have left the Commission, like

its famous precursor, with 0. doleful countenance. As often as not

it has missed the giants and jousted with windmills. The prime time

access rule emerged from the latest of these jousts. Though the

history of this rule is fully narrated in the Commission's 1974 Report

and Order, 44 F. C. C. 2d 1081, some preliminary historical notes may

be useful.

The concept of a prime time access period, freed of network

control, was first proposed in the 1960's by Westinghouse Broadcasting

as an alternative to a proposed further restriction or prohibition of

*

"option time" practices.— In 1963, the Commission chose the latter

/ These rules are, of course, essentially still in effect and are now

applicable to television as well as radio. 47 C. F. R. 73.131-.138; 73.231-

.238; 73.658.

**/ Under this practice network affiliates agreed to clear all sponsored

programs offered by the network during certain hours -- subject to certain

qualifications, and subject to limitations imposed by Commission rules.



alternative to the access proposal. Television Option Time, 34

F. C. C. 1103 (1963). However, the access idea was neither buried nor

forgotten; it was merely shelved while the Commission waited to find

out what would happen to "network dominance" as a result of the

abolition of option time. Nothing happened. The giants were unvanquished

(even the windmills showed no impact).

As a result, the Commission discarded its old lance and cast about

for a new one. In 1965 it rode forth again with a new inquiry for ways

"to foster free competition in television program markets" by providing

"opportunity for entry of more competitive elements into the market

for television programs for network exhibition, " and encouraging "the

growth of alternative sources of television programs for both network

and non-network exhibition." To accomplish this the Commission first

considered a rule which would have limited direct network licensing of

programs to 50 percent of regularly-scheduled entertainment series

during prime time. This "50-50" rule was intended to return to adver-

tisers the program brokerage function which the networks had increas-

ingly assumed in the late 1950's and 1960's. The purpose of this proposed

rule was quite simple: to induce a greater number of firms to broker

programs for prime time television. That alternative was rejected,

•

•

•
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essentially because of ABC's objection that it would be unfairly

disadvantaged by a system of independent program brokers. As a

substitute, the access proposal which Westinghouse had renewed was

adopted. Two other rules, contained in the 1965 proposed rules --

forbidding the networks to engage in domestic syndication or to hold a

.*
financial interest in programming not produced by the network

—/
 --

were also enacted. Network Television Broadcasting, 23 F. C. C. 2d

382 (1970). On appeal the Commission's rule was sustained on both

statutory and constitutional grounds. Mt. Mansfield Television Inc.

v. FCC, 442 F. 2d 470 (2d Cir. 1971).

*/ The syndication and financial interest rules are not now before us;

however, I cannot refrain from expressing my doubt that these rules have

been beneficial. If a motion picture firm or other supplier performs the

domestic syndication and if the network company does not have a majority

interest in the profits from that syndication, there would seem to be little

danger in allowing the networks to bargain for profit shares when they

procure their programming. In fact, in doing so they relieve the supply-

ing company of some of the risk involved in supplying programs. To

disallow such interests is simply to prohibit the suppliers from selling

part of the risk during the initial stages of contract negotiations. To the

extent that networks are better able to pool this risk than suppliers --

particularly small suppliers -- it seems to me unwise to prohibit it.

The argument advanced by some suppliers -- that profit shares were

extorted from them by the networks -- seems implausible. Suppliers who

complained of this extortion returned with new series year after year --

strange behavior for sophisticated, profit maximizing firms who are

being "forced" to accept nonremunerative prices. I believe the ultimate

practical effect of this prohibition has been not to reduce network power

or to strengthen independent producers -- as was intended -- but simply to

increase the dominant position of the major Hollywood film producers,

those large enough to possess the risk capital to invest in programming

without network support. See generally Crandall, The Economic Effect

of Television-Network Program  Ownership/ 14 J. Law and Econ. 385

(1971).



Unfortunately, the results of the access rule proved to

be not only disappointing but positively embarrassing. If "net-

work dominance" had been partly altered (but not very effectively,

as will be noted), it soon became visibly evident that the results--

such as they were--were anything but an unmixed blessing. Even

television critics who would ordinarily not count themselves as net-

work fans grumbled at the program product that followed in the wake

of the networks' departure. They still do; plainly the rule has not

caused the "wasteland" to breed lilacs.

The rule produced other difficulties for the Commission in

the form of requests for waivers of the rule to permit special net-

work programs to be shown in the access period. This confronted

the Commission with a vexing choice: either stand fast with its

rule and an access-period game show, or waive the rule to permit

a network children's special. Such a choice would give most critics

and viewers little difficulty, but for the Commission to make such

judgments obviously involved it in subjective program judgments

that are not only troublesome but of questionable constitutionality.

See, e.g., Campbell Soup Co., 24 P. F. Radio Reg. 2d 856, 860

(1972) (dissenting opinion of Chairman Dean Burch). The Commission

could, of course, have followed ti-e counsel of NAITPD and denied any

and all waivers--regardless of its views about (a) the need for such

•

•
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specials, (b) their comparative worth vis a vis the displaced

access fare. But, mirabile dictu, Commissioners are human

and we often find it difficult to respond as Commissioners

differently from how we would respond as viewers, particularly

when the dilemma is the product of our own artifice.

One possible solution to the dilemma was to abolish the

rule. In 1973 the Commission deliberated on that possibility.

Unfortunately, the spectre of network dominance continued to turn

like giant windmills in the Commission's consciousness. There

was no evidence that the access rule had really had much effect

on network power, for, among other things, the networks' continued

ownership of stations in leading markets meant that, as station

owners, the networks still retained the power to affect the success

of access programming ventures.— But the notion persisted that

something had to be done. The something was what came to be known

in its brief existance as "prime time access rule two"--among the

cognoscenti, "PTAR II." Prime Time Access Rule, 44 F. C. C. 2d

1081 (1974).

*/ This power derives from their control of all affiliates in three
markets--New York, Los Angeles and Chicago--comprising twenty
percent of the nation's television households and one affiliate in each
of six other large markets embracing another 13 percent of television
homes. Failure to sell these stations places an access-programming
distributor at a severe disadvantage given the proportion of revenues
which are realized from these largest markets.
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The revised rule plainly reflected the Commission's

ambivalence between curbing network dominance over program-

ming on the one hand and retaining network programs (the kind for

which waivers had been granted) on the other. The rule in substance:

(1) removed all restrictions on the first half-hour; (2) permitted an

increase in network programming on Sunday of up to an hour, or a

total of four hours; (3) tied the "cleared" prime time specifically

to the second half-hour of prime time, Monday-Saturday (7:30-

8:00 p.m. E. T. and P. T., 6:30-7:00 p. m. C. T. and M. T.);

(4) permitted one of these six half-hours to be used for network

or off-network material of certain types--children's "specials" or

public affairs or documentary material; and (5) barred "feature

film" entirely from these six half-hours. 44 F. C. C. 2d at 1131.

On appeal the revised rule was stayed on the ground that it had not

given adequate lead time to independent producers, Association of 

Inde•endent Television Producers and Distributors v. FCC, 502 F. 2d

249 (2d Cir. 1974).

In returning the rule to us for reconsideration of an effective

date, the Court also suggested that the Commission take a fresh look

at the merits of the rule. 502 F. 2d at 255-58. That is a sound

suggestion. Unfortunately, the majority has not accepted it at face

value. Though at one time or another a majority of my colleagues

•
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have expressed a dislike for the access rule, they now assent to

its continued existence. To be sure, they have modified the original

rule, but all this does, I believe, is to underscore the inherent

contradiction of purpose and the inherent artificiality of the rule

itself. The access rule is retained--but so too are most of the

waivers—in the form of permanent exceptions--for "special" net-

work programs (primarily, public affairs, documentaries and

children's programs). There appears to be no recognition that each

part of the modified rule undercuts the other. Access is good, but

it does not produce the kind of programming which we like so we

have to provide the opportunity for such programming; we like such

programming but if we see too much of it we see it as evidence of

"network dominance" since it can only be supplied by network brokers.

In discussions about this new rule I have heard it rationalized

as a compromise between the extremes of abolition and the 1970 rule.

I suppose it is, but I do not think that alone will support it. Compro-

mise is a convenience, often a necessity; it is not a virtue in itself.

I see no particular convenience, no necessity--and certainly no virtue--

in this rule. I have heard it surmised that a total abolition of the

access rule, however meritorious it might be, is not legally practi-

cable in light of the implications of the NAITPD case. Such a con-

clusion requires more reading between the lines of the court's

opinion than I am willing to do, and more than I think proper. The

court did invite us to take a new look at the merits of the rule and
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nothing in that invitation suggested any limitation on such a recon-

sideration. In any event, such a reconsideration is inherently

within our regulatory discretion. It is our responsibility to make

a legislative judgment about this matter in light of public interest

considerations as they become manifest. If in doing so we unwittingly

depart from our authority, exceed our discretion, or otherwise

affront the "Rule of Law," the court undoubtedly will, as it should,

correct us. But I do not think we should fetter our judgment here

*/
with implied judicial directions when none has been expressed.

Apart from the legal question the majority apparently holds

to their faith in the ultimate efficacy of the access rule. I think it

is fair to say that many of my colleagues would not now endorse

such a rule if it were before us as an original matter. However,

now that we have come this far they believe it should be given more

time to prove itself. In this they accept the view of a number of

parties such as the Justice Department that prime time access has

not been given a chance to work. Given the short period of time that

the rule has been in effect and the insecurity of the rule throughout

this short period, this view appears, on first acquaintance, reasonable.

*/ It should be stressed in this connection that the court in Mt. Mans-

field, 442 F. 2d at 479, specifically noted that the rule was experi-

mental, and affirmed partly on this basis.

•

•
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On further reflection, however, it is unpersuasive. One does

not have to drop an egg on a hard floor a dozen times to learn

that it will break. With a modest knowledge of eggs and hard

floors even a single drop seems superfluous. So here: even our

limited experimentation has been adequate to corroborate what

should have been discerned at the outset by careful study of network

economics: the rule woutd not have the intended effect. The rule

cannot and will not work.

The prime time access rule, as originally promulgated, was

intended to serve several, interrelated objectives that can, I think,

be fairly summarized as follows: (1) to reduce network "dominance"

over programming decisions, (2) to provide market opportunities to

new creative talent which were presumed to be foreclosed by the net-

work triopoly, (3) to re-establish local control of programming decisions

which were presumed to have been increasingly appropriated by the

networks (an increase in local programming was mentioned only

incidentally as a benefit in the original order; however, it has since

become an important rationale of the rule), and (4) to increase the

*/
supply of first-run syndicated programming.— The objectives stated

in the Commission's present decision are essentially the same though

(as in the 1970 decision) they are not described precisely in the same

terms.

*/ See 23 F.C.C.2d 382, 394-97.
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II. The ConctEt of  Network Dominance
•

Throughout this proceeding and predecessor proceedings, the

phrase "network dominance" has been repeatedly invoked in justifica-

tion of a prime time rule. But this phrase is rarely defined, norhas

anyone convincingly shown how the purported evils of "network dominance"

are to be overcome simply by prohibiting the three national network

companies from programming more than three prime time hours

nightly.

Presumably, network dominance refers to the power which

three national brokers of local station time and national programming

have in selecting the nation's television program menu. In general,

program suppliers must deal with one of these three network companies

or forego national distribution of their product.— This limited number of

potential buyers, it is asserted, presents the real threat of arbitrariness

in program selection and the denial of access to program suppliers

with new ideas. A second form of "network dominance" which emerges

in the discussion of the rule is the ability of networks to persuade local

affiliates to clear time for network programming. As networks expand

their activities to new day parts, they progressively pre-empt the

local station's ability to make its own program choices. The rule would

return this choice to the stations, if for only one hour per day.

/ In the absence of the rule, first-run syndication is, practically,

limited to the production and distribution of low-cost talk shows. •
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Unfortunately, there appears to be only a limited understanding

that the chief cause of "network dominance," making inevitable some form

of network power, derives from the Commission's own television

frequency allocations. There are but three national networks for one

important reason -- our allocations policy has dispersed VHF station

allocations so as to allow most households to receive no more than

three.— With only three competitive stations in markets comprising

two-thirds of the nation's television households, there can be no more

**/
than three brokers for any given hour of national broadcasting.— It

is a basic economic fact that, with a few exceptions, programs receiving

less than national exposure cannot hope to compete for audiences with

those achieving network distribution. If network distribution were

not national, program budgets would have to be much lower per dollar

of advertising generated. Network distribution allows the most efficient

use of television advertising revenues in the stimulation of program

production.

A network is more than a mere broker of station time.

It is also an investor in programming. By agreeing in advance to commit

its local affiliates to a given program series, and by guaranteeing

_
*/ Because of continued difficulty with UHF reception it remains to be
seen whether UHF allocations can provide the basis for a fully competitive
fourth outlet.

/ For conclusive proof of this proposition see Park, New Television
Networks, (The Rand Corporation, 1973); and Crandall, The Economic Case
for a Fourth Television Network, Public Policy, (forthcoming).
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program suppliers a sum certain (in the form of a license fee) for a

number of programs well in advance of exhibition, the network makes

possible the investment of $250,000 or more per hour of entertainment

fare. Without this "pre selling, " producers would not commit themselves

to such program budgets.

To the extent that the Commission laments the decline in station

program selection and the growth of "network dominance" in this

process, it laments the development of efficient program brokerage.

In this sense, what has been obtained from the prime time access rule

is just what should have been expected: a fragmented array of low-

cost, low-quality programs offered to local stations directly by

producers without the intervention of a broker. Enormous energies

and expenses are required in this distribution process -- expenses which

are diverted directly from program budgets.

As time passes, it may be possible for program brokers to

develop for just the access period. If this were to happen, however,

we would be no closer to the goals which the majority hopes to attain

than we were with PTAR I or II. Since market forces would distill

no more than three such brokers from the set of current program

*/
distributors,— the best that can be realistically hoped for is the

development of a new triopoly, which would "dominate" the access period.

/ It is unlikely that the Commission would be pleased with another
possibility -- that a single broker might develop as the sole distri-
butor of programming in the access period -- a possibility which cannot
be dismissed on a priori economic grounds.

•

•
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Unfortunately, this optimum is likely to be difficult to accomplish

if there are any scale economies in performing network bro-

kerage. A mere seven hours per week may not be sufficient

to make efficient use of the personnel required to establish and

enforce affiliate contracts, negotiate for program rights, select

and schedule new program series and perform various research

functions. The result may well be that a much greater share of the

revenues for this period will be diverted to these brokerage functions

than is true for the three existing networks.

At some point it is necessary to submit to the limitations of

the real world. Although we would have it otherwise, the fact that

there are only three station outlets limits us to three brokers of

television programs at any given hour. As a result, program de-

cisions will be virtually the same as those currently made by the three

national network firms,— reflecting the tastes of the mass audience.

*/ The only exception which may be taken to this statement is its
failure to allow for continuity or "lead-in" effects. The absence
of these during a network's terminal hour each day may make it
more venturesome during that hour.
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We can change the identity of the program suppliers, we can limit the

time periods in which they are permitted to sell their wares, but the

-0/
economic incentives— will remain unchanged: the profit maximizing

*.*/
firm— will tend to program to maximize audience shares in light of

the number of viewing options. So long as the number of viewing

options remains the same, the strategy of commercial programming

will remain the same for any networking agency. See Steiner,

Prp_gram Patterns and Preferences and the Workability of Competition

in Radio Broadcastin12 66 Q. J. Econ. 194 (1952); Rothenberg, Consumer

SovereisLnty and the Economics of Television, 4 Studies in Public Corn-

munication 45 (1962).

41/ In the course of many discussions with advocates of access it was
repeatedly suggested that network program decisions were often made
on "non-economic" grounds -- including but not limited to the personal
whim of the network heads. Maybe so; but whether or not program de-
cisions are always self-consciously economic, the decision had better
lead to economically satisfactory results or heads will roll--as even
casual students of network behavior know. In short, there is a kind of
economic Darwinian process at work to assure economic results that
are at least minimally acceptable. Cf. Alchian, Uncertainty2_ Evolution
and Economic Theory,_ 58 J. Pol. Econ. 211 (1950).

**/ We need not concern ourselves with the question whether businesses
aim to maximize profits or some other purpose. (See generally,

F. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure  and Economic Performance,
27-36 (1970)). Whether or not the networks seek to maximize profits

is irrelevant here for there is no reason to suppose that the new pro-

gram brokers would be any less profit motivated than the networks.

•
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Increasing the number of brokers will not expand the number of programs

presented and will not significantly change the type of programs broad-

cast. All one can confidently expect of programming brokered by the

"mini-network" is a decline in the quality of programming due to the

inefficiencies of small-scale network activity.

It could be argued that increasing the number of brokers of

programs for prime time from three to six, by limiting the existing

three to no more than three hours, is a major improvement,

because then program suppliers can turn to six rather than three

potential buyers. I do not think that this state of affairs would

constitute any significant improvement. The same economic forces

apply to each set of three brokers seeking to fill a given period with

programming opposite only two rivals. I assume that these economic

forces would be the dominant influence in how program decisions are

made. Furthermore, since the efficiency of brokering only one hour

per day (particularly if that hour is early prime time, when both audience

and revenue are lower than the average of all prime time hours)

is almost certainly much less than those typical of the three existing

networks — it is clear to me that in order to get three extra, identically

motivated program buyers, we must require the public to forego the

sort of programming they consistently prefer when given a choice

in the matter -- high-quality, high-budget fare like that the present

networks offer in prime time. To me, this trade-off is unacceptable.
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III. Program Access, Quality, and Diversity

Searching through the current access period programming

in pursuit of the gems which the three networks are supposed, in their

capriciousness, to avoid, is a frustrating business. No definition of

program quality seems to me congruent with the current run of

access programs, an opinion which appears to be widely shared --

*
*

by Commissioners,— television critics— and quite a few viewers.
* *

Of course measures of quality ar,.. elusive at best, and one's interpreta-

tion of the prudence of continuing the rule cannot depend solely upon

comparisons between network and access programs. In particular

_
*/ In its 1974 report the Commission expressly noted its concern ov.-:r
the inferior quality and diversity of programming which its 1970 rule
had 3pawned. See 44 F. C. C. 2d at 1132, 1134, 1137-38. It reported
the same concern to the court of appeals in the NAITPD cas. See
Brief of the F. C. C., pp. 18, 25.

/A small sample of some of the critical reviews: The Washington
Post, 7/14/74: "a cultural disaster"; The New York Times, 9/14/72:
"[Access time] has been monopolized by inane game shows and penny-
budget disasters"; The Los Angeles Times, 9/20/74: "progressively
dismal."

***/ As shown by ARB audience data for network affiliates' access
programs where matched against the programming of independent
stations; this is discussed below.

•



am mindful of the First Amendment restrictions that preclude us from

judging the merits of the access rule by engaging in critical review of,

say, "Bowling for Dollars" or "Let's Make a Deal." — However, a

major premise of the rule was, and is, that it would promote diversity --

by promoting new sources of programming, reflecting different ideas

and creative energies.— I assume we can, without affronting the

First Amendment, ask whether this goal. has been or can be achieved

under the rule.

_
*/ Though we may, I take it, consider the response of critics and of the

public at least in characterizing and classifying the programming. See

NBC v. FCC Zd , slip opinion p. 46-47, (D. C. Cir. 1974),

vacated, Dec. 13, 1974 (en banc).

*=:t/ It has been argued by some proponents of the rule that it was not

intended to promote diversity in programming but only more program

sources. See, e.g., the concurring opinion of Commissioner Cox in

the 1970 decision, 23 F. C. C. 2d 416, 419. That does not make much sense

to me. What was the supposed benefit of additional program sources if

it was not assumed that it would increase at least the possibility of

diversity in programming?

In any case, I do not read the present Commission decision as
endorsing Cox's dichotomy between sources and product. Rather it is

the majority's view (1) that the rule has not had a fair test by which to

judge diversity, (2) the rule has produced some degree of diversity, (3)

the Commission can only examine diversity on a very limited basis (because

of First Amendment considerations); (4) it is difficult to develop standards

of diversity. The first point I have answered earlier. Insofar as the

second point warrants an answer it is given in the discussion which follows.

I might also note that the Commission's statement contradicts what was

sad a year ago when it expressed its concern with the lack of diversity

which the rule had produced. See 44 F. C. C. 2d at 1132, 1134, 1137-38. The

third point is acknowledged but, as I note in text, I think we can consider

certain objective indicia of diversity (vel non). Inasmuch as our rule is

predicated ultimately on that aim we are not forbidden from considering

the kind of facts which a-e discussed above, relating to both type of pro-

gramming and also progyamming. sources. The fourth point is I believe

also answered by the foregoing. Here again it should be noticed that the

Commission has earlier made judgments on diversity, and found it

wanting.
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The first three years under the rule proceeded as one would

expect. With no one assured that the rule would continue for an

extended period, program suppliers were unwilling to commit

resources to expensive series formats. Unable to line up stations in

advance for a distant period, during which the rule might no longer

exist, these suppliers instead focused upon series which could be

produced cheaply and quickly. As a result, the access period has been

dominated by (1) game shows which can be mounted and filmed in a very

short period of time (most of these are revivals of old network shows

or "new" episodes of daytime game shows); (2) recently discontinued

network series whose development costs and lead times were equal to

zero (e.g., "Hee Haw" and "Lawrence Welk"); and (3) various "nature/

wildlife" features which could be drawn in large part from existing

footage (e.g., "Wildlife Kingdom," and "Wild Wild World of Animals").!/

Given the absence of large-budget programs in the portfolios of syndi-

cators, many firms were induced to attempt to produce and distribute

::-/ A detailed breakdown of the access programs is given in the Joint

Appendix of Columbia Pictures Television et al., September 20, 1974.

Among other things the following is noteworthy. In 1974-75 over 65

percent of the programs in the access period were game shows--a

five-fold increase over the east pre-PTAR period, 1970-71, when the

figure was 11 percent. In the 1974-75 season, 17 of the top 22 access

shows (accounting for 87 percent of all syndicated access programming)

had been broadcast before the access rule, 16 had been broadcast (as

network programs) before the access rule. Many of these shows, in

fact, continue to be produced with network facilities (and some are still

broadcast as network shows).
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low-cost series of their own. Had higher-cost, netvork-quality

series been available to stations for the access period, many of

the inexpensive ventures would never have been attempted.—

The market for access programs has already begun to dis-

tinguish the programs with audience appeal from those with little

value to viewers. A few series, such as "To Tell the Truth,"

"Hee Haw," "Lawrence Welk," "Let's Make A Deal," and other

similar programs, dominate the access market while myriad

other programming ventures realize very limited sales and

are dropped by syndicators.— This trend will continue if the

Commission's Order stands and the rule remains in force for a

number of years. Only those programs achieving full national dis-

tribution, obtaining clearance in a large proportion of markets, will

be able to cover the costs of production, which syndicators will soon

*/ The NAITPD contention that 106 programs were available for access
exhibition in 1973-74 is an indication.of this phenomenon, reflecting
several times as many programs as would be necessary to fill the access
time period on a one exhibition per week basis.

**/ Data on the sad story of access programming may be found in
periodic ARB Syndicated Program Analysis reports.
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find beginning to escalate.— Thus, one of the purported benefits

of the rule--the large number of programs available for the period

(in contrast to the twenty-one hours available from networks if they

programmed the full access period) will soon evaporate as the rule

assumes a more permanent appearance.

The Commission should not lament this decline in the number

of access programs as it develops. It is only through the process of

funneling the total national advertising revenues available for the

period into program budgets of a smaller set of programs exhibited

in every market that suppliers of access programs will be able to

compete for resources with those supplying network fare and to offer

quality programs. In short, quantity and quality are inversely re-

lated in this market through their interaction in the program budgets

of suppliers. If the Commission maintains the status quo--a system

in which the necessary program brokerage function does not exist--

then numerous low-cost, low-budget programs will continue to be

the only form of access programming. In terms of viewer welfare,

this cost is enormous.

That the current access programs are not only cheaper but

less lovely in the eyes of their beholders is clear. The average

audience of independents in four-or-more station markets has

*/ Indeed, one of the most important costs of program production—_
the salaries of the "talent"--is directly tied to the popularity of the
program.
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increased markedly during the access period since their compe-

titors, the affiliates, have been forced to forego network brokered

series.— The independents, who continue to exhibit old feature

films and old network series during the period, have been the

beneficiaries of a considerable bonanza during the period in which

they enjoyed larger advertising revenues with unchanged program

costs. As syndicators of feature films and off-network series have

begun to respond to this phenomenon by increasing their program

prices, the independent stations' attachment to the rule has weakened

somewhat. Nevertheless, the fact that these independents continue

to enjoy larger audiences than they did when they were faced with

**/
network competition is ample testimony to the inferiority— of

access shows in comparison to network series.

Whether new creative energies have been unleashed by the

rule I also doubt. The NAITPD points to the number of suppliers

active in the access market who are not active in network program

*/ In 28 of the largest 50 markets in which there are four or more
stations, the network affiliates have lost an average of one-sixth
of their audience from November 1970 to November 1973, during
the access period, Monday through Friday. See ARB, Day Part
Audience Summary.

I do not mean anything metaphysical about the inferior/superior
dichotomy herein. It is a free country, and I think I am entitled
to assume that viewers know (and prefer) quality when they see it.
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supply to prove that the rule has provided access to new creative

agents in the industry. However, the fact that most of the access

programs are the product of established agents sheds lavish doubt

-.-/
on NAITPD's conclusion.— Moreover, such new "talent" as has

appeared has chiefly resulted from the removal of any high-cost,

quality competition. It is not surprising that the creative agents in-

volved in producing the sort of programs that have come to dominate

the access period are different from those involved in network production.

To argue that providing opportunities for such suppliers is desirable of

itself is a bit like arguing that a dozen hot dogs ought to be preferred to

a single steak.

IV. Local Station Programming Responsibility 

The Commission has always sought to encourage local station

responsibility for program material and its selection. It was for this

reason that various forms of "option time," allowing networks to man-

date a number of hours of prime time without giving the local station the

option to carry or reject the programming, were prohibited in 1963. That

same aim of promoting greater station freedom in choosing programs is

inherent in the present access rule.

For entertainment programming, and for most high quality

programming other than local news, the goal of local station responsi-

bility for programming in typical prime-time hours is as a practical matter

*/ See Joint Appendix of olumbia Pictures Television, Sept. 20, 1974,
Table VIII for a list of producers of the top 22 access shows.
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difficult to achieve. Such programs are not produced for a local,

but rather for a national market. The economics of the medium

require station managers in each market to exhibit principally

those programs which have national acceptance. To the extent

that a local station attempts to order its own program or to produce

a program itself, it generally sacrifices viewer appeal and revenues--

at least if its rivals use the best programming available from the

national market. Thus, it is inevitable that programming decisions,

particularly for entertainment series, are largely beyond the realm of

local-station initiative.

The Commission seems virtually to admit as much in creating

a broad exemption from the access rule for "special" network pro-

grams--most notably children's programs, documentaries and public

affairs programs. Thus, on the one hand the Commission applauds the

freedom given local stations by the access period, but on the other

hand it acknowledges that this compulsory freedom has killed (or,

without repeated waivers, would have killed) high quality programmirg .

So the Commission engineers a number of permanent exceptions to

the rule so that we can continue to enjoy high quality programming--
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of the kind which we like.— Thus, the Commission has apparently

learned to do what no one else has, to have its cake and eat it too.

The secret is to eat all but a slice and then pretend that the slice

that remains is all there ever was.

I am basically sympathetic to the Commission's ideals and

sensitive to the dilemma of attempting to create a structure in which

some degree of local station responsibility can coexist with an

efficient, high-quality system of program production and distribution.

But I cannot accept the Commission's artificial, and ultimately self-

defeating, manner of increasing local responsibility.

I would continue to insist that local stations exercise some

judgment in what they accept. They have that legal right and respon- •

sibility now. I grant that economics do not favor its frequent exercise

(any more than the facts of life favor the frequent exercise of our power

to revoke licenses) but neither does the access rule. I do not think the

access rule will provide the kind of benefits which the Commission

expects from greater "local responsibility." It may increase the

wealth of network affiliated stations, as it has to date (though I think

*/ I note the seeming contradiction between the Commission's statement,
on the one hand, that it is unable to make a judgment on the quality of
game shows and other access programs, and on the other hand its creation

of an exemption for "public affairs, " "documentaries" and "children's
programs." This paradox simply mirrors and carries forward a large

paradox: the tension between the Commission's expressed concern that

we not allow our own programming preferences to dictate the nature of
the rule, as contrasted with the obvious fact that having the rule in the

first place substitutes our choice for public choice in television program-
ming.
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much of this will increasingly be shifted to distributors as syndi-

cation costs rise). But I am not terribly concerned with the profita-

bility of these stations; I do not think it is the role of the FCC to

redistribute profits within the industry, at least not for its own sake.

The Commission opines that with their increased profits and

new "freedom" from network "control," local stations will produce

more local programming--particularly of the kind which we favor

*/
(children's programming, public affairs and the like).

The amount of such local programming that has so far filled

the access period is something less than overwhelming. However,

taking the most favorable view of what has occurred and what might

be expected to occur, I am still not persuaded that the gain exceeds

the loss. If the rule has increased the incentive for additional local

programming, it has done so largely by degrading the competition.

*/ Increased local programmiu was not itself a major objective of the

rule as originally formulated in 1970--though it was mentioned in pas-
sing as a possible incidental benefit, 23 F. C. C. 2d at 395 n. 37.
However, since then the emphasis on local programming has grown to
become a significant element. Thus, in 1974 the Commission observed:
"we regard it as important to preserve substantial 'cleared' time for the
development of local programming efforts--one of the really significant
benefits from the rule so far. . . ." 44 F. C. C. 2d at 1134. In the
present opinion the Commission continues to emphasize local program-
ming as an aim of the rule.
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The access rule has lowered program quality so much that individual

station managers have been less reluctant to offer local programs oposite

the access shows than they would be to pre-empt a network show opposite

two other network programs. The audience loss is simply smaller for

these examples of public-service broadcasting than it would be in the

absence of the rule. In short, to the extent that the rule has encouraged

greater local-station responsibility over programming, it has done so

because the array of nationally-distributed programs has been of very

low quality. Continuing to guarantee local station licensees low-quality

*/
competition on rival stations— in order to induce them to fulfill their

responsibility to broadcast in the public interest is an unacceptable

strategy. The Commission ought to be able to design a better method

of enforcing licensees' obligations to the public.

•

*/ Inasmuch as the Commission does not now peg the access rule to a

single period, it is possible, of course, that networks could schedule

programs against local programming on opposing stations -- which would

defeat this expectation. However, I would expect the networks to continue

present schedules for the later hours of prime time, on a more or less

uniform basis with the result that access programming will continue to

be confined to a fixed period.

•
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V. Economic Viability of Access Pro•rammin

The Commission has been besieged with claims that the

economics of program production and distribution make it impossible

for quality programs to develop during the access period. As a result,

the hapless viewers are increasingly faced with inexpensive game

shows, and the suppliers of program talent and the major motion

picture studios have been damaged by a reduction in the demand for

*/
their product.

As pointed out above, the rule has perforce generated a large

number of inexpensive programs. The total program payments generated

during the access period are probably somewhat less than those which

would emanate from the three network companies, but this state of

affairs will not endure indefinitely. Given the competition among three

stations in most markets, it is likely that the share of total revenues

generated in program payments will be roughly comparable. Once the

market develops the necessary brokerage function described above,

the total revenues and costs from access period programs should com-

pare favorably with the network programs displaced.

One feature of the rule which has been noted is the possible

effect upon advertising revenues. Some observers apparently believe

that network power has been increased because advertisers are unable

*/1 should emphasize here that I do not in any way rest my dissent on
solicitude for talent suppliers, or motion picture studios. As I have
stated elsewhere (see my separate statement to the hotice of inquiry
on reruns, FCC 74-1067) I doubt the "impact on Hollywood" (as this issue
has come to be described) is, of itself, a matter within our legitimate
concern; and, even if it is within our prerogative to consider, I would not
give it substantial weight in measuring the public interest effect of our rules.
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or unwilling to shift their demands to the spot market and to buy

space in access programs.— Therefore, it is claimed, the

networks have been given the opportunity to raise the price of

advertising minutes since their supply has fallen. In fact, much

of the increase in the cost per thousand viewers on network

prime time television since 1971 has been the result of sharply

rising total television advertising demand. It seems quite unlikely

that the rule has added measurably to this rise in prices; I believe

it is more plausible to suppose that advertising revenues have

shifted from the network market to the spot market and that

revenues per viewer minute in the access period have not been

affected by the rule.

An important side effect of the rule has been the sharp

increase in total advertising messages in the access period as

many stations have introduced five commercial minutes of

advertising plus station breaks into their access programs.

•

*/ This contention appears for example in the so-called Pearce Report,

The Economic Consequences of the Federal Communications Commission's

Prime  Time Access Rule on the Broadcastin and Production Industries,
September 1973, p. 37. It is also urged in comments by several access

opponents, as discussed in Appendix C.

=:":'/ The average cost per thousand viewing homes on network television

rose only two percent from 1970 through 1972, a period during which the

rule should have had maximum impact. During this same period, local

station spot revenues during prime time increased by approximately

$125 million due to the rule, reflecting an increase of nearly ten percent

in total spot revenues.

4
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Indeed, most access series are produced with more commercial

interruption time than network series. Thus, the access programs are

not only of lower quality but interrupted more with commercial messages.

In light of this it is not surprising that the NAITPD can demonstrate that

the access period can generate sufficient revenues to support programming.

With more-numerous commercial minutes during access time, it is even

possible that revenues from this period will be even greater than those

which would be forthcoming if the networks programmed this period. It

is unfortunate that so much of these revenues may continue to be wasted

on transaction costs between stations and program suppliers.

VI. The Choices Faced by the Commission 

The Commission faces the difficult task of admitting that the

goals which it set for the access rule are unattainable. Taken literally,

the goal of reducing network dominance can only be achieved at the cost

of denying the market the benefits of brokerage, with a resulting

cheapening of production values. A more liberal interpretation would

define reduced network dominance as occurring even if three new network

organizations formed for the access period. But if these new network

organizations form, the proliferation of programs and the accompanying

increase in the number of potential suppliers would eventually -- and

*/ Considering the quality of the access programs some critics might look

on increased commercial interruption as benign relief. That is not quite

the way the Commission rationalizes it. It contends that the increased

advertising is offset by the increased opportunity for local advertisers.

That assertion seems to me rather disingenuous and in startling contrast

to the past occasions in which we have expressed concern about over-

commercialization -- without noting that it was balanced by the increased

opportunity given to advertisers.
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sooner rather than later -- be reversed. The access period would 411110
come to resemble the other hours, and local stations would be just as

reluctant to pre-empt "network" fare during this hour as during later

hours. In short, reducing "network dominance," stimulating access 
.

of "new" program ideas and "creative" energies, and encouraging more

local programming cannot be reconciled with the development of the

market functions necessary to generate quality programming.

Given this inevitable conflict in goals, the Commission has the

choice of continuing the rule, amending it, or actually doing something

about "network dominance" in a way that will not also reduce program

quality. The consequences of continuing the rule in the current un-

certain environment are well documented in the filings before the Com-

mission. Amending the rule as the Commission has done, to except

certain types of programming involves us in the area of selecting pro-

gramming, which I believe is a most dubious venture even assuming

its constitutionality. Thus, the imperative exists for reducing network

power in a more direct, effective manner.

One alternative for reducing "network dominance" without affecting

network power over the price of programs or advertising messages and

without affecting program decisions, is simply to divide the broadcast day

into several segments, separate but equal. The Commission is

beginning such a division with the access rule, but it is not striving for

11iokequality in the segments. This seems to betray less than a full convict'
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in the logic of its decision. If we really want to cut the prime time

market into separate segments, why not divide prime time into two

equal two-hour periods, allowing an individual network broker to program

only one of these segments? Or -- indeed -- why not extend the division

into other day parts so as perhaps to create three or four sets of

brokers during different program hours? Of course, such a division would

literally increase the number of network organizations and, thus, reduce

"network dominance" but it would have little other effect. Program

suppliers could seek to vend their wares in six or nine offices rather than

in three, but the number of programming hours and the economi
cs of

program selection would be unchanged. The producer with a show

designed to delight ten percent of the audience would encounter six or

nine closed doors, not three. It is important, however, that the division

of the broadcast day be effected in such a manner as to give each network

a fairly large number of weekly program hours. The problem with the

access rule is that seven weekly hours are so few as to create the

possibility of serious scale diseconomies in carrying out network

functions. There may be economies which are not exhausted until the

entire broadcast day is brokered by a single organization for one station

in each market, but the diseconomies inherent in divid
ing this day into

two unequal segments would be avoided by giving each fi
rm at least

14 weekly prime viewing hours.
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The disadvantages of this sor
t of solution are obvious to most

industry observers. To the e
xtent that total network operating c

osts

are increased by this mandato
ry reduction in each firm's activit

y, the

discretionary revenues availab
le for a variety of public service pu

rposes

are also reduced. The Commission would then be (as it
 currently is) in

the position of deflecting broa
dcast profits into transaction cost

s despite

the fact that some of these profi
ts could be channeled into public 

affairs

offerings or occasional cultural
 programs. This trade-off cannot be

considered favorable, especiall
y if it is only achieved after a lon

g

transition period during which a
udiences are afforded only cheap

 game

shows in the access period. •If we wish to commit ourselve
s seriously to reducing "network

dominance," I believe we have t
o focus our attention on the basic sou

rce

of the problem: the limited nu
mber of economically competitive

television stations in each marke
t. What is wanted is a means to increas

e

the number of stations. One st
ep in this direction -- a limited one --

might be VHF drop-ins. Alternatively (or additionally), some f
orm

of deintermixture -- by communi
ty or region -- might be undertaken 

in

order to strengthen UHF and ther
eby to permit an increase in station

outlets. I am well aware that both drop-ins and
 deintermixture are not

•

•
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simple, easy solutions. Both have drawbacks and limitations.

Perhaps the most important liab
ility is political; in fact memory of

*

the warfare that these measur
es produced in the late 1950's and early

1960's makes me hesitate even to suggest 
them. However, I see no

other less controversial solutions
. Cable could offer a competitive

solution. But, of course, the growth and devel
opment of cable is

currently as controversial as drop-
ins or deinternnixture, and the

Commission's refusal to permit freer 
development of cable, and

particularly its refusal to liberate pay 
cable from what I think are

unwarranted fetters, has for now virtuall
y foreclosed this competitive

option in the same way that its alloca
tions decisions have limited

intra-broadcast competition.

*/ Drop-ins would provide an incompl
ete solution since the number of

drop-ins that has so far been conside
red as technically feasible would

fall short of the number necessary t
o support a fourth network. See

Basen and Hanley, Market Size, VHF
 Allocations and the Viability of 

Television Stations, (unpublished man
uscript, September 1974).

In the case of deintermixture the ch
ief drawback is the relative inferiority

of UHF--essentially a function of two
 things: the added cost of

providing service coverage commensur
ate to VHF, and the inadequate

technical capability of present receiver
s. See Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, A Quantitative Compari
son of the Relative Performance 

of VHF and Broadcast Systems  
Tech. Mono. 1 (1974). However, the

first problem would be minimized i
f competition with VHF were eliminate

d

in particular markets, and the 
second problem would probably disappear

if a substantial number of UH
F-only markets were created,creating a

substantial economic incentive for
 set manufacturers to correct the

problem.

**/ A brief summary is given
 in G. Robinson & E. Gellhorn, The

Administrative Process, 156-57 (
1974).
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Unless the Commission confronts the issue of network

A
economic power head-on, it will simply sit as a constant arbitrator

among groups competing for the scarcity rents which it has created

by its allocations plan and the current access rule. The Commission

should not be forced to determine how these rents should be divided

between large Hollywood motion picture companies and smaller

purveyors of game shows. Rather, it should carry out its authority

to increase competitive outlets in a manner which prevents the development

of monopoly power. If it is unwilling to do this, it should simply

return to the status quo ante, allowing the three national network
•

companies to program as much or as little of the prime-time period

as they wish. This last is obviously the most realistic option at this

point; and in light of the past few years' experience, together with

what I believe are the demonstrable facts of economic life, I think the

Commission should embrace it.

•

a
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Commission gives birth to PTAR III, which
has PTAR l's basic shape, PTAR II's exceptions
FCC has decided to stick with basic format of prime-time
access rule now in effect. Commission announced Friday
(Nov. 15) that it has instructed staff to draft new decision
in drawn-out and controversial rulemaking that would bar
affiliates in top 50 markets from using more than three
hours of network or off-network programing in prime time.
However, number of exemptions that will be built into
rule are drawn from modified version that commission
adopted in January. New rule — PTAR III — is to become
effective Sept. 1, 1975.

Rule was designed to assure diversity of program sour-
ces and reduce network dominance over programing by
assuring producers some prime time in which to sell their
wares. Critics of rule, particularly major producers, say
rule has failed, that networks are more dominant than ever
and that access time has been filled with cheap game
shows and that public, as result, is loser.

Edward Bleier, of Warner Bros. Television, probably
most active advocate for repeal, made that point again Fri-
day in commenting of commission action. He also said
production companies and independent stations are also
hurt. And he said court action to latest FCC decision is
option producers would consider.

Principal winner, apparently, is National Association of
Independent Television Producers, which fought for return
to original rule. Giraud Chester, chairman of NA1TPD,
said organization is "gratified" that commission has "reaf-
firmed the original prime-time access rule." However, he
also expressed concern about some exemptions, and said
organization would await commission "clarification" be-
fore determining its position.

Commission's second look at rule was ordered by U.S.
Court of Appeals in New York, as result of appeals taken
from commission order adopting PTAR II. That rule,
which was to have gone into effect with start of this sea-
son, would have restricted prime-time access to specific
half-hour, between 7:30 and 8 p.m., six nights per week;
there would have been no limit on network programing on
Sunday.

One principal exemption to new rule, drawn from
PTAR II, could open door wide to additional network pro-
graming — of specialized nature — in prime time. It in-
volves network or off-network children's programs and pub-
lic affairs programs or documentaries. And documentaries
are broadly defined as "any program which is non-fictional
and educational or informational, but not including pro-
grams where the information is used as part of a contest
among participants in the program." Definition would
cover such series as Animal World.

Other exemptions drawn from PTAR 11 apply to:
special news programs dealing with fast-breaking news
events, on-spot or related coverage of news events, and
political broadcasts by or on behalf of legally qualified
candidates, and network broadcasts of international sports
event (such as Olympic Games), New Year's Day college
football games, or other special network programing, other
than motion pictures, when network devotes all or virtually
all of its own time on same evening to that programing.
Two other exemptions are, in effect, policy under

PTAR I. They deal with runovers of live network broad-
casts of sports events expected to end before start of
prime time, and regular network news broadcasts when
immediately adjacent to full hour of continuous locally
produced news programing.

Commission instructions to staff were issued on 5-to-2
vote. Dissenters were Commissioner Robert E. Lee and
Glen 0. Robinson. Commissioner Lee, who backed return
to PTAR I, said exemption for children's programing would
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itk eriect "knock out" Sunday for prime-time access.

"Everybody agrees that's the case," he said, adding that

NBC's Wonderful World of Disney and even programs like

Lassie would be considered designed for children. Commis-

sioner Robinson favors outright repeal of rule.
ission's final decision will not only provide refine-
points mentioned in announcement but will deal

er matters not yet resolved. One involves question
of whether or not feature films already shown on network

should be regarded as off-network material. Other matters
deal with exemptions for time-zone differences and pre-
and post-game shows.

Commission neither accepted nor rejected amendment
that Sandy Frank of Sandy Frank Program Sales Inc.
attempted to press on members in vigorous lobbying ef-

fort. He wanted provision barring stripping of shows, other
than news and public affairs, during week. He says
stripping defeats rule's aim of providing opportunity for
substantial number of producers to exhibit in prime time.
Commission official said proposal would mark such depar-

ture from FCC's rulemaking as to require new proceeding,
if commission wanted to pursue it. 
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Wouldn't fly. Federal Trade Commission Chair-

man Lewis Engman revealed last week that agency

tried and failed to oduce un standable tele-

vision commercial co tain nutrition information

that all food advertis would be required to con-
tain under propo,sarb FTC staff (Broadcasting,
Nov. 11). efng nut tional detail made test
comm al incompreheñ€ible. But Mr. Engman
said affirmative disclosure of nutritional content
was still "live issue."

in any one of previous five years, pay cable could bit on
least number of games left untelevised in any of thy •e
five y rs.

Rule ill guarantee broadcaster against effort part of
sports en epreneur to reduce number of games ailable
for televisis so that more could be offered to ..y cable.
If number o ames broadcaster carries is red d, number
available to pa cable would be reduced pro ortionately.

Rule will als give broadcaster break in cking games
he wants for his hedule. Commission ca ot require
sports entrepreneu to cooperate with br dcaster, but
once broadcaster m es his choices, rul would deny those
games to pay cable, explanation, c. mission official
says "We're letting cab in, in terms f sports, but with
safeguards to protect br•Idcasting fr losing quantity or
quality of games.")

Commission's views on .iy cab s authority to run
series-type programs were sti sk chy on Friday. Present
rules prohibit pay cable from a ying such material. But
commission apparently will per it pay cable systems to
originate series, to carry serie shown on television in
market for past several years or t t is under contract to
local station, or that has re tively w episodes (perhaps
50).

Commission adopted tline of po cy and issued notice
for staff to fill it in on to-2 vote, wit Commissioners
Robert E. Lee and Gle 0. Robinson co curring in part
and dissenting in part Commissioner Rob son favors sus-
pending rules as the apply to movies. Co missioner Lee
feels situation rem ns too fluid for him to ave firm view
on all aspects of , ssition favored by majorit He is reserv-

ing judgment u ii he sees final text.
National A sciation of Broadcasters is gene ly pleased

with rule. Sa' one NAB spokesman, "It appears that the

commission as at least taken the necessary steps to pre-

vent whol ale siphoning from taking place." He said rule

may rest!) in making more product available to pay cable,

which Tay cause some decrease in conventional TV audi-
ence, but "as long as it's not siphoned, we can't complain."

Bazelon calls for better, fit between
First Amendment and regulation — but
says r 'o-TV must first show mo responsibility
Chief Judge S avid Bazelon of U. S. C rt of Appeals in
Washington sa courts, attorneys d Congress must "be-
gin the long over e process of r onciling First Amend-
ment doctrine and lecommun' ations regulation in a man-
ner which preserves • 'th the aditions of free speech and
the purposes of the Fe. -ral ommunications Act." But he
feels that if broadcasters to enjoy benefits thought nor-
mally to flow from First endment they must demon-
strate greater sense of spon ility than they have thus
far in serving their a iences.

Judge Bazelon, o spoke Fri in Washington at
Federal Commin ations Bar Associ on dinner comm-
emorating 40t inniversary of Commit 'cations Act and
FCC, said po er of TV is such as to ha led courts and
FCC to mo away from traditional First mendment
concept " o accommodate government attempts to con-
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Stretching the silver lining. National Association)
_ of Broadcasters combined boards on Friday
adopted resolution urging broadcasters to accen-
tuate positive news about economic conditions.
Resolution, submitted by C. Edward Little, M
said "obsessive preoccupation with the negativ
can become a self-fulfilling prophecy."
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d limits for INT
As expected ("Close Circuit," Jan. 6), Ass ciation of Inde-
pendent Television S ations adopted comme cial time stan-
dards at Atlanta co ention last week (early ory, page 16).
Amount of time all awed nonprogram materia in prime
time exceeds that National Association of B oadcasters
television code, b 1NTV guidelines count pro otional and
public interest an ouncements with commercial while
NA B's do not. I V set seven-minute limit for n nprogram
material in 30- flute period or multiples thereof prime
time, eight min tes in other time. (NAB code per ts 12
minutes per h r for independents in prime time, 1 min-
utes per hour other time.) .

'tiTV set rogram i:iterruption limits at four in ha

le
progra , seven in hour, 10 in 90-minute, 13 in t o-
progr rs in all time periods. New standards are n

applicable o children's programs, for which special stan
dards wer set last July (Broadcasting, July 22).

FCC makes it official with PTAR Ill,
which emerges more like PTAR I than PTAR II
but with exemptions that could cause trouble
FCC has has formally adopted third version of its prime-time
access rule. It will become effective in September. New
rule follows outlines of proposal disclosed by commission
in November (Broadcasting, Nov. 18,1974), thus contains
no 'major surprises. Commission has, however, included
language aimed at preventing exemptions built into rule
from being used to wreck it.

Action was on 6-1 vote. But concurring statements by
some, including Chairman Richard Wiley, indicated support
for new rule is less solid than vote would indicate.

Essentially, PTAR III resembles PTAR I, which is exist-
ing law: Network-owned or affiliated stations in top 50
markets are limittd to three hours of network or off-
network programing between hours of 7 and 11 p.m. Eas-
tern and Pacific time (6-10 Central and Mountain time).
But it differs in two respects: It includes exemptions,
lifted from ill-fated PTAR II, for network or off-network
children's, documentary and public affairs programs, and
permits showing in access time of feature films not pre-
viously shown on network (PTAR I banned use of such
films if they had been shown in market within preceding
two years).

Several other exemptions are carryovers from PTAR 1
or result from waiver practices commission has followed in
connection with access rule. They cover special news or
political broadcasts, regular half-hour network news follow-
ing hour local news, sports runovers and time-zone differ-
ences. Another exemption applies to international sports
events, such as Olympics, New Year's Day college football
games or other special network material that fills entire
evening.

Chairman Wiley expressed confidence latest version of
rule would withstand court challenge. But he also made it
clear he has gone as far as he can in defending rule. "If
the rule does not survive a court appeal," he threatened
last week, "look for repeal."

Commission sought to ease fears about exemptions with
clarifying language. "Programs designed for children" are
those intended for children between 2 and 12 years of
age," commission said. And documentary programs are
those that are nonfictional and educational or information-
al but "do not include programs that feature contests
among participants in program or that relate to visual en-
tertainment arts if more than 50% of program is devoted
to presentation of entertainment itself."

Commission said networks and stations are expected
not to abuse exemptions, to keep access-time children's,
documentary and public affairs programs to minimum.
Stripping of material on.theory that it is children's or
documentary program would not be consistent with spirit
and objectives of rule, commission said. Networks were
urged to avoid expanding programing on Saturday night
because of importance of that time to hour-long access
programs. Commission sought to justify exemptions on
ground that PTAR 1 had effect of inhibiting presentation
in prime time of children's, public affairs and documentary
programs, which FCC felt should be aired in prime time.
It expresses particular concern about children's programs
that networks frequently began at 8 p.m. or later under
schedules resulting from rule. And in extending exemption
to regular programs, commission said they could be bene-
ficial to public as special programs.

Commissioner Robert E. Lee, in concurring opinion, said
l'TAR 111 has removed uncertainty over fate of rule. But
FCC itself said it was specifically passing over suggestion to
put minimum limit on rule's life — five years had been sug-
gested. Lone dissenter was Commissioner Glen Robinson.
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PTAR III
may have
touched off
a fuse
Appeals to FCC, court action loom
as independent producers, suppliers
to networks and CBS make no bones
about unhappiness over revised rule

The rumblings of discontent with the
FCC's third version of the prime-time
access rule—adopted Jan. 16—are roll-
ing across the land, feeding the belief that
PTAR III, like PTAR 1 and II, will find
its way into court.
Members of the National Association

of Independent Television Producers and

400
•ibutors may welcome the return to

rm of PTAR I, in that network
tes in the top-50 markets are urn-

"'to three hours of network or off-
network programing in prime time.

But they are concerned about the ex-
emption for children's, public-affairs and
documentary programs. They feel it could
take away whatever benefits the rule
otherwise would provide for independent
producers with programs to sell for ac-
cess time.
The major producers—those that sell

to the networks—are disturbed. The rule
continues to restrict the amount of time
for which they can sell their programs.
They want it repealed. Edward Bleier,
vice president in charge of network pro-
graming and sales for Warner Bros. Tele-
vision, restated the majors' contention
that the rule generates the production of
cheap game shows and wild-animal series
which "are a disaster for the audience
and for the best creative people in the
business." Katrina Renouf, counsel for
NA1TPD, and Mr. Bleier, who has served
as spokesman for the major producers
on the prime time issue, said their re-
spective groups are giving serious con-
sideration to appealing the commission's
action.
There is trouble brewing on another

front also. Sandy Frank Program Sales
',1 it will seek reconsideration of the0 with a view to having the effective

set back one year. to September
J. Sandy Frank contends that the

nc remaining until the start of the 1975-
76 season is inadequate for those in the
industry to change the plans they had

grng-in

made in reliance on PTAR II, which was
adopted in January 1974. (That rule
would have specified 7:30-8 p.m. as ac-
cess time, but would have imposed no
limits on network programing on Sun-
day.) If his petition is denied, he said, he
will "definitely" seek judicial review.
Mr. Frank will also press for commis-

sion action on his proposal to ban multi-
ple exposures in access time. He said he
will ask the commission to hold an oral
argument on the matter.
Of the networks, only CBS is indicating

dissatisfaction with PTAR III. CBS offi-
cials said the network would withhold
comment until it had studied the com-
mission order. But they noted that CBS
has stel'ifastly opposed the rule and said
that they had seen nothing in the new
version to make them believe the net-
work would change its mind.
ABC, which has consistently supported

the rule, found the commission's action
"in the public interest." And NBC, which
changed its position on the rule from
anti to pro, issued a brief statement as-
serting that the commission "took all con-
siderations into account" and reached "a
reasonable balance."
An NBC spokesman later indicated one

reason why the network likes the rule.
The exemption for children's programing,
he said, offers the possibility of the net-
work gaining an additional hour of prime
time on Sunday with the presentation of

Countdown. The National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters' television code
review board has scheduled a spe-
cial meeting in Washington Feb. 4
for action on the CBS proposal to
change the NAB TV code to provide
for a nightly prime-time "family
viewing hour." That meeting will fol-
low by one week the meeting of the
code board's program standards
committee, which meets there tomor-
row with orders to study the plan and

come up with recommendations for

the code board. The eventual upshot

of these meetings will be put before

the TV board, probably during the

annual NAB convention in April.
The TV code board had not plan-

ned to take up the program stand-

ards committee recommendations un-
til April, but accelerated its schedule
at the request of the TV board two
weeks ago (Broadcasting, Jan. 20),
and presumably to accommodate
FCC Chairman Richard Wiley, who
would like to hear what steps the
industry may take to curb TV vio-
lence before he reports to House and
Senate appropriations subcommittees
in mid-February.
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7'h' Wonderful World of Disney.
And it is that kind of possible network

encroachment that worries the NA1TPD
members. Goodson-Todman issued a
statement expressing concern "about ex-
emptions for network and off-network
material and their effect on the prime-
time-access marketplace." A spokesman
for the firm said that if new syndicated
material is removed for "reruns that
might qualify for exemptions under, say,
children's programing, then I think we
have a legitimate grievance."

Although the commission adopted
PTAR III by a 6-to-1 vote, the enthu-
siasm for it within the commission was
less than that indicated. Chairman Rich-
ard E. Wiley issued a concurring state-
ment in which he said he was voting for
the rule "reluctantly." He said he had
never been an admirer of the rule, pri-
marily because he believes it involves the
commission too deeply in decisions
"which traditionally have been left to
the marketplace." He also said the com-
mission's experience with the rule since
it first became effective in 1971 has not
been encouraging. However, he said that,
with the modifications adopted by the
commission, "the rule may prove to be
in the public interest."

Commissioner Glen 0. Robinson, the
lone dissenter, expressed his views with
considerable spirit in a 34-page opinion
in which he likened the commission, in
its effort over the years to deal with "net-
work dominance," to Don Quixote's
struggle with windmills.
The goals—reducing network domi-

nance, stimulating sources of new pro-
graming and encouraging more local pro-
graming—cannot, he said, be reconciled
with the "development of the market
functions necessary to generate quality
programing."
And to the extent that the commission

laments the growth of "network domi-
nance," he said, "it laments the devel-
opment of efficient program brokerage."
In this sense, he said, "what has been
obtained from the prime-time access rule
is just what should have been expected:
a fragmented array of low-cost, low-
quality programs offered to local stations
directly by producers without the inter-
vention of a broker."
Nor has Commissioner Robinson been

impressed by any increase in local pro-
graming resulting from the rule. "If the
rule has increased the incentive for addi-
tional local programing," he said, "it has
done so largely by degrading the compe-
tition."
Commissioner Robinson believes that

if the commission is serious about reduc-
ing "network dominance," it should deal



•
Mickey is mighty. The mouse really
roared, according to the first day's
ratings for the Mickey Mouse Club
return to TV after a 17-year hiatus. In
New York and Los Angeles, the only
markets with Nielsen overnight rat-
ings, the program dominated its 5
p.m. competition on the Jan. 20
premier program, according to Met-
romedia. In New York, on WNEW-TV,
the program had an average of 19,
with a share of 38. In Los Angeles on
KTTV(TV), the program had an aver-
age of 15 and a share of 32. In New
York the closest competition was
Mike Douglas Show on WNBC-TV
with a 12.2 rating. In Los Angeles
KNBC(TV) news was number two,
with an 8.0 rating.

Both WNEW-TV and KTTV. are
Metromedia stations; other Metro-
media stations carrying the Mickey
Mouse Club reported they were
flooded with telephone calls asking
about membership. WTCN-TV Min-
neapolis-St. Paul, .for example, had
more than 400 such calls in the two-
hours following the initial telecast.

with "the basic source of the problem:
the limited number of economically com-
petitive television stations in each mar-
ket."
The aim, then would be to increase

the number of outlets. One "limited" step
might be VHF drop-ins, he said. Another
might be some form of deintermixture—
by community or region—to strengthen
UHF and thereby permit an increase in
station outlets. Or the commission might
even look to cable television as a com-
petitive solution.

But these are all controversial meas-
ures that the commission in the past has
indicated it is unwilling to attempt, Com-
missioner Robinson said. Accordingly, he
added, the commission should "simply
return to the status quo ante, allowing the
three network companies to program. as
much or as little of the prime time period
as they wish." That, he said, "is the most
realistic option at this point," and "the
commission should embrace it."
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A Wiley move. FCC report to Congress on sex and viol ce
commends broadcaster self-regulation to avoid adopt sn
rules that "might involve government too deeply i pro-
m content, raising serious constitutional questions '

Co mission also cites its recent censure of WBAI(F ) New
Yo as proof of its action to clean up radio waves and it
ks or law to include TV and cable in obscenity nd in-.
en y ban. Page 25.

Watch at sex and violence. Word was out last eek to pi-
lot pro cers to go easy on potentially objectt• able ma-
terial tha might be slated for family viewing •ur. Num-
ber of puts is down from last year. Page 26. hich shows
are auditi ing for which networks. Page 26. A program
developme t scorecard. Page 27. NATPE su ey finds ma-
jority of pr amers thinks networks are "to permissive"
in prime tim Page 34.

New rating ga e. ABC and CBS each hay four shows in
top 10 of McCa 's magazine survey of mo violent shows.
Magazine says s rvey done to test netw k claims that vio-
lence is what pe, pie want to watch, bu none of top 10
violent shows is t top 10 of most rece t Nielsen ratings.
Page 35.

View from the cat rd seat. Study by Cox Broadcasting
indicates steady gros th for both the roadcasting and
the cable television e sinesses, altho gh future audiences
will be "considerably ractionalized' by increase in num-
ber of UHF'S, cable pe etration an growth of video cas-
settes. Page 38.
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Ghosts of television ast. ABC petitions F to allow use
of circularly polaris d transmitter as result • WLS-TV Chi-
cago experiment. zange would cost more a require
twice as much po er, but it would eliminate tosting, im-
prove indoor ants, na reception and boost ove 11 picture
quality. Page 50

Rising to the c allenge. Wometco's Bill Brazzil, and gen-
eral manager • W7'VJ(TV) Miami, describes what e does
to make the ation an accurate reflection of the c mmun-
ity as well a top dr6toer. Page 65.

Index to departments on back cover.

about FCC's report on sex and violence
I use Communications Subcommittee Chairman orbert
Ma donald (D-Mass.), in reacting to FCC's repo to Con-
gres on TV violence and obscenity last week ee page
25), ys he agrees with FCC goal of industry self-regula-
tion, • t "what bothers me about the repor is that it
seems ti put a seal of approval on the man er in which
self-regu tion has worked in this instance. He said net-
work sel egulation in program content as been and
continues o be a dismal failure. The ess nce of television
programing eems not to be to educate challenge or even
entertain bu rather to gratify its audi cc. Limiting sex
and violence • certain hours does no address the contin-
uing failure of elevision to cultivate he vast wasteland."

Spokesman f r Senator John Pas ore (D-R.I.), chairman
of Senate Comm ications Subco thee, said last week
that senator had n comment on CC report, but that
subcommittee will scuss it in F C oversight hearings,
perhaps son-e time in arch. Se tor Pastore is also chair-
man of appropriation subcom ittee that has jurisdiction
over FCC budget.
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House appropriations sub
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determining how report
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throwaway." Commission officials feel
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under present statute. But sinc it is
s of "utter[ance] of...language, some

ght be helpful to have language pr. ,ibiting
ictions of sexual material," as comm sion
report.

Another round on prime-time access:
Pros and cons give views to court
Friends and foes of FCC's prime-time access rule attacked
it in its third incarnation last Friday in briefs filed with
U.S. Court of Appeals in New York. Friends say some
amendments tacked on to what is essentially PTAR I are
unconstitutional or arbitrary, or both, and should be
stripped from it; foes challenge constitutionality of rule it-
self, and urge reversal of FCC order adopting it.
PTAR III, like PTAR I (version now in effect), would

prohibit top-50 market affiliates from taking more than
three hours of network or off-network programing in prime
time. But amendments adopted in III would exempt from
rule children's, public affairs and documentary programs,
as well as sports runovers and various types of news and
political programs.

CBS, only one of three networks appealing rule, and, in
separate pleading, six major studios and more than 70 inde-
pendent television producers, urged court to reverse com-
mission order adopting rule on ground it violates First
Amendment. CBS said PTAR III "constitutes an attempt to
regulate the content of programing according to the com-
mission's idiosyncratic view of public needs." Regulatory
scheme, it added, is "in plain contravention of the First
Amendment and the strictures of the Communications

t/
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' . • • • • I , • — ; • • , o um a ic-
tufts Industries, MGM Television, United Artists, MCA and
20th Century-Fox Television — along with National Com-
mittee of Independent Television Producers and Lorimar
Productions said four years of experience with PTAR prove
it to be "unconstitutional and counterproductive." And in
its newest form, they add, rule is "totally arbitrary" and
"clearly impermissible" censorship.

Supporters of rule who oppose one or more of rule's
emptions are National Association of Independent Tele-
ion Producers and Distributors, Westinghouse Broadcast-
g Inc. and Sandy Frank Program Sales Inc. Principal tar-

get is amendment exempting from rule's reach children's,
public affairs and documentary programs, although
NA1TPD also cites sports runover exemption. Group W and
NA1TPD say exemptions violate First Amendment; Sandy
Frank says they are "arbitrary and capricious." Frank also
said commission erred in ignoring interests of public groups
and, instead, compromising interests of private parties. And
along with NA1TPD, Frank said order should be reversed
on ground its effective date — September 1975 — is unrea-
sonable in view of time independent producers need to
gear up for new season under provisions of PTAR HI.

Court also heard from former FCC General Counsel Hen-
ry Geller, who took no position on merits but said case
should be remanded to commission on ground it had not
followed ex parte rules he had suggested it f' 'low in cases
like PTAR. He said in pleading filed with commission in
December that interested parties in cases involving valuable
privilege should be barred from contacting members of
commission off record. Mr. Geller, who is now associated
with Rand Corp. but who was expressing only his own
views, said court should send case back to commission with
instructions that it record off-record contact and afford
interested parties opportunity to comment on those pre-
sentations.

Supporters of PTAR III — FCC, ABC and NBC — are
scheduled to file their reply briefs on March 3. Court will
hear oral argument on March 7.

finally loses suit against t aters
Feder judge in Los Angeles last ek dismissed $93 mil-
lion an 'trust lawsuit filed decade go by Subscription Tele-
vision In, , one-time pay TV op ator in Los Angeles and
San Franc co, against Souther California Theater Owners
Association and 15 other the er groups. U.S. District
Judge Ronal. N. Davis, in f' th week of trial, granted mo-
tion by theat groups on ounds STV failed to sustain
burden of proo (Broadca ing, Jan. 27). STV, which ori-
ginally asked for 117 Ilion in damages, charged that
theater owners co to drive it out of business
through organized sition to pay TV, including forma-
tion of antipay corn ttee that successfully supported 1964
referendum prohibi n TV for pay in California. That vote
was overturned tw yea later by California Supreme
Court that ruled ferend m was unconstitutional. STV,
whose president hen was lvester L. (Pat) Weaver, one-
time president f NBC and vertising agency executive,
meanwhile w t into bankrup cy.

PIT • .
C.!.

Multimed rules called to K L's defense
KSL Inc. as indicated manner in N,iich FCC's new cross-
ownershi rules can be used by stet s facing Justice De-
partme petition to deny their renewk applications on
ground of alleged concentration of con ol of media. KSL,
licens, • of KSL-AN! FM-TV Salt Lake Cit , is owned by
Mor 'en Church, v, 1 ich also owns Deseret News there.

o.
KS in pleading filed with FCC last week, a acked lus-
ic petition across range of issues as factually and legal-

deficient. And in contending that renewal process is in-

t e circuit. CC hairman Richard , Wi ey
reputation for tireless scheduling remains intact
with this week's dates: Feb. 25, noon, address,
sociation of National Advertisers workshop, Pl. a
hotel, New York; Feb. 25, 4 p.m., panelist a
ommunications policy seminar, Massachuse s In-

• itute of Technology, Cambridge; Feb. 27, 8 p.m.,
a,dress, Georgia Cable TV Association, M riott
mi tor hotel, Atlanta; Feb. 28, 12:30 p. , ad-
dre s, Northwestern Alumni Club of Wa ington,
Inte national Club, Washington.
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KPFK gives up S
Will Lewis, general m
KPFK(FM) Los Angel
had been withholding
Amendment grounds. T
Symbionese Liberation A
letter from Weather Unde
Los Angeles office of Cali
Lewis had claimed right of
protect material, all of wh
KPFK. Federal governme

Mr. Lewis, who spent 16
charge, said that he would n
had ruled. Federal appeals co
tation and on Feb. 14, U.S. S
review. Mr. Lewis is also unde
appeal, involving communicatio
Liberation Army taking credit f
in Los Angeles and Sin Francisc

Following appearance before g
flounced that statiorf no longer co
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In Brie*

Midwest into line? ABC-TV network of cials said Friday
(Feb. 21) they had authorized study of e fects and feasi-
bility of one-hour delayed feeds to centra , time zone, so
prime time (and projected "family viewing,' hours) would
be same there as in Eastern and Western zo es, but that
study was in "very preliminary stage." NBC official said
NBC had considered idea intermittently over years but had
no present plan to pursue it. He estimated delayed feeds
would cost each network minimum $2 millior‘ annually in
line chargesiCBS official said plan is not undef considera-
tion there./

Subject to/change. There may be changes in st e on mem-
bership of House Communications Subcommitte Two
freshman members, Timothy Wirth (D-Colo.) and William
Brodhead (D-Mich.), are contemplating moves to other
subcommittees of Commerce Committee. Mr. Brodhead,
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New York Times 2/12/75 p. 59rn

Speedy Appeal Ordered on TV's Prime. Time Ruiel• . • • • •
tS'LLS BROWN 1

ATLANTA, Feb, 11—A newi
phase in the hattl: over the

. prime time access rule of the
Federal Communications Com-
mission begrda today when a
Federal court ordered a speedy
appeal and scheduled a review
of all arguments during the
wpek beginning March 3.
The court acted in response

to petitions filed by various
television organizations, in-
cluding the three networks.
either asking that the rule be .
invalidated as unconstitutional
or challenging the commission's
new amendments to the rule,
which are to go into effect next
fall.
The original prime time ac,

cess rule, instituted in 1971,
restricted the networks to three
hours of programing during the
peak viewing hours of the
evening, leaving the remaining
time to be programed by in- i
dividual stations in the top

150 markets, mostly with syndi-,'5
'cated .shows. An earlier attempt
by . the F.C.C. to modify the '
rule was turned back by the
court last year on the ground
that the agency had not given
the industry reasonable time to
adapt to the changes.
A new revision of the rule

last .month eases the restric-
tions by allowing the networks
to exceed their three-hour
ilighty budget for documenta-
ries, public affairs programs and.---  -
Mows specifically forchidren.
Since the rule went into ef-

fect, , a persistent complaint
from Viewers was that the most
appealing children's specials
were scheduled after the
youngs' bedtime by the net-
works. On the East and West
{Coasts, network time begins at
,8
' Acting under the amended
rule, NBC-TV announced recent-
ly that it .ould move "The
Wonderful Wdrld of Disney" to

.,.7 P.M. on Sundays, since it
qualifies as a children's show.
This would ,errnit the network
to broadcast for four hours on
Sunday, instead of three.

Robert D. Wood, president of
s., id here at a meet-

ing of the '1\: ttional Association
of , Television program. Execu-
tives that his network would
undoubtedly also schedule four
hours of programing on Sun-
days. using C first. hour for a
potpourri c 'children's shows
and documentaries, "in order
to be competitive with N.B.C."

•••••••••*•••••

Since that would diminish thel
market for syndicated pro- I
grains, an organization known
as the National Association of
Independent Television Produ-
cers and Distributors 'petitioned
the court to review the modi

.fications as destroying the in-,
tent of the rule. The Westing-
house Broadcasting Company
also filed a petition challenging
the modifications.

Bloc of Resistance .. . .
.' These actions , prompted
CBS and six major Hollywood
film studios—Warner Borthers,1.Coluinbia, M.G.M., United At,
!fists. Universal and 20th Cen-
;tury-Fox—to ask the court to
linvalidate the rule entirely as
lunconstitutional, in that . it . in-
volves the Federal agency in
the television programing proc-
ess. . .
' NBC and ABC, in their peti-
tions, argued against aspects
of the rule but did not call
for revocation.
The decision today of the

Court of Appeals for the Sec-
ond Circuit in New York to
consider the merits of the yeti- I
ous arguments became known
at the convention , here, ,once
again creating.uncertainty .in
the television industry at a
time when the networks and
stations are beginning to draft
their programing plans for next
fall. Until - the court's revieW
is completed and a .decision is
issued, the networks 'cannot be
sure how . much air time, will
be 'at their disposal next szasOn.
, When the. same 'court last
year st2yed the earlier revision
of the rule and. remanded it
to the F.C.C.,' the networks had
already qrganized their. fall
schedules, eliminating two half-.
hour programs. ... ..
John Bass, chief of the

F.C.C.'s office of network •
study, said at . the television , 1
executives' conference today I
that .the agency had adopted
"a lesser modification" of the
rule this year with expecta- I
tions that No On., would OJT'
peal.
The prime time access rule,

has been a boon ,to. program 
:syndication and in general has•i

resulted in improved profits1
for both individual stations and ,
;the networks. The major film
I studios, which sell, programs. to
the networks, have sought its
revocation partly because the
rule had diminished their mar-
ket. .


